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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
tit* fitted June

as, isos.

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
p'.uce every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,

THE
samo

invariably

iu advance.

Business Notices.
Notice.

Copartnership

undeisigned have this day formed
THE
of
nership under the firm

Hates of Advertising .—One inchei space, is
oi column, constitute^ “square'.*
$1.50 per square daily first week s TO cents per
week alter: three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.

Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week $1.00; DO cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 ner square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
‘•Smsoiat. Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ct*. per square for each subsequent insertion; wall a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.

eajh subsequent insertion.
Advertisement* Inserted in the “Maine State
Pri:ss” (which has a large circulation in every parof tlio State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Of JOB PRINTING, of every description, exeto
cuted with dispatch; aud all business
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on appnea*
tlou os above.

EASTMAN BROTHERS
Have just received

entire

an

new

lot ot

Fine, Modium

and

Heavy Brown

and

LINEN

Commission &Forwardiiig Merchant
gy Merchandise oi

kinds bought and sold

all

Northern account.

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
63f Consignments solicited.

35 cts.

complete cuul g moral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.
129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.
feUdtf

Copartnership Notice.

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Moran. Lowell &
Senior: Garriah & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark Read & Co. Portland Me.
no28d(hn

rnHE Copartnership hereto ore existing under the
A name of S. k. JACKSON t£ SON,
will be continued after this date under the style of

PERKINS, JACKSON &

C0.f

21,1355—dtf_

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

J

Ulitter, Cheese, Lggs, Lard, Beaus.
DRIED

APPLES, &c.
Portlaxd, Me.

Lime Street,

Soecial attention
of Produce.

feehy/..

PLA8TEEER8,
PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

8TU000 AND MASTIC W0BKEB8,
Omk Street, between, Congress and Free
Sts.,
PORTLAND, MB.
Coloring. Whitening and White-Washing promptattended

y

May

j.

£5.

F1CKETT,

Dwler in

Milliken &

copartnership
firm and style ot
THE

old stand

I>ry Goods, Woolens,

Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
PORTLAND,

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
Wldgery’s Wharl,

formed a

copartnerday
THE
ship for the transaction of the Wholesale Crockunder the firm
Glees Ware

ery
of

business,

ana

E.

ipme

JOSE

CO.
C. E. JOSE,
K.8. MAXCY,

Portland, Jan. 1,1866.

Copartnership
&

COLBY

THE
AL

Closets,

description of Water Fixtures tor Duelling Houses. Hotels, Public Butidm*in-Shop»,
&e., arranged and set up in the best mannor, and all
ordors in town or country faithfully executed. All

EVERY

kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS oi all descriptions.
ai.rOiltt

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & 00.,
Importer) and Jobber) of

and
Free

Woolens.
Street,

DAVIS,

PORTLAND,

KING &

MB

DEXTER.

Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

Importers

of and

Dealers in all kinds oi ;

Hardware and Window-Glass,

A.

N.

admitted

was

as

1,1866.

Made.

prepared to make LIBERgoods in transit, m store,
vessels or any other

undersigned are
ADVANCES on
or
Also on

N. A. FOSTER &

Portland, Jan. 1, 1866.

NOTES

&

SON,

....

MAINE,

Choking, Office and Parlor Stores,
HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.
Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and stoves,
Orders from the Country respe
Work done to order.

*d.

Job

ftilly tollcitaug9dtl

BRADBURY &

Attorneys

SWEAT,
and Counsellors at Law,

Office 117 Middle Street,
DIOX HRADULBY, I
PORTLAND
ME
1VK1EAND,ME.
L. D. M. SWEAT.
J

Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
business entrusted
him,
Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,

M

k.

and will attend lo any
January,
to
before the
or

any of the

Departments.

dc20ti

JOHX F. AXDERSOX,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
h 17 daw

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
tf_ Temj ie Street

Ross

&.

10.—

SAMUEL

Also,

various grades
betterin the market.

Roundy,

for the purpose of carrying on the SHIP BROKERAGE, SHIP CHANDLERY and GROCERY BUSINESS, and have taken the stand of ROSS BROT HERS, 73 Commercial Streot.
WM. BOSS, ,Th.,
ALVAN ROUNDY.
fe20<13w
Portland, Feb 19,1866.
yr Job work of titty description neatly execut,1 at the Press Office.

Street.

ANTHRACITE COAL-none

COAlTl

TONS JOHN’S CHESTNUT COAL, at
*13,00 per ton.
ALSO.
450 tons .John’s Stove and
Egg Coal.
600 tons Ijehlgh Egg and Furnace Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Stovo Coal.
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stoye Coal.
W ell picked and screened; delivered to
any part of
the city at the low eat price for Cash.
ALSO.
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use: and all
kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by

1i'lU
fid

RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00.,
GO

Commercial Street,
Head Maine Wharf

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
rriHE subscribers offer for sale a
large quantity ol
X desirable building lots in the West End of the

are

all

payments that have been made upon said Stock
will be forfeited without condition ol redemption.
I. S. W1THINGTON,
Treasurer N P. R. R. Co.

Boston, Mass., January 24,1S06.—3tawtmayl

NEW PERFUME
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

on

mediately, NO CAflII PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B.

_

Portland, May 3,

1865.

Proposals for

BROWN & SONS.
may4tf

Fresh

jBeef.

OFFICE OF THE A. C. S.,U. S. A.,

SEALED

cient bond

as

the contract.

surtiesfor the laithful performance of

The A. C. S. reserves the right to rffiect any or all
bids not deemed advantageous to the Government.
Proposals must be endorsed “Proposals for furnishing Fresh Beef, Box 1522, Portland Post Office.”
The bids will be opened at the time specified, at
my office, No. 202J Morton Block, Congress Street.—
Bidden are invited to be present.
HENRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M., and A. C. S., U. S. A.
Feb «—dtd

Choice Flour, Corn and

Oats,

—:---2_,-,-

For the Examination of Candidates for Ad-

will be

LOWEST
Feb. 3.—dtf

RUSSELL BARBOUR is admitted a member
of our firm from Fob. 1st, 1866.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.
Feb 9—dim

Copartnership.

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
entitled

to Stock in tho Portland and
persons
Rochester R. R. Co.,
ALL
requested to call at the
office of the
are

Company, No. 64 Middle St., and
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s
ceipts for certificates si Stock.

BEALE <0 CO.,
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The liability of the late firm will be settled by either party at
X.

dc5ti

PIANO

the oM stand, No. 5 Commercial Wharf.
S. N. BEALE,

C. A. B. MORSE.

Feb 1,1866

f'e3d&wlm6

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the style and firm or

BEALE & MOBSE,
the purpose of continuing the Lime, Cement and
plaster business heretofore conducted by S. N. Beale
& Go., at their old stand.
S. N. BEALE.
C. A. B MORSE.

Dissolution of

fe3d&wlm6

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore existing between
rpH*
X tne

undersigned under the Arm name of
A. P. MORGAN &. CO.,
was dissolved Feb 13th, 1866, bv mutual consent. All
business of .the late Arm will'be settled by A. P.
MORGAN.
A. P. MORGAN.
1. E. HANNAFOR1).
19.
Fel**y
Portland,
18CG-_ teaodtf

A Great Bargain.
subscriber being about to remove to the WeBt,
will sell a lot at 56 acres of land, In Carthage, at a
half a mile
groat bargain. It 1b situated about He will sell itfrom
toi
the village, with on© acre cleared.
C. C. HATCH, Portland.
$50.

THE
F cb

n

BBRSNi

COPARTNERSHIP.

Feb 1.1666.

A

21—d2w*

~Dr.

E. F. RIPLEY,
Veterinary Surgeon,

Office at H. L. TAYLOB & Co’s Stable
Temple St*, Portland, Me*
sold his Livery Stock toH. L. Taylor &
Co., would most respectfully inform his ole
generally that he Is now givinj
patrons and the public
to the

HAVING

treatment of Horses am
his whole attention
other domesticated aid amis.
in
residence
Westbrook,
At his
(across Tukey’i
Bridge) may be found a good Infirmary for the uc
comiuodation of those who may wish to have theh
Horses upder his immediate attention.
&All orders left at his Office, on Temple Street
will be promptly attended to,
toU T,Th*S8m»
Portland, Jan. 16,1866.

\jLr*

ex-

Re-

LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.

Dec 4. 1866.

nounce

that

they

are

manufacturing

Upkeep constantly on hand

3Pia.no Fortes,
with all the modern improvements, wliich they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ot tho
quality. We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Plano
Fortes, among which are

Are prepared to issue binding certificates on

FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS,
Insurance upon Hulls, In the tallowing
*
Open Policies issued.

responsible Offices.

Commercial Mutual

New York,
Assets 81,100,000

of

Metropolitan of New York,

1,640,000
1,110,000
14100,000

Manhattan

Phenix,

«

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,
TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,
AT

29

THEIR ROOMS

Exchange Street,

Portland, Feb 8,

JOHN E. DOW & SON.
1866.

fe9eod3m

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION.
—

AND

Gravel

•

—

Roofing

fob flat koofs.

IIERSEY) Agent*
,1an26dtl

Bags Flour

and Meal I

1-4, and 1-8 BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
Superior Yellow Meal for Table Use, for
ale by 7
CHASE BBOTHERS,
Hoad Long Wbari.
Dec 14—T.a&T tl

1—0

CALL

ANI>

EXAMINE

THE NEW IMPROVED

Leavitt Sewing

Machine,

SUITABLE FOB

leather* Clothing* Carriage Trimming,
and Family Sewing.
It will carry the largest thread with a smaller

needlo than any other machine in the world.

Union Button-Hole Machine
Twelve Second-Hand Machines,

In goad order for sale at low prices.
All kinds Machine Trimmings, at
13T£ Middle Street, up One Flight Stairs.
Feb 20—eodlm
W. S. DYER.

250
HHDS. PRIME
108

CLAYED.
HHDS MUSCOVADO.
07 TIERCES,

MOLASSES,

GEORGE S. HUNT,
m C0mm6r0ial Str66t-

Feb 20_d3w

WOOD t

EDWIN

B_

WOOD t

Steinway <£ Sons, of New York.

LOOK

AT

THIS!

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all description*, by

WM. BBOWN, No. 91 Federal Street.
Clothing of all binds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
•ng bought and sold.
»ept20dU
DR. CHAS. MORSE’S

trocheS1
Troches are made from a Recipe obtained
Charles Morse, M. !>., of Portland, Maine.
They are of the highest efficiency in allaying irritation of the throat, a property due to their demulcent
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and soltening the tenacious secretions
upon the lining of the tubes, so that it can bo readily

THESE
from

expectorated.
Many persons are subject to a dryness and tickling
of the throat, while attending church, which often
causes
cough; these troches will remove all that
trouble and pre'vent taking cold on going front a warm

the ’old air.
For sale wholesale and retail by
CHARLES W. FOSS. Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, 0. P. SHEPHERD
fel4da«
6 CO., and H. H. HAY.

loom

out into

IRA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 Union St., Portland, Maine.

}

or

LOTS,

AND

to Lease!

India Rubber Boots and Shoes,
HALL’S

India Rubber

147 MIDDLE STEEET.
A LI,

FIRST QUALITY.

Men's Rubber Over-Shoes, $1.20 per pair.
“
Women’s Rubber Over-Shoes, 1.00
“
Misees’ Rubber Over-Shoes,
.80
“
Men's Rubber Boots.
5.00
“
Women’s Rubber Boots,
2 40
“
Mi 88es’ Rubber Boots,
2.00
“
3.25
Boys' Rubber Boots,
“
Youths’Rubber Boots,
2.50
Also Rubber Goods repaired in a neat and subtantial manner.
igf“Don’tforgot the number ot the new Rubber
Store, 147 Middle Street.
Feb 14—W(Tlirs.Fr.Sat.Tu.ThjSa.Ts, Th,S. lot

Trinidad
OU

Sugar and Molasses.

HHDS. CHOICE MUSCOVADO SUGAR,
150 Hhds. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.

For »ale

by.

H
S—d3w*

EATON,
Xo. 1 Central Wharf.

Young Ladies’ Seminary.

MISSES SYMONDS, announce the opening
cf their Spring Session, on Thursday, Feb. 22d.
fel7dlw
Address the Principals, IS Brown St.

THE

isgr ii you are in want or any kind ol PF INTINfl
call at the Dally Press Office.

Washington, Feb. 19.
To the Editor of the Press:
The discussion of the Constitutional
Amendment in the Senate continues, and as
that body has never adopted the “previous
question” rule of the House for the closing of
debate, it is likely to continue for seme time
to come. When a vote can be reached is hr
deed a mere matter of conjecture. The same
differences of opinion respecting the matter in hand are elicited as appeared in the
House debate upon the same subject, and I
may add that by some the same forebodings
of defeat are indulged in, as were
expressed by
those who predicted the measure could never
by

a

two thirds vote.

These

A

EA

$5

WAFTED!
$7
Agents, Ladies or Gentlemen.
each county, to canvass for
Lincoln & Son,”
“The Volnnteer's Return,” “Woman's Mission,”
(a field hospital scene,)
President Lincoln and Family,” an 1 other engravings. Agents make from £5
to $7 i»er day with them. They
say everybody likes

rf

Card pictures furnished, album size.
your

county,

Box 780.

Feb 19—dlw*

P.

Write

ana name.

Springfield,

Mass.
(12w

1866.

Street.

CARRIAGE SMITH wanted.

E. H.

Apply
Preble St.,
AFebLEMONT’S Carriage Manufactory,
at

29—dtf

Board Wanted.
gentleman and wife, in a private family in the
vicinity of Market Square.
Address through P. O,
A. S., Portland, Me.
Feb 20—d3t*

BY

a

Wanted.

5000 LBS. CHOICE HAMS,

JOHN

town

WM. I. RICE, General Agent,

Wanted.

WOOD,

200 BBLS. NO. 1 CLEAR PORK.

WET NURSE, to whom good wagea will be

A paid.at 28 York street.
Apply

DAVIS,

Feb 19—dlw«.

135 Commercial Stroofc.

Wanted.
Notice.

ROOM.S In

Annual Meeting of the State ot Maine Oil Co.
will be held at their office on Exchange St., on
Wednesday, Feb’y21st, at four o'clock P. M., to act
upon the lollowing business :—
1st—To hear and act iupon Reports of Directors

THE

ble for Physician.
FURNISHED
Call
house
a

preferred.

a

central locality, sulta-

The first floor of
upon or address

a

private

PHYSICIAN,
International House, Portland.

Feb lft—d4t*

%

3d—To choose a Board of Directors.
4th—To transact any other business that may come
legally before them.
H. P. DEANE, Clerk.
Feb'y 12, 1866_eodtd
_

COLD WEATHER!

cold

No Excuse now for Frozen Pumps,
Bursted Pipes in Mid-Winter.

or

manuun-

Counties
this State at a low Hgure.
This pump cannot rreeze as no water remains in
the pump wlien the pump is ^iot in motion.
A capital chance is offerer! to any enterprising man
to make
money. Messrs. Libby, Lidback & Co., 3d
story. No. 4 Manufacturer’s Block, Union Street,
poprietors of Cumberland Countv, will put up single pumps in said County, and will furnish them at
short notice to owners of other counties.
The Counties unsold are Androscoggin, Franklin,
Kennebec, Lincoln, Oxford. Penobscot, Piscataquis,
Somerset, and York.
Sagadahoc.
Call on them for particulars.
THOMAS WHITTEMORE.
Feb 2—dim

City Carts, intends to carry

BAKING

on

the

Business

New England;—

to or
WARREN

& MORTON, 64 Middle St.,

Portland, Maine.

fedl6*lw

Wanted.

Stone-Cutters

twelve

Stone-Cut-

Immediately,
good
ters to cut abutment and pier stone.
WANTED
to
JAMES ANDREWS,

Biddeford

Dec 27—dtf

State

Fair*

certain parties have expressed a desire to have a Show and Fair under the auspices of the MAINE STATE AGRICULTURAL
and whereas,
SOCIETY, during the coming season, an
allowance
the Society is n >tln the enjoyment of
have
{agreed to appoint
from the State, the Trustees
an Exhibition, provided, in tbeir opinion, sufficient
inducements or proper guarantees are offered on or
before the lirst day
9 of April next.

WHEREAS,

SEWARD DILL, President.
•
S. L. BOARDMAN, Secretary.
Samuel
Wasson, E. R. French,
Russell Eaton,

Society.
Augusta, Jan. 27,18C6.

Trustees State

B.—Communications to be addressed to the
feld3w
President at Phillips._
of

together with

HILTON &

CO.,

DEALERS IN

BUSINESS !

A* No. 18 Willow Street,
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be
favo. ed with the patronage of their former customers.

also respectfully invite all others wish-

ing Bread to (rive hrm a call, as no pains' will be
spared to till ill orders for Bread with neatnut and

Portland, Die 12,1M8.

In

County
AGENTS
steady emp'oyment and Dig pay.
address
Apply

N.

COBB,

purchased the Ketail
HAVING
Messrs.'PEARSON & SMITH,

AN

Apply

subscriber offers for sale the right to
facture and sell this unequalled pump in the
THE
sold
in

C.

Agent in every town in the State of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and usefal patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO..
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

In ev.ry

Leather!

Wattcr’s Anti-Freezing Force Pnrnp

W.

Wanted.

Wanted.

COLD WEATHER!

deHtf

to bear in mind that

Groceries, Ship Stores,
AND

PRODUCE.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
*

Cor. of Milk
1
*. K. HILTON,
3. P. PERKINS, }
O. I. r,

HILTON,)

ty Produce Sold

on

Ub« Sin.,

PORTLAND, ME,

Commission.

_

...

..

fcbldto

they

haps they really

mean

to us through
always quite disin-

come

third persons—persons not
terested in the matter of
as

a

sensation.

Per-

much as that mo-

mentous announcement that “Treason is a
crime to be punished.”

Wc shall soon know
The Freedman’s Bureau Bill is still in the hands of the President,
and his action upon it is looked for with much
interest. For the present at least, much, very

more

about this matter.

much will

depend

upon the course taken

by

him in this matter, and it is not impossible
that great events in the future may turn upon
this hinge. Meauwhile no friend of liberty,
should “bate one jot of heart or hope,” but
“bear up and steer right onward.”
The lecture of Frederick Douglass on Tuesdiy evening last was a very spirited and successful affair. Great was the holy horror of
snndry Deacons and leading members of Dr.
Sunderland’s church at the idea of such a
meeting; but in spite of the pious indignation and virtuous disgust of these chivalrous

Christians, in whose breasts hatred ot the
“nigger” seams! to far outweigh the love of
God, the lecture was given before such an audience as seldom assembles on such occasions,
and

other officers.
2d—To amend article of By-Laws relating to Di-

He would

Letter from the Federal Capital

tA

P. O.

JPOllK AND HAM!

tlieir

all Four Pa&'es.

A

At the Office of James H. Baker, Coal Dealer.
Feb 20—d3w*

Emporium,

on

_

COX,

SOFT

198 Commercial

rectors.

Readina Matter

-R

pass tlie House

and

PRICE CURRENT

city.

Terms —tS,00 jeer year in advance.

apprehensions may possibly be well founded,
but if the Constitutional Amendment fails in
al,
Queoec, Merrill, Turner, Poplar,
Congress, Atlantic. Mupjoy, Monument, Willis Sts., the Senate, it will be, I apprehend, in conseand the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30
quence of an increase of what is called the
cents per foot.
“radical scutiment ” rather than from
Also, e Houses from $1000 to $5000.
any
MOSES GOULD, 71 Middle St.
flatting or giving way in it. If it fails, it will
Jan 00—<13m
I
be, trust, because something better ha3 been
Real Estate fox* Sale, found out to take its place. The
speeches of
Senatois Lane of Indiana, Henderson of
In Cape Elizabeth.
Mo.,
desirable residence in Capo Elizabeth,
Clark of N. H., and Williams of
Oregon,
one mile from Portland Bridge.
The house is
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, Ac., all in
lately delivered upon this subject, are ail
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outto be read and pondered. These
genbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beau- worthy
ty of location is unsurpassed in this vlcinty.
tlemen, with the exception of the last named
Term easy, i’or particulars enquire at,
with whose political antecedents I am unacZSS VonurtM St.,
julv25dtf
Portland. Me.
quainted, have all usually ranked among the
moderate and conservative members of their
FOR BA L E !
party. Yet their Jate speeches are sufficiently
radical for any body. That of Senator Hensecond-hand HAND PEESS for sale cheap
if applied for aeon. Size ot Platon 20x28.
derson was hardly less so than Mr. Sumner’s.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,
The change from Henderson’s late status as a
PEESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb IS—dtl
slaveholder to his present position on the ex__f
treme advance of antislavery sentiment i3
House for Sale.
HPHE three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of surely a great one. His, however, is not one
X Danforth ana Tate Streets. It has all the modof those always somewhat suspicious political
ern improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
conversions, which carry a man at one treFor terms, &c., apply to
mendous vault over the greatest moral disfcUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
tance in the least possible time, but has result
Portland. Nov. 8, 1865.—istf
ed from a steady and consistent growth in
right principles. Who in “Border rxtffian times”
For Sale.
could have imagined Missouri represented in
fTlHE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
X Street, at a obeat bargain.
the Senate by two such uncompromising radiFor particulars, enquire of
cals as Henderson and Gratz Brown ? To
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dtt
Atlantic Wharf.
these men, and such as these, who, bom and
reared amid slave institutions, are now leading
Store to Let.
the very vanguard of the hosts of Justice aDd
Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
THE
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. JefferBight, I do renders tribute of respect and adson Coolidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. Cfc S. E. SPRING.
miration not less profound than that which I
Sept 27—dtf
pay to Chase, Sumner, Wade, and their compatriots, illustrious soldiers of Freedom, the
For/Sale.
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Aveold Guard of Liberty, once derided and abhornue.
Saki lot is composed of two lots in one,
red as Abolitionists, even yet regarded with
and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Box 5S6 1*. O.
distrust as extremists and radicals, but who
Nov 4—dtf
will appear before the eyes of the future ages
For Sale.
glorified and transfigured by the grand princif
A A TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
XtJvXvr 41so, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack ples they have upheld so well.
and Hardwood Plank, for sale by
The Hopse, which is considerably in adL. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
vance of the Senate in the despatch of busiOct 24—dtf
ness, has of late been occupied with a variety
For Sale.
of matters, whereof tbe telegraph keeps you
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
informed. The Bill introduced by Mr. Lynch,
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particulars enquire of, or address /
respecting the registration of vessels which
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
have sailed under foreign flags during the war,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf
Was approved on the tenth inst.
The Naval
Appropriation Bill as reported by the ComFor Sale.
mittee on Appropriations, provided for the
large and convenient House, No. 15
Watervillo St, suitable lor two families. Terms
purchase of Seavey’s Island, preparatory to an
ol sale liberal.
enlargement of the Portsmouth Navy Yard.
ly to W, No. 37* Middle St.
ja23dtf
The House in Committee of the whole struck
For Sale.
out this item.
It was restored, however,
LOT OF LAND, soutli-west corner of Cumberwhen the bill was upon its passage in the
land and Elm Sts.; 93 leet on Cumberland by 82*
on Elm St.
Apply on the premises or to
House, mainly if not solely through the exerHON. WM. WILLIS.
Feb 10—dlw*
tions of Mr. Lynch. One hundred and five
thousand dollars are appropriated for this obFor Sale.
Mr. Blaine of Me. has introduced a Bill
ject.
two story frame House, and about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cum- “To reimburse the States that have furnished
berland Streets.
Plenty of hard and soft wa- troops to the Union army, for advances made
the premises. Enquire ol
C. RICHARDSON.
and expenses incurred In raising the same,”
Feb 12—isdtf
•’?»
to the extent of fifty-five dollars for each man
For Sale.
enlisted, the total number being reduced to a
Stock and Fixtures of a long established first
three years standard. By the terms of this
class Grocery and Provision Store, now doing a
Bill Maine would receive from the National
successful business and one of the best stands in the
City. Apply to
treasury $3,112,725.00.
A. P. MORGAN,
The evening cry of the newsboys, “Speech
290 Congress St., opposite the Preble Honse.
Feb 29,1866—dtf
from President Johnson’’, ceased some time
since to be novel. Opinions differ widely as
Lost and Found. to how much significance is to be attributed to
these off-hand utterances. It may be proper

February 20,

-FOR SAXE BY-

D. C. 1

the

Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont,
ONMelbourne,
Hammond, Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montre-

them.**

nor

P. J. HORWITZ.
Chief of Bureau.
Bureau qf Medicine and
Surgery,)

m

Wants,

Now landing from Sch. “Warren Blake,” Central
Wharf, lor sale y

character.

than twenty-six years of age.
No expense is allowed by the Government to candidates attending the raisions of the Board, as a
succes.itul examination re a legal pre-requisite for
appointment in the Navy.

circulation of all the other Judies

eoni-

THE

NEW MOLASSES!

more

hud

was

received with every mark and demon-

stration of enthusiastic approval. Whether
those nice people who were so scandalized at
to “one of our most
distinguished Americans,” as Chief Justice
Chase called Douglass when he introduced
him to the audience, to speak for the benefit
of destitute and helpless orphans, and who so
feelingly deplored such “desecration” of their
church edifice, considered the p ace still further “desecrated” by the abundant sprinkling

the permission granted

of red pepper bestowed upon the carpet, I am
not-advised. Though this impish trick caused
considerable coughing, especially after the applause, it failed to materially interrupt the
proceedings. Those numerous friends to
whom Dr. Sunderland has become endeared
by his patriotic and Christian course since the
beginning of our civil war need have little
fear that he will not be sustained in the firm
and manly stand taken by him in this matter.
The lecture, entitled “The Assassination
and ,its Lessons” was probably the same in
substance as has been delivered elsewhere.
One allusion

to a

recent occurrence is worth

of President Lincoln,
“Be did not begin with playand end with playing
ing the role of Moses,
The tremendous apPharaoh.
role
the
of
this sally was received
plause with yliich
showed how keenly it was appreciated. Of
he remarked that if they
the Southern people
the Union,” the Union teas
were “not out of

repeating.

Speaking

Douglass said:

plainly

out

of

of colored people, the sentibut a feeble response. On Tues''v‘ni"o his ideas on that
subject wcro

J

the most
enthusiastic demonstrations of approvu,.
Nay, more, far more, on
Monday last, the vast and august
assemblage
m the Uall of
gathered from
every quarter of the land, and
representing ir
some sort the public sentiment
of the whole
country, liaiied ideas tending in the same direction, from the lipa of our great historian

,w

Representatives,

of the Press is larger than the

i.\-ue

THE

No 16 Union Street.

same

All instruments sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
Tuners;
March 8—(l&wtt

power)
complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pnllle3.
One new horizontal Engine (C in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (C in.
cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

BEALKH IN

an-

and

Insurance !

JOIJN E. DOW & SON,

WOOD !

of Medical Officers will convene at the
Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Mass., Naval Hospital,
N.
Brooklyn,
Y., and Naval Asylum, Philadelphia,
Pa., on MONDAY, March 12,1863. lor the examination of candidates for admiesion into the Medical
Corps of the Navy.
Gentlemen desirous of appearing before either
Board must make application to the Honorable Se >
r:tary ot the Navy, or to the undersigned, stating
residence, place and date of birth, and Delore which
Board they desire to present themselves. Application to bo accompanied by respectable testimonials of

Navy Department,
Washington,
Feb 19—M,W*F, till marlG

JFORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to

Marine

No.

daily

1866-

ONE

HARD

Candidates must not he less than twenty-one,

For Sale.
new

distinctly

BOARDS

for Photon's—Take no othrr.
Sold by druggists generally.
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Jan. 1. I860—eod&eowCm

•

Dissolution of

MARKET PRICES.
GEORGE F. FOSTER,
No. 2 Galt Block.

Surgeons.

Beware of Counterfeits.

Season.

Jan 20,1SC6.

and to effect

The

large proportion
men 11 ccoived
8'6

AVEBY

bhds. peime new crop MUSCOVADO MOLASSES, now
at Custom House Wharf, from Schoonor landing
Emma G, irom
Matanaas, and for sale by
ISAAC EMERY,

mission into the Navy as Assistant

A most KxqnisUrt Delicate nud Fra.
Kraut Perfume* DiHtilled from Ike
Karo, uud Deaiitiful Flower from
which it tnkeM its name.
Manufactured only by PIIAf^ON & NO IV.

Ask

E

sold at the

Medical Boards

Notice.

first

Crop Molasses

NEW

EXTRA HOGS AND CHOICE BUTTER,

Notice.

s- BOUNDS & SON.

For the

a

superior
Locomotive Boiler.
ONEOneall
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

For Sale

SOFTWlS*
notice!

THE-

CAR
LOAD,
to arrive and in store. Also, a lot of

find this a rare opportunity with comparatively
small capital.
HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.
Jan 30—dtf

HOUSE

White and Red Ash Coal.

I

Portland, Ma ne, Feb’y 3d, 186G. J
Proposals will be received at this office
until Wednesday, Feb. 28th, 186G, at 12
M., for
the supply of Fresh Beef to all the
troops in the vicinity of Portland, Maine, for one year (ot such less
time as the Commissary General shall direct.) The
Beef to be of the best quality in quarters, with an
equal proportion of Tore and hind; necks, shanks and
kidney tallow to be excluded.
Each bid must be accompanied by a copy of this
advertisement, and the names of two responsible
persons, (residents of Portland,) to enter into a suffi-

Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
and convenient Stable, with a fine liverv stock.
To
any one desirous of entering the hotel business will

„.

LOBERY,

PRESS,

PORXLANU.

Bathing Rooms, Shaving and

are

fe8d2m

These Coals are of the
very best quality,
3 and warranted togive satisfaction.
«l best quality of HARD
and
I WOOD, which we will
sell at the verv
“nd deliv8r it; *°
a“y Part ot the city at
short
KP^Give us a call and try us.

Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who
will
build houses of satisfactory character,
they will advance, \f desired, one fourth of the cost qf building, on
completion qf' the house. From parties who build im-

house

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds
of

Inducements

fTIHE copartnership heretofore existing between tho
X undersigned, under the firm name of
JVT- Q-. HAYDE3ST Ac CO.,
is this dav dissolved by mutual consent.
M. G.
HAYDEN is authorized to collect all debts due to
said firm and will pay all claims against the same.
M. G. HAYDEN,
A. L. ELWELL.
Gorham, Feb. 8,18GG.

Copartnership

200 TONS

nos one hundred
twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially tarnished. Attached to the

repaired.

™

BELL'S

COAL, COAL,

Great

EGG SIZE.

ABB

QOO

JAMES H* BAKER*Richardson's Wharf.
lo2d3w*
Portland, Feb. 1,1866.

Jan 12—dtf

St.,

EGO AHD STOVE SIZE.

New

be found one of the best seleoted stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and KUBBEK8 that can he
found in thiB city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 363 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
J
Oct 24—dtl

city, lying

fe7dtf

For

OF

AT

J>issolutionof Copartnership

m

FURNACES, RANGES,
i
WORKERS

CHARLES F. MOSTI.YE.

hereby notified, in conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent,
upon Stock subscribed for by them is hereby levied
in amounts and at rimes as hereinafter recited, to be
paid at the office of tbo Company, No. 5 State street,
at Boston, Mass.—to wit: twenty per cent, to bo
paid
on the second day of April;
thirty per cent, on the
first day of May; and iorty per cent, on the first
day
ol June, one thousand eight hundred and
sixty-six.
All Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
are not paid, will be declared forfeited
absolutely,and

The subscriber would inform his triends and the
public that he will continue the Boot and Shoe Manufacture, and the sale of Dry Goods and Groceries,
heretolore conducted by M. G. HAYDEN & CO., at
the old stand in Gorham.
Thankf ul for past favors so liberally bestowed, he
still hopes to merit yotir approbation.
M. G. HAYDEN*
tolOdtl
Gorham, Fab 8, 1866.

BrfbKEK

M

now

this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business will hereafter be conducted by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against the lato firm, and
to whom all indebted will make payment.
N. A. FOSTER,
J. T. GILMAN.

S.

Manufacturers of and Dealers

And

is

COMPLETED
tho ice leaves the harbor to

CO..

THE

No. 35 Exchange
Street,

PORTLAND

COLBY,

copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm and style of

Ftd‘Tat SU-

Oct 2,

DREDGE.

Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern {Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is

Dissolution.

nov9’65dtf

chapman.

entirely new stock

GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO-

as

f0r9a,e by *be und8ral«ned

and

nol5li

Congress

-BY

Bowli, Bran ft Silver Plated Cock*.

E.

prepared

THE

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

l.p.'hLklZl,’

are

copartnership heretofore existing between
the subscribers, under the firm name of

PORTLAND, ME.

F.

HALL,
we

Is

and Water

18

magnificent

Notice.

OHUROHILL, BROWNS & MANS01L

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Arcade

the

present store, No, 4 Free Street Block,
(up stairs)
AT REDUCED PRICES,
Dnring the present month, in order to save time,
trouble attd expense in moving. We invite the attention of our Iriends and the public to the above.

still due,

90 Exchange Street*
Nearly opposite Post Office.

Reduced Rrices! PER
clean and fresh mined.

U’u.mitiare !

Portland, Feb.

Furnishing

It Has Come !
Schr. Helen Marr, cargo genuine Georges
Creek, or CUMBERLAND COAL, landed in
vessel from cars, direct from the mines,
consequently
it is

of_

Jan 19—dtf

MAKER OF

Dry

RETAIL.

LANCASTER

as soon

Goods.

CAN

formed

LOW & PLUMMER.

shipment.
sale,
good security.
for

P L U M B E R!

Goods

firm Feb.

Advances

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Pumps

WHOLESALE AND

TWOMBLY,

PLUMMER

7—d2w*

Feb

No, 10S Middle Street,

Forco

GLOVES,

AND

her work for the coming season, and tho
undersigned desires a share of the public business

copart-

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also a Pine asesortment of

JTo. 353

and

a

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

Coal.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

of

Gents’

Coal,

275 Tons Hazel ton Lehigh,

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store.

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

ready

BREWSTER,

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

CLOTHING

No. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs McCARTH Y & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

FOLLETTE,

WHOLLY

COPARTNERSHIP.

Patents,

WILLIAM A. PEAKCE,

i

HOG? SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

Feb 1-dtf

B.

THE

Maine.

at

Tailor,

FIRST CLASS

UPTOWN

chinery, and the addition rfNew Boilers, &c.,

L. S. TWOMBLY.
Portland, Feb 12, 1866.feHdlw

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Aug 25-dtt

St,
\

a

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.

DEEDGE MACHINE, CONSTITUTION,
THE
which has been undergoing repairs in her Ma-

For the transaction of General Marine, Fire and
Life
INSURANCE
BUSINESS,
—
At No. 26 Exchange St.

our

of

Congress

Notice.

undersigned
day
THE
nership under the firm style ot

HASSTORE, at

No*

commence

Fresco and Banner Painter, MR* A* inJ«
partner
'

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

'/

STEAM

jaJ6d2in

opened

Portland,

40

d.C. SMALL.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER.

Portland, Maine.
Work executed In every part ot the State.
juneldtf

331

At our

Copartnership.

W. W.

Portland, Me.

Solicitor

FREEMAN,

GEO. L. KIMBALL.
ja‘22U4w
0

Portland, Jan. 22,1866.

*

fl

8.

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

JUa?thdrCWhIitf

CHISAM,

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
Catting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customer sand prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

J. A. WATERMAN, Sec’y.
Gorham, Feb. 8, I860.—il2w

From the first day of March next,
to sell our large, well selected and

KIMBALL,

have this

STURTEVANT,

copartner-

continuing the Wool-Pulling and
Tanning Business, heretofore conducted by Stevens,
Freeman & Go., on Grove St.
H<<
SAM’L

commence on

to

Having
a

For the purpose of

State of Maine.

octl6dti

or

leased
ROOM known as

Copartnership.
&

^SEMINARY

PARKER.

NEW STORE!

Merchant

information apply to W. G. LOKD, A. M„

Selling

T-"—--!*•—:-—

Manu&cturcra ol and Dealers in

&

Principal,

!

'Dec 1—d3m

NATH’L STEVENS,
SAM'L FREEMAN,
GEO. L. KIMBALL.

Tho undersigned have this day formed
ship under the firm and style of

A.

Spring Term of this School wlU
THE
WEDNESDAY, Feb. 21.
For full

L. B.

Grove St.

C.

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

CHASE, CRAM

GORHAM

HOSIERY

Portland, Jan 22,1866.

Furnishing Goods I

M ndd 00 Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

D.

Also
Board can be obtained on reasonable terms.
Rooms for Students wishing to board themselves.
or
letter
by
Application should be made in person
to the Principal, or to
D. B. SEW ALL, Secretary.
Jon 26—d4w

heretofore existing under the

FREEMAN

BARROWS,

B.f PRINCIPAL.
A Classical Department has been formed especially adapted to Students fitting lor College— systematic and thorough.
Music and Drawing by competent teachers.

JOHY Dow,
Ebakk W. Libby.

subscribers have this

JOBBERS OF

And Gents’

on

W. F.

And continue eleven weeks.

day associated them-

STEVENS, FREEMAN & CO.,
is this day dissolved by mniual consent. The affairs
of the late firm will be settled by either party, at tho

Co.,

Succetsort to G. L. Storer f Co.,
a

this

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Photographic floods,

Mirrors and Engravings.
M Juafsoturer of KIrror ft Picture Frame*,
Aro. 33 MARKET SQUARE,
JmnelJtf
Poutlabd, Mb.

Leering,

Coal,

Notice,

la Now Opened to the Public by

com-

Wednesday, February 21st, 1866,

_

Portland, Jan.l, 1866.—2m

Orders from out of town solicited.

to.
22—dtl

NEW STORE,

Short

C.

SPRING TERM of this Institution will

name of
1> OW & LIBBY,
for the transaction ol a general
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS.
At 06 Exchange Street, Portland.

paid to consignments of all kinds
sep20dlyr

ross &

Fryeburg Academy!

Copartnership Notice.

undersigned have
Commission Merchants, THE
selves under the firm

style,

Mr, Brewster woulcT*be happy to meet his old
fitiends and the public
generally.
Portlrnd, Feb. 2,186%.
dtf

At

And

The undersigned being compelled (on achealth) to relinquish Hotel business, offers for sale the lea e and a portion
4
jof the fixtures of said house.
This hotel ranks
among the first in the country,
ana commands a
large proportion of the travel. It
count oi ill

N. B.—Special attention paid to cleaslug Bed and
Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

February 6th, I860.

and WOOD,
Dec

PRODUCE

Xo. 8

CO.,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
Sawyer’s Whari, foot of High Street.

~

J. EDWARD GOVE &

Slips

Pillow

1.40.
A

most elegant

GENTS’ LESTEN

and furnished In the

And Sat inaction Guaranteed in all Cases*

CHARLES

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents.
A few mor.; of those all Linen Army Sheets for

thoroughly refitted,

DAILY

Thursday Morning, February 22,

This excellently located Hotel has beon
INEN of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
AJ without injury to the finest fabrics.

JAS. BATES, Sec’y.
3wd&w

OF

American Prints, 15 to 25 Cents.

WORCESTER,

GENERAL

Augusta House.

or

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

OPPOSITE CIII BUILDING.

-OF THE-

Got up in the Best Possible manner,

mence on

WOOLEN GOODS, for Spring Wear.

Lease & Fixtures for Sale

-T

be had in “Russell Hal'i.”
in all its grades will be taught,
classes in Mathematics and the

Let,

International Hotel,

on

can

Term. $» pel.
annum> in ITf,..n

For Sale and to

besides the usual
Classics
Classes in Chemistry and Philosophy will he formed
with weekly Lectures.
Address
E. S. HOYT, A. M.,

THE

DAMASK and

NEW LINK

Commence
February 20th*

Bleached

COTTONS !

A

HENRY r.

-^—————

1

■

Hanover St.

36

Wo.

Spring Term will

The

BOARD
Book-Keeping

DeLaines and Ginghams,

Business Cards.

1

Miscellaneous.

Academy, PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

YARMOUTH, MAINE.

ami Rooms

Rich Dress Goods!

pertaining

■-

North Yarmouth

copart-

a

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

name

length

111

PORTLAND, THURSDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 22, 1866.

voi. s.

published

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS la

every day, (Sunday excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street,
Portland, N. A. Foster, Proprietor.
Terms
Eight Dollar? a year in advance.

"'

~*

1

them.

Two or three years ago I heard Douglass,
lecturing in a colored church in this city,

broach for the first time the idea of “negro
suffrage,” Though the audience consisted In

with bursts of tempestuous applause. So I
sea§tlic tide is rising.
It may be superfluous to say that the “on
<lii” quoted in my last representing the French
Minister as present at the Memorial Address
war incorrect; the Marquis’ Secretary having
been mistaken for the Marquis himself. From
my seat in the opposite quarter of the Uall
I was unable to observe the members of the

Diplomatic Corps.
Gen. R. H, Leo arrived in Washington on
and was before the Reconstruction
Committee on Saturday. He also spent some
time In the room of the Committee on Public

Friday

Buildings,

hi company with several Senators.

T. S. P.
The Treaty of Miramar.
The

intelligent

Paris correspondent of tha
New York Tribune has the following in relation
to the latest phases of the French Mexican

affair:
The Government intended till the last moment to keep tile diplomatic correspondence
relative to Mexico out of the “Yellow Book,”
under pretense that the “negotiations had entered into anew phase;” but it has been shamed
into publishing them by the observations in the
opposition press of the loliv of attempting to
conceal wliat all the world knew'in England
and America. The latest letters disclose nothing of material importance, hut you will see
that ever since the Emperor’s speech, taking
credij to himself lor the “frankness of his declarations,” M. llrouyn de Lhuys gees on brokering. Mr. Bigelow manfully stands up to his
gun, and in full conformity with the views of
his Government, and of common sense, persists
in speaking of Maximilian’s institutions as
“planted” in Mexico by France. Drouyn de
Lhnys objects to the word “planted,” and writes
off to the Marquis de Montholon at Washington that he could give a very good answer
to Mr. Bigelow, but does not think it worth
while I
1 suspect yon will have to keep Franco up to
the mark yet by pretty couslant pressure, because I observe in the semi-official press indications of a dilatory policy, ami a disposition yet
to evade the plain promise made by the Emperor in his speech that he would come away
forthwith.
Lot me on this subject, call your attention to
the treaty of Miramar, dated April 10,1801, the
provisions of which seem to nave been overlooked by many writers. In that treaty, the
French Emperor professes to entertain an
“equal” desire with Maximilian to “consolidate
the new Empire.” What is the meaning,
then,
of M. Drouyn de Lhuys's reeeut disclaimer of
any solidarity, and his pretense in tho matter
of peonage and the barbarous executions of
prisoners that Maximilian was a’one responsible for them ? The very word “inter
vention,” which M. Drouyn Lhuvs now repudiates, is found iu this tieaty. ‘Moreover, by
this treaty, France promises Max to keep at
least 25,000 menin Mexico until he (Max) shall
have orgaidzed a sufficient army of his own.
And further : and I call yoiir attertion to the
importance of this clause, that even after tho
withdrawal of tho 25,000 men, a foreign French
legion, 8,000 sirong, shall remain in Mexico for
six years. Napoleon III, therefore, hag not the
power, according to the treaty of Miramar, to
evacuate Mexico without Maximilian’s consent.
It will be very easy for Max to say that he has
not yet been able to organize a “sufficient
army,"
and indeed that would be most true. And then
as to the 8,000 men, Napoleon could
not, without Max’s expvess consent, withdraw them for
six years. You see, therefore, that if the French
Emperor chooses to tip the wink to Max, nothing oould be easieT than for the latter altogether
to nullify the promise of a speedy evacuation
made in the speech. But if this is to be the
dodge,I doubt whether the frankness of Nadoleen Ill’s declarations will have the effect of
allaying the “emotion” which he admits the
French occupation of Mexico has caused in
the United States.
Meanwhile, I can only
state—wliat, indeed, as I have aiready said, is
to bo interred from the latest letters between
Mr. Bigelow and M. Drouyn de Lhnys, that the
utmost irritation and soreness is felt uttheTuillericsat the disclosure of the quantity of humble pie which the Emperor has been made to
swallow.

The^NTorfoik Navy Yard.
An appropriation to repair and put in working order the Navy Yard near Norfolk, destroyed early in the war, has been resisted in
Congress on the ground that the political sentiment of the state is not to be trusted. The
Norfolk Old Dominion, in a long plea for the
Na y Yard, after setting forth the excellence
of the location, and the amount of
property
the nation had accumulated there before the
resent

war, says:
“In au evil hour all this wealth was given to
the flames. Ii was not the rebels who applied
the io. eh. It was at the command of an officer in the United States Navy, who had at
his control a fleet of splendid ships, and a
force of men amply sufficient to hold the Yard
and these two cities against all the force that
could have been brought against them, that
the abandonment and destruction of the Navy
Yard, and of the vessels lying here, was effected. Had tliat officer distrusted the sufficiency
of tha force which lie commanded as an officer
of the Navy, and which, in the hands of a Farragut or a Porter, would h-ve been enough to
hold tha place for months, he was offered oth-

aid. Gentlemen begged of him td appeal
the people of Portsmouth.
Thev would
have sustained him. Had he planted the flag
of the nation !n the market place, and called
upon the men of that city to gather around
the standard which had ever been their pride,
and under which a majority oi them bad served, two thousand men would have rallied under its folds, and fought for its maintenance.
But he deserted the people. He ordered the
abandonment of the Yard—he fired the shipping—he applied the torch to the houses—
and taking his marines and crew on board his
er
to

fleet, steamed down thefiver, leaving behind
him millions ot material, dozens of ships, and

three thousand cannon. Let the country remember that it was not the rebels who did
this—but officers of the United States, who
or even reprimandhave never been
ed, for an act wliich has no parallel in the hisworld.
tory of the
The Norfolk Navy Yard is located in Portsmouth, as the New York Navy Yard is in
Brooklyn, the Boston Navy Yard in Charlestown, and the Portsmouth Navy Yard in Kittery. The city of Portsmouth is dependent,
almost for its very existence, upon the Navy
Yard. More than six thousand of Its

punished,

people
are directly supported by it—and
many more
indiiectly. To-day the men employed in the
Navy Yard are loyal men—true to the flag of
the United States. Many of them have served under that flag iu former
years—many of
them are discharged sailors and soldiers oi'the
late war. The Navy Yard is a school of Loyalty, and not of Bebellion. It may be made
a nursery of patriotism.
The Growth 0 the American Kepublio.
In the fulness of time a republic rose up In
the wildernesses of America.
Thousands of
years had passed away before the child of the
ages could be bom. From whatever there was
of good in the systems of former centuries she
drew her nourishment; the wrecks of the past
With the deepest sentiwere her warnings.
ment of faith fixed in her inmost nature, she
disenthralled religion from bondage to temporal power, that her worship might be worship
only in spiritand in truth. The wisdom which
had passed from India through Greece, with
what Greece had added o( her own; the jurisprudence of Rome; the mediaeval municipalities; the Teutonic method of representation;

the political experience ofEngland; the benignant wisdom ot the expositors of the law of
nature and of nations in France and Hollaiid,
all shed on her their selectest influence.
She
washed the gold of political wisdom from the
sands wherever it was round; she cieft it from
the rocks; she gleaned it
among ruins. Out
of all the discoveries of statesmen and sages,
out of all the experience of past human life,

she compiiod a perennial political philosophy,
the primordal principles of national ethics.—
The wise men of Europe sought the best govemrneni in a mixture of monarchy, aristocraAmerica went behind
cy and democracy; and
these names to extract from them the vital
elements of social forms, aud blend them harmoniously in the free commonwealth, which
cornra nearest to the illustration of the natural
equality of all men. She entrusted the guardianship of established rights to law; the
movements of reform to the spirit of the people, and drew her force from the happy reconciliation of both.—I Bancroft’s Memorial Address.

forced upon (hem. They
< :onsuited in the matter at all.
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Washington's Birthday.—Last year,
news being expectconsequence of important
vv>- were
ed from our armies tlieu in the field,

nado tree
come a
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the iega
unable to avail ourselves of
the hath oi GeoiDc
ou the anniversary of

^TUu'vear,
be

news

to

as there is no important
be generally
and as the day will
the suspenail the large eit.es by

expected,
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sion of business, the
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the “idea” that they would be-

on
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not

self-sustaining population. They were

nade free as a war measure, the only idea being to benefit and save the nation by weakening the common enemy. What they would
become was not considered. What effect upon the rebellion their emancipation would

fcy The Farmer says Mr. W. S. Briggs, of
Taunton, Mass., has recently purchased the
horse “TIconic,” owned by Ira R. Dlfclittle, oi
Waterville, for the sum of $2,500.
fry Thomas Lambard, Esq., of this city, has

recently made another contract with the Eastern Railroad tor the building of twenty-three
freight cars, and work upon them will be com-

produce was the only question considered. In menced as soon as he completes the contract
with the P. S. & P. Railroad, upon which ho is
to
avail
ourwe
forcing freedom upon them the Government
propose
and stock exchanges,
now engaged.—[Augusta Farmer.
their
of
the
solemn
itself
duty
Consequently we imposed upon
selves of this privilege.
fc2?”The Masonic Levee at Augusta, held in
could
protection, and of aiding them till they
aid of the new Masonic Hall at that
shall publish no paper Friday morning.
as
place, prothe
least,
a
to
as
say
good position,
occupy
duced in receipts $1517. Expenses not stated.
in slavery.
did
they
Johnson’s
Veto
The Masonic hall in Augusta was destroyed by
Message.
President
Says the President:
the great fire.
That President Johnson has won his first
them
[the
It is no more than justice to
Hiy The Saco Democrat states that a petition
victory over fhe true men he is pleased to style
have
received
Freedinenl to believe that they
to Congress is being circulated in Saco and adand
forbearthe “counterparts and duplicates” of Southern
their freedom with moderation
for an appropriation for the
rebels, is not to be doubted, but we are great- ance so they will distinguish themselves by joining towns,
and thrift, and soon show the purpose of repairing a pier at the mouth of
a
be
tlicir
to
industry
him
to
if
mistaken
it
does
not
prove
ly
world that in the condition of freedom they Saco River and seven other piers between the
first Bull Bun victory. In the Senate a sufii.
and callable of selecting mouth of the river and Saco Falls.
are self-sustaining
cient amount of weakness was developed to their own employment, their own place of
ist "The Kennebec Journal thinks the prosof insisting, for themselves, upon a
are good for a full demand for labor,
prevent the passage of the Frcedmon’s bill abode,
pects
and
of
and
remuneration,
establishing
proper
over the veto; a3 was to be expected by those
skilled and otherwise, iu Maine the coming
of maintaining their own asylums and schools.
of
who reflected

one

closing of

the markets

moment upon the power

parpatronage to corrupt mea and demoralize
ties. The votes of any two recreant repubii
and
cans who made their beds with Saulsbury
would have
side,
other
the
to
Davis, changed
ihat Cowan
secured the passage of the bill,
the Kopuband Doolittle should have deserted
that
Messrs.
Dixbut
can ranks is not strange,
should do so was not expected.
and

Here

well as in the paragraph last before
quoted, the President virtually calls upon the
lame to walk and the palsied to take up their
beds. He casts them out, or “assists them to
as

season.

fcg“The Bath Savings’ Institution has declared a semi-annual dividend of tour per cent,
free of Government tax from the earnings of
the six months prior to the 15th inst.

freedom,” houseless, landless, friendless, poor,
HyTlie Lewiston Journal says there are
ignorant and degraded from long oppressions, about 200 students iu attendance on the Spring
and then calls upon them to he sell-sustaining, term of Edward Little Institute, and the cry is
“still they come.”
to build schools, to become educated, useful
on
Morgan
fcy The desulphurizing process discovered
and res|>cetable 1 He calls upon them to do
and
their
election,
made
however,
have
They
bv A. B. Crosby, Esq., of Boston, formerly of
of
the
without
the
this
without
rights
ballot,
to
delude
and
cheat
henceforth their power
has just been thoroughly tested on the
when the poor whites have never Greene,
the Union men of the nation is defeated for- citizenship,
ores in Colorado and with most
bearing
gold
done it though having the ballot and every leThe Tyleming of the party has
ever.
favorable results. Lodes which under former
would
He
1
civil
not,
and
certainly
right
commenced, but we do not believe it is in the legal
processes yielded bnt $7 of gold per ton, by
so much while conferring so little,
this produce $60.
Some lodes by the new
power of the Executive to carry any consid- by exacting
unfitness to live with the
erable portion of the people over to the em- prove the negroes
Two cords a day
process yield $450 p.-r ton.
his
foiced
excuse
for
an
afford
whites, so as to
can be manipulated by the dcsulphurizer. Tho
brace of a condemned theory of Government,
expatriation! Such is not the intent, but Excelsior Company in which Mr. Crosby is
or that the representatives of the people are
such is the inevitable tendency of the policy
largely interested, is at present using the deto be turned aside from tbe imperious duties
President Johnson’s veto message intisulphurizer with great success. Mr. Crosby
imposed upon them by the loyal men of the which
the Government
was the engineer for the extension of the Annation. In relation to the veto message itselt mates should be pursued by
Railroad to Brunswick.
droscoggin
the millions of its poor, oppressed colorwith
beeu
has
It
to
little
but
always
have
we
say.
as a measure
freedom
into
forced
ed
of
children,
the
judge
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
conceded that Congress is to be
It
of great national necessity and safety.
For the President,
the public necessities.
83?” Col. Forney lias been serenaded in
seems to us luai, uavmg puiieu uuwu Hie
therefore, to brand as unnecessary and uncallWashington,
by a company of colored men1
but
shelter
the
liuts—the
slave
poor
only
ed for a great measure matured in Congress
slaves had—lor the national salvation, we owe He faced the umsic, and declared himself for
and
exhaustive
and
debate,
passed
by
by long
negro suffrage.
to them at least such measure of protection
more than two-thirds of both Houses, it seems
8ar*Liszt is to arrive in Paris on tbe 1$ of
and aid as will afford them shelter equal to
to us is little short of impertinent if not absoMarch, for the purpose of performing his “Corthat destroyed. Having switched the car of
onation Mass at St Eustaohe.
lutely insulting.
huSo far as the constitutionality of the meas- slavery off the track for the national good,
53?“During the great rebellion, the ranks of
manity demands that we should at least pick the New York Seventh Regiment furnished to
ure is concerned, it will take a long time for
President Johnson to satisfy the people that up and administer to the innocent bruised
large number of aud wounded victims.
We have extended this article to so great a
Senators and Representatives who gave the
bill their cordial support; and when the na- length that we refrain from further remarks
tion comes to believe that Saulsbury and Mc- except upon a single point. The President
Dougal, Davis and Hendricks, Cowan and goes out of his way and aside from the quesDoolittle have more respect for the Constitu- tion before him, to urge the tcadmission of
the late rebel States, showing, it seems to us,
tion and constitutional liberty than Fessenden
and Foote, Henderson and Howard, Sherman a great deal more sympathy for the white men
late in rebellion than for the colored men who
and Sumner, Trumbull and Yates, it will be a
were uniformly loyal, and who, instead of bedark day for American liberty, and millions
will have cause to mourn for its decadence.
ing assisted to freedom were themselves the
The objection of the President that the hill assisting party, assisting to put down rebellion
gave too much power to the Executive to be aud to save the nation. The President says:
safely entrusted in the hands of any one man,
The State of Tennessee, for instance, whose
authorities engaged in rebellion, was restored
was fully disposed of by Senator Trumbull in
to all her constitutional relations to the Union
his speech in the Senate, when the veto wa4
the patriotism and energy of her injured
under consideration. The objection based on by
and betrayed people.
is
the
of
the
the expense
thing unworthy
age
The loyal people have a distinct recollection
ill which we live. It is simply weighing the
before there was any restoration even in
that,
and
of
justice
right against
great problems
there was a battle of Fort DonTennessee,
mere lucre; reiusing protection to the opnelson and a battle of Murfreesboro aud a
wards
of
and
down-trodden—“the
the
pressed
on the soil of
nation”—because of the cost l Such an ob- battle of Pittsburg Landing—all
he is a better judge than a

jection

is bom of a

spirit

debauched

by

the

slave power, which inclines to look upon God’s
children as things, whose protection may he
money, and whose rights may
be abandoned when the cost of maintaining

weighed against

them appeal's formidable. Had the American
people acted upon so low a plane in the late
would never have spent three

struggle, they

thousand millions of dollars and sacrificed

a

half million of lives to preserve Tennessee
and other rebel States in the Union, to protect
in their rights such men as Andrew Johnson,
and to make it possible that they should sit hi
high places of power. No! the American
people fought the battles of the late war on
principle; to protect human rights and human

interests,

and the

allowed for

a

question of cost never was
single moment to dampen their

ardor or to hold them back from the sacrifice.
It was the copperheads of the North, the men
who

opposed Andrew Johnson and denounced

him as a tyrant, that raised the cry of expense,
tried to frighten the people by intimations of

that there was an “Island No.

Tennessee;

great border river;

10” in the midst of its

that

stop.

censed to wreak its vengeance upon the defenceless dlacks.
The Republican majority
in both Houses have done what they could—
and failed. If evil does result they clearly are
not responsible; for which the loyal masses
will hold them in grateful remembrance.

bankruptcy, and to destroy the Government
credit by denouncing its pledges and bonds.
But the President is particularly eloquent
when he comes to speak of the injustice of
passing such a bill, a bill to affect the late rebel
The Freedmen’s Fair.
States were unrepresented in Congress, and
Our readers are aware that on Monday next,
h* speaks as if by book of the injustice of the G real
Fair, which has been so many weeks
taxation without representation.
On this
in preparation, will open in City llall. The depart of the veto message we wish to speak sign of this exhibition is of the most worthy
more specially. Says the President:
character; audit has been planned and wrought
The principle is firmly fixed in the minds of up, to produce the most valuablo results. The
the American people that there should be no responses to calls for aid from our citizens, and
taxation without representation.
from people living in other towns, have been of
Truer words have seldom been spoken, and
the most cheering character, and already it
yet President Johnson himself is in favor of
taxing 4,000,000 of native born population in
the Southern

States,

while

denying

them ev-

He would not
ery form of representation!
even allow them to vote for their own rulers

may be sot down

as an

assured sucoess.

The committee of ladies, who have been engaged in soliciting contributions from our me-

chanics, merchants, retailers, and all the vari-

professions, are elated at the kindly and
or the laws to which they are to be subject!
In
patri >tic spirit with which they are met, alSouth Carolina, for example, he would dis- most without exception. The exhibition, for its
franchise a majority of the whole population, ingenuity of manufacture, and elegance of finand yet impose upon them all the burdens of ish of the various articles to be exhibited, will
taxation. This is the style in which it is pro- be of the most encouraging character to the
taste and ingenuity of our artisans. The works
posed to carry out the “principle firmly fixed
of fine arts, paintings, &e., that will be gatherin the minds of the American people.”
ed into that spacious building will bo no mean
Either President Johnson is arrayed against
collection, and the various entertainments that
his own doctrine, or he must ignore the four will be offered
during the week of the Fair—
million people of color as those baling no for this is to be
open an entire week—will be
rights which the Government is hound to re- varied, and full of amusement and instruction.
We think the public will be delighted and
spect and such a large we certainty are not
prepared to prefer against him. We prefer, astonished at the completeness of this Fair as
rather, to arraign his consistency, and to well as of its extent. The committees have
charge his Inconsistency to flic debauching in- not been at work for several weeks without beflueucy of an institution in the baneful shad- ing assured at this hour of complete sucoess.
ow

of which lie has been educated and lived

from early childhood.
We invite attention to the following
tence:

It [Congress] has never
yet deemed itself
authorized to expend the public money for the
rent or purchase of houses for the
thousands,
not to say
millions,of the white race who sire
from
honestly toiling
day to day for tlieir subsistence.

The above sentence is
unworthy the great
heart which President Johnson has often revealed when referring to this
subject. He ap-

peals to a low prejudice against color, and his
language is calculated to excite the suspicion

that Congress is more mindful of the
“nigger”
than of the “poor white %an.” The
suggestion is low and undignified, worthy only of the
and
the
caucus
room
in
limes of heatstump
ed political excitement. The freedmen, with
freedom forced upon them by the act of the nation, are to be abandoned to tlieir fate in the
oppressors ana natural enemies,
because, forsooth, the poor white meu have
had no special protection extended to them!

mmst ol their

Pray

when did the

nation, acting from any
its owu, place the poor

great necessity of
white man in a situation in which he needed
special aid and protection? Besides,the poor
white man has the
ballot, which affords him
power to protect his own
rights, and clothes
him with importance in the minds
of all who
Wish to profit by that ballot. Give the
i'reedmai! the ballot, make him in all
respects the
equal before the law of the poor white, and no
one will ask more; but uutil this is
done, the
intimation that he is cared lor as the

poor
the source from
not,
which in this instance it has emanated.

white is

is

unworthy of

Says the President:
The idea oil which the slaves were assisted
to freedom was, that on becoming free, tliey
would be a

self-sustaining population. Any
legislation that shall imply that tiiey are not
expected to attain a self-sustaining condition,
must have a tendency injurious alike to their
character and llieir
prosperity,
is this so ?

ous

The advantage to onr friends in business out
of town inputting in specimens of their arti-

manufacture, is very obvious
better mode of advertising can be
f jund—reviewed, 4s their goods will be for an
cles of traffic and

sen-

We insist it is not. We insist
Jhat the slaves were not “assisted to freedom.”

the army of volunteers the
officers : Major Generals, 3;

following named
Brigadier Generals, 19; Colonels, 32; Lieutenant-Colonels, 47;
Majors, 3(3; Captains, 214; Lieutenants, 184;
Surgeous, 7; Chaplain, 1; Adjutants, 18. Total,
501.

83?" Laura Harris and Madame Vanzini
(Mrs. Van Zandt) appear to he creditably sustaining abroad tbe reputation of American
Miss Harris as Amina made a very
favorable impression at Madrid, where she was
highly complimented by Mario, besides receiving the warm plaudits of the public. Mrs.
Van Zandt pt Copenhagen, made a good suc-

singers.

cess.

63?”Grisi and Mario, it is said, both wish to
revisit this country.
Grisi is still
singing in
the English provinces in concerts, and llier
voice is yet in wonderful preservation.
83?“ A cooking range on Sunday exploded at
tbe St. Louis Workhouse,blowing tbe kitchen,
which was a substantial, stone building, to

pieces. George Thompson, head cook, was
fatally, and his two assistants severely injured.
83?“The Empress of Mexico has purchased
at Jerusalem what is said to be the site of tbe
habitation of tho ViKin Mary, and intend.-, to
erect a maguiticent chateau on tho spot.

Memphis ar.d Nashville and Knoxville and j
61?"Max Strakosch’s opera company, after a
Cliatanooga, all of the same State, were filch- I successful season in New
Orleans, visited Moed from the rebel hold by the force of the Unbile, and thence went to Montgomery, Alabama.
ion arms, and that Audrew Johnson was mainThey will return North by way of Richmond,
tained in the State as Military Governor, only playing at the principal cities. The
Strakqsch
by the force of federal bayonets. We don’t troupe is the first that has travelled through
of
her
“the
and
know about
the South since the war, and we are glad to
patriotism
energy
injured people” doing quite so much in the bear that tbe tour has been pleasant and profit
able.
way of restoration, as is here claimed. They
were perfectly powerless, and were themselves
63?“George Putnam of New London was
picked up off' Cape Hattcras on the 28th of last
restored by national power.
month, by an Italian bark, bound to Genoa.
But we
The President has taken the
responsibility of heading off a great measure
of protection for the colored millions of our
land, exposed to countless wrongs and acts of
injustice. We hope no evil results will follow.
We hope Southern brutality will neither show
itself in any new shapes nor consider itself li-

—

for

no

entire week, by spectators who will be numbered by tens of thousands.

object

to be effected, by the funds
received from this liberal display, is of the
most noble character. To send teachers among
the benighted people of the South, just made
The

desiring to show by their faithfulness, that they are capable and willing to quality themselves for the “promised land” into
which God in his good Providence has brought
them. This money is to be used directly in
forwarding and equipping somo tweuty-five
free and now

It is to be disteachers for this great work.
pensed directly by the society in this city. The
teachers are to be selected and sent out by
them. There is to be no frittering away the

passing through many hands.
pended directly by them every cent is to

money by

Extell.

How noble this work !

To carry out the very
j,iuuu ot our institutions.
Education to the
ignorant ! A helping hand to those who can

hardly as yet go alone ! Liberty bestowed, that
inestimable boon—and then
education, by which
itmay the most fittingly be enjoyed !
It is

work to which
contribute their mite.
various directions, and
for this very purpose.
a

all should be
proud to
The ladies are about in
will be all this week

kindly]

Receive them
aud help them along in their glorious mission!
The results are to be inestimable.
Recollect
that

encouraging word, spoken

than
eighteen centuries ago, aud which has been the
key-note to innumerable charities ever since_
“Inasmuch as yc have done it unto one of the
least of these, ye have done it unto me.”
more

An advertisement appears in the London Times
offering one pound reward to any
person who slept in the shed as
“casual” at the
tune
place described by the author of “A
in
a
Light
aud who will call at a
eertam address. lt i*
thought that the guardians of the poor wish to
impeach the statements of the Pall Mall Gazette
writer by geta
casual
to
ting genuine
contradict his story on

atyJ

some

Workhouse,”

points,

He was a sailor on a schooner which was
wrecked on the 24tli, and bad been clinging to
a hen-coop for three
days when he was picked

up.

8®”The Provincial Legislature
Brunswick is summoned to meet
March.

on

of New
the 8tlt of

ti?“The Journal <le Quebec says that a company of influential men in Montreal, Quebec,
St. Johns (N. B.), and Halifax, has been formed to establish a line of steamers between Canada and the Maritime Provinces. The voyage
from Quebec to St. John’s will be effected in
three days and a halt, and tbe steamers will
make connexion at Shediac with tbe New
Brunswick railway.
8S”Tbe total income of Maximilian’s govis calculated at seveuteon to twenty-

ernment

three millions of dollars, while the
ture last year was forty-two millions.

expendi-

A bill lias been iutrodueed

into the
tbe sale of
negroes into servitude for the benefit of creditors who cannot obtain satisfaction of their demands.

Georgia Legislature, authorizing

83?”Discoveries of inexhaustible gold deposits, richer than California, are reported in
the state of

Michigan.

65?“Last week some fishermen en the North
Carolina coast took six tons of rook bass at
one haul of the seine.
Some of them weighed
over seventy pounds each.
They were sold for
the New York market at ten cents per pound.
A good haul.
By A London correspondent states that
Miss Avonia Jones was the wife of G. V.
Brooke, who was lost on the London, but had
been separated from him several years on acof his habits. They were reconciled before he sailed, and she has a letter about him
in one of the English papers signed “Avonia
count

Brooke.”

gy There is

about New York that
Preston King has been seen in that city.
By The Boston Post says, the most remarkable man in Washington is the Russian minister
He can blush.
a rumor

B3f*Tlie police in Philadelphia are regularly
employed to keep crowds away from a house in
that city which is said to be haunted.
By Our Consul

at

Malta writes that the

cholera has not permanently abandoned that
place. The physicians think it will increase in
the spring.

B5ySenator Wilson intends moving an
amend rneut to the Constitution
giving Con-

gress power to prescribe the qualifications of
voters in all the States, for members of the
legislature, representatives and presidential
electors.

j7 H. J. THAYER,
APOTHECARY, 373 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Stand formerly occupied by Geo. W. Hayden & Co.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Family and
i, patent Medicines, Periutoery and Toilet Articles oi
all kinds, and all articles usually kept by first class
Apothecaries.
SU&" Strict personal attention paid to the comin about three weeks.
pounding of Physicians* Prescription at all hours,
they have almost buried their first choice
This well is within thirty feet of each of the day or night.
fe22sNdlui *
among the things that were, I have conceived
two great flowing wells, the Pool and Eureka.
that some information from the Pennsylvania
Purchasers
The Eureka has been flowing about two
Oil Regions might be welcomed by you and
Will find, at T. E. MOSELEY & CO*8, Summer St,
and
to
Feb.
the
ownmonths,
up
1st,
company
Boston, a select assortment ol Ladies*, Gentlemen’s,
your readers. If it serve no other object, it
Misses’ and Cliildren’s Boots and Shoes of French
ing it lias declared three dividends—the last and
fe22dlt*»II
American manufacture.
may give the assurance that Pithole still flourone, on Feb. 1st, of one thousand dollars for
ishes, a marvel of oleaginous glory, and con- each sixteenth. I understand
Barber Shop for Sale Cheap,
Capt. J. C.
tinues to develope those wonderful results of
Kimball, Superintendent of the P. & C. R. If applied for soon. Doing a good business. Rent
boring such as no other State or District ever P.
Co., is about starting another well low and the best stand in Portland. The proprietor
has, besides enjoying all the peculiarities of near the
about to engage in another business.
company’s old one on lease 53, in being
Canada boring by which oil is obtained at all
Address, tor three weeks,
which they lost a set of tools, and further testing
ft}Geod3wsN
BARBER. Box 2001 Portland. Me.
degrees of depth from the surface down sev- their well on 51.
Testing is not the least diferal hundred feet.
t^“Dr. Tibbetts* Physiological Hatir Reficult part of boring for oil and those interestThe excitement in these Oil Regions that
gent-valor. This article is unequalled in intrined may well feel still the lullest confidence in
sic merit.
ran so unnaturally high last summer, has,
It will not soil the finest fabric.
the final result.
Is neat, clean, and highly per Aimed.
within the past three months, from some disIt will positively restore Ihe whitest or grayest hair
I am unacquainted with the
prospects of the to. its orignaJ
color.
couragements, greatly abated; and oil lands other
from
the
State
of
Maine.
Will
companies
purity 1 he head from humors and dandruff.
and oil interests have depreciated much in
As a dressing is l>owi tellingly desirable.
West Hickory Is another locality, about
value. The oil business became seriously deKverv bottle Is warranted or money refunded.
miles from Pithole, that Is exciting
TEBBKTT8 BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchespressed, the oil product seemed to approach eight
ter, N. H.
more attention than
any oilier aside from this
Sold
exhaustion, and Pithole, that went up like a
by W. W. WHIPPLE and W. F. PHILLIPS,
jn22sN3in*
but as I have engrossed perhaps too Portland, and by all Druggists.
rocket, seemed likely to come down like a place,
much space already, I will leave that subject
stick. “ Tis true; and pity ’tis ’tis true,” for
T I
Y PE S !
for another letter.
it shows upon what small efforts men will deIn view of the true condition and
LOOK
!
LOOK
! !
prospect
spair.
One of the most weighty influences operat- of things here there never was a more favora- 25 Tiu-Type» for 50 cents*
ble time to invest in Pennsylvania Oil interests
25 Ceiu Ambrotypes, 50 cents*
ing to undermine confidence in the continued
than at the present. Leases and interests are
-AT THEof
Pithole
the
productiveness
territory'was
now low,but an apparent improvement in the
PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC
GALLERY
fact that the old pioneer well, the United
No. 80 Middle Street.
oil market is taking place; the price of oil is
btates, that stirred such a fever in the minds
A. S. DAVIS.
jellBNdtf
of men when Pithole grew in the space of gradually but firmly rising; freights are being
reduced
and the great drawback—the revenue
Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry !
three months from one lone dwelling comtax—will in all probability be reduced, and
Stili maintains its long established reputation as
manding the sloping site of the city, to a city as a
consequence interests advance in the
A RELIABLE REMEDY
of ten thousand inhabitants, and its immedi—FOR—
same|ratio. Delegates were appointed by the Oil Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat,
ate co-marvels, the Homestead, Island and
Producers’ Convention, lately convened at
lnflueuza.
Whooping Cough, Croup,
Burchill wells, of a sudden ceased to flow.
And every affection of
Titusville, to second the recommendation of
bui inose wuo imagmeu tins territory liad
the Tax Commissioners for the repeal of the The Throat, Lungs, and Chest!
seen its halcyon days will find themselves
Including oven CONSUMPTION.
somewhat unsettled when they learn that tax on crude petroleum, and they are now in
UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.
these well3 are all producing again large- Washington. Indeed the present state and
The following explains itself. It is but one among
fhture prospects of the Pennsylvania Oil Re- the many
letters Alike import constantly being rely and, under proper management, approxiceived by the proprietors:
are ample for a quietus to any “ambigumating their old standard of excellence, while, gions
Fairfield, Me., April 28, 1864.
ous giving out” disappointed “borers” have
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.
notwithstanding the seeming dullness throughGentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the
circulated with regard to them.
H. S. D.
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great
out Oildom, thq aggregate increase in the proLung Remedy, WISTAR*S BALSAM OF WILD
duction of oil last mouth over the month of
CHERRY, 1 am induced and take great pleasure in
Recent Publications.
giving publicity to the great cure it accomplished in
December, including the yield from resuscimy family in the year 185G. During the summer of
tated wells, is three thousand one hundred and
that year my son, Henry A. Arclicr^now Postmaster
Elements of Inteilectual Philosophy. By
at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attackRev. Joseph A Men, I). L>., LLD., late PresMent of
ninety barrels per day. The U. S. well, pumped
with spitting of blood, cough, weakness of
Jefferson College. New York: 1). Appleton & Co.
lungs, an l general debility, so much so that our famiing at first two hundred and titty barrels, then
The aim of this little work is not ambitious. It* ly physician declared him to have a “Seated Conflowing one thousand per day, within the ten author has endeavored to make it a simple but suffi- sumption.** He was under medical treatment tor a
number of months, but received no benefit from it.—
months preceding the day its “pulse of life ciently clear exposition of the chief principles of men- At
length, from the solicitation of himsell and others,
stood still,” produced one hundred thousand tal science. It makes no pretense to an exhaustive I was induced to purchase ono bottle of W is tax’s Balsam
of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
bands of oil. It is now producing one hun- manner of treatment, such a thing, indeed, being im- obtained another
bottle, which in a short time restorwithin the limits of a treatise intended for bepossible
ed
him
to his usual health. I think I can safe j redred barrels per day, and constantly increasginners : but it is not therefore to be inferred that it commend this remedy to others in like condition, for
ing. The Burchill well has improved faster, is superficial in character. It is simply elementary, it is, I think, all it purports to bo—the great Lung
jor the times !
and is now flowing four hundred barrels per “Elementary. Exercises in Thinking,” is, in lact, the Remedy
The above statement, gentlemen, is my voluntary
which its author chooses to describe it. It
title
under
to you in lavor of your Balsam,and fsat your
offering
day.
As ever, yours,
The fact of these old wells resuming their 19 designed os a class text-book for schools and col- disposal.
ANDREW ARCHER.
leges, or for the use of those who may wish to pursue
testimonials from many well
in
the
list
of
wells
has
of
itself
PampWoIs
containing
places
paying
their studies without a teacher; and it seems more
known and reliable persous, will be sent free to any
restored in the minds of oil men the confi- than ordinarily well adapted to facilitate habits of ac- address.
dence that failed with their failure; awakened curacy and precision in the operations of the mind.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.
For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
PREPARED BT
much of the former activity, and a spirit to
SETH W. FOWLE & SON,
test further abandoned wells, and still stand
18 Tremont Street, Boston.
Principles of Education, Prawn from Nature
And for sole by all Druggists. felT’GtfsNood&eowlSy
by Pithole that has so well stood by Oil
and Revelation, and applied to Female Education
in the Upper Classes. By the Author of “Amy
seekers.
WARREN’S
Herbert“The first History of Rome;” “Night •/
For the purpose of more thoroughly openLissons from Scripture;” History of tbe Early
in one. New York:
Church:”
etc.
volumes
Two
COUGH BALSAM I
ing the crevices in the bottom of wells, a new
Co.
D. Appleton
tool has been invented, called an expanding
Has been found by experience to be the
A thick octavo volume of some five hundred closerfmer, by which the hole in the fourth sand ly printed pages, treating the important subject of
BEST BE MED Y
rook, from which the oil comes, may be en- education within such limitations as to adapt it ex- For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
si vely to the “upper classes,” is a thing the examinasuch as
larged double the usual size. The inventor is
tion of which stiikes one as a somewhat formidable
with
this
tool.
Other
experimenting
parties task. Nevertheless we have read with care a considbelieving in a more general use of infernal erable portion of this work, and can safely say that Asthma. Bronchitis. Consumption. Croup.
machines, thinking to blast open the oil crev- it contains much‘more of valuable suggestion and
Influenza. Pleurisy. Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Luugs.
ices, if any exist near the well, and careless practical good sense than many which offer greater
outset. It is not written as the exand VVhooping Congh.
of disturbing the internal arrangements of attractions at the
ponent of au arbitrary theory; but embodies the reIn these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPEmother Earth, have resorted to sinking torpesults of careful observation and extensive experience.
does iurwelis, discharging them by the electric No one having an intelligent interest in the sut^ect of RIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all eges.
spark. The first attempt proved abortive; which it treats can read it without admiring the
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advanwriter's
and
tho
wisof
the
views,
practical
justness
another will soon be made.
tage of being at once valuable as a curative and indom of the methods here inculcated. It is to bo hopvaluable as a preventative of all the diseases of the
In the first excitement of oil speculation, the
ed that no one will be deterred by its somewhat stiltThroat, Lungs and Bronchia.
rush of business, like the flood of unctuous
ed titio lrom giving it tho careful perusal which its
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
liquid, was with resistless force, carrying every- merits may justly claim.
equal efficacy and safety.
sale
&
For
by Bailey Noyes.
thing betoro it, and spreading in every direc#*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
tion for want cf bounds to restrain it. Now
Snow-Bound. A Winter Idyl. By JohnGreonleai
uol4sNd&ww6in
Square, Bangor, Me.
it is settled on a safe and sure foundation.
Whittier. Boston: Tic'.vnor & Fields.
liailroads are be ng built—one to be finishWe observe that various of our contemporaries aro
HASHEESH CANDY!
ed by the 22d of this month and another in a
hastily comparing this poem to the “Deserted VilThe attention of the public Is invited to Hasheesh
a
of
There
Goldsmith.
is, indeed, single polut
.few weeks—to connect with every oil market, lage”
Candy, which is recommendod to them as the best
of resemblance between the*two. Goldsmith's poem
and pipes are now carrying oil at small cost to
medicine known for the cure ot all diseases of the
rural
of
life
in
a
describes the simple aspects
English
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprieevery near shipping point. In addition, the
time which has gone by; Whittier in thislittle “Wintors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
which
with
new
before,
unequalled
rapidity,
ter Idyl” has done the same for a corresponding phase
fully sustain the high reputatiou it has already acbeen
such as to
wells have been struck, has
of New England lile in the olden time. But here all
quired in various parts of the United States. To those
similarity between the two certainly ceases. The who always let their prejudices blind their judgment
assure every one that there are plenty more
manner in which our Quaker bard has treated his
it is useless to present facts or arguments, but to othlarge wells here to be had for the boring.—
subject is sb different from that of Goldsmith, the
ers we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we off er
There are in Pitboie to-day, ten flowing wells,
his
tone of thought, the spirit breathing through
uo new discovery or experiment; our goods are standover
live
hundred
barrels
each
in
the
“Deserted Village,”
averaging
per
verse is So unlike anything
ard.
In the East, Hasheesh is the beginning and
can
be
instituted
beday, and a number of smaller capacity. Tbere tliat no genuine comparison
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless dislias averaged a new and paying well every day tween them. It is mainly the outward aspects
eases, and that it is used with success we need only
of rural life which are described by the English
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travsince January 1st, while not one third of the
us
the sauctuary of elers in all
poet; Whittier paints for
ages. Thai it should so long have escapbest territory of this district has yet been home. He idealizes for us the New
England ed the practical science of the Western World, is an
touched.
household, describing with his own inimitable astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
The last flowing well struck, called the i-Burdelicacy of touch and tenderness of tooling, the sa- a form a9 to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, eftis,” is the most wonderful of all, and proba- cred fireside where are nourished not only the pure fective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
domestic affections, but the deep religious convictions
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially of
bly the largest ever known in the Oil Begions. and the
unconquerable love of liberty which so dis- those for whose relief it is prepared. Invalids can
Its volume has not yet been determined.—
tinguish New England character. The poem is not bo assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
Crowds collect around the receiving tank and, long, scarcely fifty pages in all, and it is not marked
or anything else that is in any way iitfurious to the
securing a foothold on the scaffolding, stand by those traits of fiery and vehement energy which system, hut that it is an agreeable and permanent
Whittier exhibits in the discussion of any vital questhere for hours, fascinated by this inexplicable
tonic.
tion, of truth and light. On the contrary it is in the
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
manifestation of Nature’s stupendous forces,
minor key throughout, breathing a strain of tender,
Price—Largo Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
aud tlie sight and sound of the oily current almost mournful sweetness which will touch tho anFor sale by all DrugBox 50 cents, postage 6 cents.
as it comes surging and spouting from its' sub.
swering chords of imagination or of memory in gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
terranean recesses and plunging into the tank
every heart that cherishes the image of a home.
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLSpace and time arealike wanting here for any elabowith the din of a cataract.
VAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St,
ra.e criticism; nor can we find room fur any lengthWhile some of the large wells lately struck ened extracts. Among tho great number of beauti- (opposite the Old South Chureh,) Bostou, Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents fer Maiue.
are below the old wells famed in oleaginous
ful passages which we have marked it is difficult to
Feb 15—SNd&wly
story, the position of this well on the creek is make selections, hut we copy the following as not onstill further above them. It is also further up ly exquisite in itself, but as exhibiting some of the

N^T

DIPHTHERIA,

the side of the hill than any of the other
large wells. These facts have served to make
on

confident at all points and greatly
increase the growing excitement and activity
men more

among speculators.
But Thursday the 8th, Pithole saw another
sight that has excited more interest and been
the subject of more theories than any event
since men first becajne delirious over the natOn that morning
ural wealth of Oildom.
two hotels and a livery stable were burned,—
After some pumping of water from the wells
near at hand to throw on the fire, it was discovered that the water rather increased the
raging of the fire than extinguished it. A
rush was made for the nearest well, when the
pump was found producing oil and gas in liberal quantities. The pump was then handled

lively
exhausted,

manner, and the water becoming
the oil coutinued to flow with a

stream tne

tuii

in

a

spout, me nre losall interest except to the losers.
size oi

mo

ing
Soon other wells and springs commenced
By The grand jury at Richmond has found
atrue.billagainat H. R. Pollard for assaulting spouting oil. The news spread with the
and beating E. P.
Broqjcs, correspondent of the swiftness of the wind. Hundreds who knew
New York Times.
nothing of the fire till they arrived in the
By*Senator Guthrie was kind enough to neighborhood, were hastening to see water
explain in the Senate that the Chicago Con- wells flowing oil. The streets and hotels have
vention only declared the war a failure “up to been
Ailing with people arriving from all parts
that time.” Perhaps, but the war declared the
to see
thos^ flowing oil springs, which are reConvention a failure up to this time—and for
garded as the greatest curiosities yet seen.
allfutuie time.—[Tribune.
like it has been seen in the oil reBy Wm. Lloyd Garrison is in Washington. Nothing
and PKliole, which has, until of late,
By A diseaso among the cattle, Which is gions,
thought to be the rinderpest, has appeared in been remarkably free from sensation, begins
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, and has to grow feverish again.
Men who approached these novelties with
at length received the attention of the
Legislaone only thought—humbug—went away satture and the local medical and agricultural
societies.
By The pay roll of the Kittery Navy Yard
for the month of January amounted to $66411.37.
By'John M. Botts takes the ground that
State cannot be taken out of the Union
rebellion, those of its people who engage in

while

by

a

that business may aud do thereby expatriate
or denationalize themselves and become aliens,
as much as those who have joined Maximilian
in Mexico.

By*A young factory girl met with a terrible death at Fulton, N. Y.
Crossing a canal
bridge on a plank which was slippery with
ice, aud under which was a shafting which revolved 100 times in a minute, she slipped and
fell, aud was torn to pieces instantly by the
machinery.
By In Canada West it is said the oil is so
abuudant that the water tastes of it. *The result is that many people ignore water altogether, and for a regular steady drink use
—

whiskey.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

nies, I have observed, from the State of Maine
are seeking additional wealth here with well
Pithole, Pa., Feb. 14, 1866.
prosecuted efforts. Most prominent among
To the Editor of the Press:
them is the Portland and Cherry River PetroAware that for some months past the
leum Company, which has some of the best
thoughts of the people of Maine havi been leases in the whole
Oil Region. Thecompany
turned towards Canada till their minds have
has one well down 550 feet, with every good
litgrown so feverish over “great profits with
which will be finished and tested
tle labor from oil that is sure to flow” that indication,

Letter from the Pennsylvania Oil Keatons.

isfied that Pithole as a rocket has but half ascended. Numberless wells and springs on
each side of Holmden

Street, (the main street
city,) and in the very heart of the city,
yield oil freely. One of these is producing
lull fifty barrels per day. The ground seems
lairiy saturated with oil. One man dug a
hole in the ground a foot deep and in a few
minutes got a pailful for his trouble, soon a
barrel. Scientific men are greatly puzzled to
give an intelligent answer to the querry as to
the cause of this sudden outpouring of nature’s liquid treasures, and the perplexity is
enhanced by the fact of the flow of salt water
and gas with the oil, which according to best
experience is one of the most favorable signs.
No theory sufficiently satisfactory to be accepted without sound objections has yet been of-

of the

fered.
Men and companies from all ports of the
country are operating here. Several compv

c:-ief

That

characteristics of tho entire poem.

Wliat matter how the night behaved?
What matter how the north wind raved?
Blow high, blow low, not all i 8 snow

CAN BE CURED by going down to No. 16 Middle Street, and getting a Bottle of

Could quench our hearth lire’s ruddy glow.
O, Time and Change!—with hair as gray
As was my sire’s thal winter day,
How strauge it seems with so much gone
Ol life and love, to still live on I
Ah, brother, onlv I and Uym
Are left of all that circle now,—
The dear home faces whereupon
The fitful firelight paled and shone.
Henceforward, listen as we will,
The voices of that hearth are still;
Look where wo may, the wide earth o’er,

DK. BASfCOMB’S

And taking according to direction*.
Jen 18— syd2mo8

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT.

iions strictly and we warrant a cure.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by
BURGESS, FOBES & CO.,
General Agents,
80 Commercial Street, ( Thomas Block,)
dec27dtfsN
Portland, Me.

thoy

ncrifign

The First National Bank

(Sinoe

INTEREST

The Flower of Liberty.

This is the.title of a very elegant quarto volume,
just published by Ticknor & Fields of Bosto i, and
edited and illustrated by Miss Julia A. M. Furbish of
this city. It consist* of a series of colored desigus

representing the national emblems, accompanying
and illustrating a series ot patriotic poems written
by Home of tbe most prominent poets of the country.
Most of these arc selections, ihd are made with much
taste; but sevoral are original, among which we notice “Fort Wagner,” by George William Curtis, and
“Spirit of the Union Soldiers,” by Miles O’Reilly.
Holmes’ “Flower of Liberty” opens the volume, and
suggests the title, while the contributions which follow are from Whittier, Bryant, Longfellow, Mrs.
Howe, Brownell, Theodore Tilton, Kate Putnam,
Mrs. Whitney and others. As a collection of poems
suggested by tlio war, it is one of the >best which
we have seen, while the unique character of the illustrations distinguishes it from all others in a proeminent degree. The volume is beautifully printed
on the finest paper, and richly bound.
It is sold only to subscribers.
on

Artemus Ward, who bas been playing a charitable role in Southern cities, for the benefit of
destitute rebel soldiers
the proceeds of one
—

entertainment, $365, givoji tq

Mrs. Jefferson
Dayis, It says; Artemus Ward has a right to
lecture for whomsoever he pleases, and while
we regret that he did not
get iuto the oharitable liue sooner, and for the benefit of bis own
friends and neighbors, we will make a record of
tbe fact that be has departed from his accustomed rule of

by giving
traitor,”

a

lecturing

ON

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at lavorable rates.
\V. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13, 18W.-dtl8N

The volume is for sale by Davis Brothers.

sharp

Chiloe. ol Richmond. Me, which went aslicre
on Bateman's Beach Dec 21, and afterwards came (n
and was taken 1o Fall River, has completed repair*
20tli lust, where she will take
and sailed for
on her cargo of coal and proceed to Boston.

Newport

OPENED!

JUST

-AT-

N. I.

MITCHELL’S,
127

Middle Street,

elegant assortment
COMPRISING
GOODS adapted to ti.e
reason, Midi
Black
an

of DRESS

as

und Colored
nice lot of

Mohairs

AlpOccas,

Poplins, Pl.diU,

SUPERIOR PLACE
All to bo sold at the
last few weeks.

and

a

SILKS,

BREAK-DOWN PRICKS of the

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,
Bleached
ltruwn COTTONS
and

Kin bracing

Tit KS

CRASH, ICAPER,ToWELs,
DAkAKKs!
Linen and Woolen T A BI.K COVERS, N A IK 1N s.
Doylies, QUILTS, with a lull line of WHITE 1JNKNS, CAMBRICS, MUSLINS, are all offered at extremely LOW PRICES, at
If. 1. MITCHELL’S.
1/7 Middle St.
LINKS

BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS, CASSIMERES,
SATINKTTS, and any kind of cloths for Cents' or
can bo bought at

Boys' wear

I, MI I'd HELL’S,
Cbeapar than at any other store In town, as we have
the largest stock, at the lowest prices, and will not be
undersold.

IN.

MITCHELL,

I.

127 Middle Street.
Feb. 15. UCC—sn2w

ITCH I

Scratchf

ITCH !

ITCH 1
Scratch !

Scratch,

Wheaton’H

Ointment

Will Curelke llch in ForlfEigkl Hours*
SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
Eruptions qf the Skin. Trice 50 cents. Tor
bale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free ot postage, to any part ot the
Also

euros

and all

United States.
Oct 25.1865.—8 x d&wlyr
VST" A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state ot Health and Disease, with a Treaties on Early Errors, its Deplorable Cousequences
upon the Mind and B&dyj-wltli the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode ot
jure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to tlio

married, and these contem-

plating marriage, who entertain doubt* at
condition.

ical

their

phys-

postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stomps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon auy of the diseases upon which his book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—s x d&wGiu
Sent free of

GRACE’S

SALVE

Works like magic la cases of
CUTS, SCALDS. BURNS, WOUNDS, BRUISES,
strains, Boils, chaffed hands,

FELONS, CHILBLAINS, Ac.
GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
Is prompt in action, removes pain at once, and reduces tlie most angry looking swellings and inllamatious in a very short time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by mail post paid for 35 c to.)
SETU W. POWER
SON, PROPRIETORS,
18 Tremokt St., Boston.

Perry’s Mnlh asd Freckle Lefien*
Chloasma, or Mothpatch, (also called Liverspot,)
Lentigo, or Freckles, are oiten very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the lace of a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
boautv of either; and any preparation mat will elfcctuauy remove them without injuring the texture or
color of the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
and

Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, lias discovered a remedy for these discolorawhich is at once prompt, infallible, and harmless.
Prepared only byB. C. PERRY, Dermatologist.
No. 4.) Bond Street, New-York, and for sale by all
tlAiggials; price 82 per bottle. Call for PERRY’S
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. U. Hay, Wholesale
oct31sn mw&fCiu
Agents, Portland, Maine.

C.

tions,

Photograph Notice.
J. U. P. BURNHAM has returned to his Rooms,
No. 96 Middle Street, where he is ready to wait upon his friends and the public.
All kinds of pictures
taken, including Tin-Types, Ambrotypes, Cards,

Vignettes, large Photographs,old pictures copied and
enlarged to any size, finished plain or in color*
Also, the PORCELAIN PICTURE; this is the
most beautiful picture yet seen—does not show
freckles.

for Mr. Browne alone

benefit to the wife of tbe arch,

A Rich and Varied Assortment
Of Boots and Shoes, for Ladles, Gentlemon, Misses
and Children,are lor sale by T. E. MOSELEY- & CO,
Summer Street, Boston. The prices are reasonable.
Feb 21-BNdlt

SKINNEB’S
Cure

PULMONALES

Cough*, Colds,

Ladies and Gantlemen are Invited to call at
96 Middle Street, and lodl at Speci-

BURNHAM’S,

RICE BROTHERS,

PRODUCE COMMISSION

MERCHANTS,

B9 anil It East Water St.,
MILWAUKIK, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Crain, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ot Flour on hand
N. Warren,
Bertsht’s Best,
Cabinet,
Eaole,

CHAMPION,

McClELAN,

Market Reports sent daily of weekly without
charge.
Flour and Produoe bought, stored and Insured at
liberal rates.
marlSsNeodly

Colgate's Aromatic Vegetable Soap.

A

superior Toilet Soap, prepared Horn refined
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerlae,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Narsery. Its perftime is exquisite, and its

washing properties unrivalled.
| gists,

For sale by all Dr.ig-

fclO’tteNdty

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th inst, ship Edward HyNeal, New York.
Adv, ships Bertha, Humphrey, for Liverpool, largo
part of cargo e gaged; bardie, Cox, lot do, lug; Uncle .Too. Bewail, for do, wtg .r*K) bales; barque t ‘elcsto
Clark. Foster, lor Boston; Reunion,Tracy, and Nineveh, Slackpolu, toi do.
SAV ANNAH—Ar 14tb, sell Helen, Carroll, Philaman.

delphia.

C1J 14th, brigs Danl Boone, Parker, for Biuboduos;
Qeo Harris, French, Boston.
WILMINGTON—Cld 15th, sell Duigo, Cranmtr,
Trinidad.
Sid (hi the bar 15th, sch Messenger, Holden, ior
Boston.

BALTIMORE—Old 17th, brig F W Wilson, Knight,
Savannah.
Ar in Hampton Roods 17tli, aebs Sarah E Nightingale, Nickerson, frum Baltimore for Calais; VVm Arthur, Loring, do for Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 19th. bar quo Avola, Webster,
Apalachicola; biig Nejamsct, Tracy, Mobile.
Ar 2«>tb> ship J Baker, Allen, Bristol, K; barque*
J W Beaver.
Snow, Nagasaki; PcwLattcu, Put'.* m,
VVpiuiipoa; brigs Star of Faith, Peak, un Fronteia;
barab B

£lr“Remember the No., OB Middle Street, OPPOCASCO BANK.
fd4sxd2w

SITE

Crosby, Crosby,

Below, ship E S

m-r
Lillian.

Malouza*.
iroin

Thurston,

Apalachicola,

Isle. Scott, Callae; bug*
Swasey, Cardenas; S P Smith, Vtatfc. Ajaiachlcola; Omaha, Robinson, Wilmington; schs Mary Kelley, Rood, St John PR; E Closson, Cot mbs,
Finer dd

c

Jacksonville.
Cld 20th, barques Carloca.
Hughes, for Liverpc ol;
Home, Brandt, Apalachicola; schs K me lino,
Powell, Cedar Kevs: Lucy; Appleby, Eastport; West
Wind. Lainson, Caiudeu; G J Jones, Crowell ior
Norfolk.
Ar 2lst, ship Uudson, Pratt, London; sch Siak,Ingalls, Georgetown for llostou.
NEWPORT—Ar 19th, sell Union, Carle, Rockland
for New York.
In port 20th whs Mariel, Gilpatrick, Saco for New
Haven; White Swan, from Providence for Galvi stoii;
Isis. Harding, Fail River for New York; Brilliant,
Carter, Providence for New York: Magnolia. Harding, di* for Philadelphia; Com Kearney, Roberts:
Ellen McLood, Eaton, and Puucinian, Tamer, do for
Klizabethport; Ida L Howard, McPufHe.do for Philadelphia; Union. Carlo, Rockland for New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 20tli, sch Chiloe, Rickey, Newport, having repaired.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar J9th, *ch Henry Perkins,
from Gloucester for Philadelphia.
In port 2t)th, brig Frontier; sobs C F Young, and
Ocean

Henry

Perkin*.
Sid flu Wood’s
Baltimore.

Hole 21st, sch L A Orcutt, Butler,

BOSTON—Ar 20th. barque Emma F Hcrriman,
Herriman, New Orleans.
Cld 20th. brig Alexander MUliken, Haskell, for
Port Royal, SC.
Ar 21st. barques Pearl, Harding, Messina: Savannah, Happenny, New Orleans; brig John Fieeaiau,
Loring, do.
Below 21st, barques A M Lovett, from Ardrossun;

M B

Stetson,

from

Cienfriegos.

Cld 21st, ship Sarah Newman, Ewor, Savanuuh.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fin Slianghae Dee 1, ship Archer, Creasey, for
New York.
Ar at Hong Kong Dec 18, ship Joshua Batej, Walker. Melbourne.
Sid fin Algarroba,Chili, Jan 16, barque Artenocahi,
Brown, for Talcahuano.
SM fin Me-slna 21tli ult, barque Fanny Hamilton,
Marsh man, New York.
At Antwerp 30th ult,
Frank Lovett, Cum, for
New York; barque King Bird, Dexter, for do.
Ar at Brou we shaven 30th ult, ships Crest of I lie
Wave, Woodburn, and Ocean Peail. Newcomb, for
New York.
Av at Liverpool 2d lost, ship J H Stetson, Woodward, New Orleans.
At Swansea 31st ult, ship Derby, Manson, for New
York same
At Buenos.
res Dec 2C, ship B
mar, Sawyer,
for New York, ldg; barque ltlchard Irvine, Amesbury; Czarina, Seavey; Damon, Crowell, and Ella
Virginia. Johnson, for do; Normandy, McIntosh,
and Evelyn,Jenkins, tor do; brigs Signal, Snow, and
Faustina, Gridin. tor do.
Ar at Montevideo Dec 14, barques
Wilson, Baltimore; 17th, Flor del.Mar,Wiswcli, Boston
18th, Talavera, Merrithew, Bangor; Arizona, Cor-

ship

day.
Ay

Ay

Templar.

inlck, PhiladeJpliia; 23d, Rc-bccca Goddard, Munson.
Portland: 27in, Robert Porter, Searspurt.
At Rio Janeiro loth ult, baroues Willard, for New
York, with 4400 bags coffee; Traveller, for do, 2TW;
Venus, for a Gulf port.
At Matanzas lOtn Inst, barque E A Chase, foi Iks
ton, ldg; brigs Minna Traub, True, and Angie 11
Curtis, Merriman, for Portland, loading molasses at
$3 26; Geo W Chase, Dunning, for do, do; cck K
Richardson, Thompson, for Philadelphia, kig sugar
at $6 pr libd.
At Cardenas 4tli Inst, brig Jeremiah, Foi*, lor
New York 3 days.
(Per steamer Moiavan—Additional.]
Ar at Liverpool 8th inst, Rival, Doane, Mobile.
Off* the port 7th, Patrick Henry, Page, fioiu Now
York tor Fleetwood.
CU1 31st, Matilda, Coombs, Apalachicola; Golden

Hind, Davis, Hong Kong.
Adv Stli, North American, (s) for Portland 15th.
Sid tm Falmouth 31st ult, Sarah L Hall, Davis, for
Antwerp.
Sid Au Slianghae Dec 15, John N Cushing, SRan,
for New York.
Ar at Chefoo Nov 28, Forest Bello, Pereival. from

Tientsin.
Ar at Cherlbon Dec 5, Panama, Johnson, trom Ba-

tavia.
At Mauritius 5th ult, Ellen
cutta.
Ar at Sierra Leoue 20th ult,

Hood, KUby, from Cal-

Sarah Larsen, Miller,
Bathurst.
Ar at Marseille* 20th ult, MaryGoodell.McGilvery,
Rangoon.
Arat Alicante 3d ult, Moneynick, Smith, firm
New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 1st Inst, Marco Polo, Roberts, from
New York.
Ar at Havre 29th ult, J A Stamlor, Samson, New
York; Glh inst, Win Frotkingliam, Qualoy, do.
Sid Cth, Adelaide Norris, Reed, Newport E.
AratCuxhaveu 5th

New York.
Ar at

phia.

mens.

Ar at

delphia.

inst,

Burnside, Taylor,

Gen

Hamburg 2d, Zephyr, McCulloch,

Philadel-

Flushing 31st ult, Advance, Crosby, Phila[Per steamer Europa, at Boston.1

Portland, Jan. 23*1, 1806.
have used JOHNSON’S RKPRODUCTOR for
ten weeks and have strictly followed the directions
contained in his circular, and 1 now have a fine
growth of hair where I was entirely bald.

Liverpool 1st hist, Tamerlane, Jackson,

Ar at

Charleston.

1 have

1st, Walts'*. Libby, for Havana.
Sid 21st, St Joseph. Alexander, Boston.
cid 1st, Annie C Kimball. Uumplrey, for Mobile;
Gettysbuig, Edge, New Orleans.
Ent lor ldg 1st, Rockl]ght, Williams, for Callao via
Glasgow; Wapc41a, Orr, New Orleans.
Oil the Goodwin 1st, Crest ot tbo Wavn,Woodburn,
Rotterdam for New York.
Ar at Portsmouth 1st, Mist, Lincoln, Loudon lor

no

recommending

hesitation in

whomay

occasion to

have

use

it to

any

it.

J. M.

MULLALY.

Jan 30—SNdtf

Boston.

[Sales

at

Av at Hull 2d lust, Sylvan us Blanchard, Mcady,
Callao.
Off Queenstown 27th. Calhoun, Page, from Liver-

pool for New York.

Ai at Messina 21st ult, Veteran, Snow, fin Malta;
Clara P Gibbs. GartV.ner, Gibraltar.
Sid fin HambiVig 30th uit, Richard 111, Gardiner,
tor Cardiff
Lisbon, .Tail 30. The Catharine. Schultz, fiu Antwerp for New York, lias put in leaky and with loss
of bulwarks, &c.

auction.]

Boston and Maine Railroad. 118]
Eastern Railroad.. 102
Bath City Sixes, 1891. 90]

__MARRIED.
In

this city, Feb 17,

Hodges,

of

Put back

Sid fin Cowes 2d inst, E SheiToau, Blanchard, (fin
Callao) for Rotterdam.
Ar at Cardiff 31st, Pocahontas, Graves, Hamburg.

Boston Stock List*
Sales at the Brokers Board, Feb 21.
American Gol<T...
137]
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.
194]
United States 7 3-lOths Loan, lBt series.- 88*
do
2d series.
99g
do
3d senes. 99#
do
small. 99f
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 103
do
small. 102$
United States Ten-lorties. 94]
Second
38
Ogdenaburg
Mortgage Bonds.
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 24
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds....... 84
Western Railroad. 137

Portland,

by

Rev E Martin, William
Elizabeth Hasty, ol

and Miss

Scarborough.

In this city, Feb 20, by Rev E Martin, Algenon
Fossctt and Miss Harriet Sprague, both of Portland.
In this city, Feb 20, by Joseph B Hall, Esq, J Williams Manslield and Mrs Mary S Elder, both of

this city.
In Bootbhay, Feb 17, at tlie residence of the
bride's father, bv Rev L S (Joan. Julius Kinslieloe,
of the U S Coast Survey, and Miss Jennie, daughter
of Beuj Reed, Esq.
In Phipsb irg, Feb 18, Abner F Lowell and Miss

Adriaima J Morse.

SPOKEN.
Dec 12, let 23 52 S, Ion 06 E, skip Emily Augusta,
Plummer, from Liverpool for Aden..
Dec 19. lat 24 50, Ion 40, ship Valparaiso, Maybcw,
trom Baltimore for San Frau cisco.
Jan 8, lat 18 S, Ion 32 W, ship Gen Grant, Laughun, from Boston for Melbourne.
Jan 16, lat 5 S, Ion 33 W, ship Callkme, Simmons,
from London for Masulipniain.
Jan 25, off F'astnet, ship St
Mark, Hewes, from
Liverpool for New York.
Jan 30, off Point Lynas, ship Monmouth, Jones,
trom Liverpool for New Orleans.
Jau 30, lat 44 N. Ion 9
W, ship CastUllan, Pike, fin
Sunderland for Siugapoie.

New Advertisements.

Montreal Ocean

and U. S. Mails.
PAssKNomts Booked to

DIED.
5 mouths.

53F“Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at
House No 24 Green street. Relatives and Blends are
invited to attend.
In Westbrook, Fob 21, Blrs Melinda S, wife of Henry H Higgins and daughter of Joseph and Ann M
Small, aged 22 years 11 months.
In Standish, Feb 15, Mr Hiram Hasty, aged 76 yrs
5 months.
In Auburn, Jan 30, Miss Fannie B Beese, aged 23
years 4 moTdhs.
la Leeds, Jan 5, Miss Mary C, daughter oi Robert
Croinmett, aged 17 years.
In Palermo, Jan 25, Mr Ezekiel Soule, aged 81 yrs.
In Belfast, Feb C, J G
Esq, agod 60 years.
In Nortliport, Feb 10, Mr Joseph Clark, aged 61
years.

Day,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
FROM

FOR

DATE.

New York. New York. .A spinwall.Feb 21
City of Cork. New York.. Liverpool.Feb 21
Australasian.New York. .Liverpool.Keb 21
City or Limerick. .New York..Liverpool.Feb 21
South America-New York. .Rio Janeiro.. ..Feb 22
Manhattan.New York.. Vora Cruz_Feb 23
Moravian.Portland_Liverpool.Feb 24
City of London. ...New York. .Liverpool.Feb 24
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.Feb 24
Corsica.New York.. Havana..Feb 26
Canada..Boston.Liverpool.... Feb 28
Moro Castle.New York.. Havana.Feb 28
City ol Dublin.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 28

Belgian.Portland....Liverpool.Feb
A'T-

31

raiaiainre Aiumuac.r

Sun rises.6.47 Maou
Sun *et».5.411 Higk

|

«wmrf 02,
weU.1.09
water.4.45 pm

Return Tiokats Granted at Reduced Ratos
The

Steamship MORAVIAN,

PORTLAND.

Wednesday, Febraary 91.
ARRIVED.
Brig Castllllan, IIaiiUmbrook, Boston.
Brig Torrent, (joul.l, Boston, to load ibr Cuba.

James Freeman. Bernard, Norfolk, Va.
Sch Isabel Blake, Newcomb. Boston.
llramball. Hamilton, Boston.
Soh Llkllu W Dyer, l>avis, Boston.
Hob Geo Washington, Campbell, Bootbbay.
CLEARED.
Steamer Dlrtgo, Sherwood, New York—Emery A
Fox.
Sch Wings of the Morning, Me Far lane, Cardenas—
Fhinncy A Jackson.
Sch Maiacaibo, Henley, Havana—Phinney A Jack-

£uh Gen Grant. Orchanl,

Hdb BnunbaU.
A Co.

Now York—E Freeman

Hamilton. Bostou-ThumasaIS

Portland, Dec. 11th, 1866.

n9iAw^«~

LAUHCHKn-At
Geo

Christenson,

In

contTaf,t
ain

Kennebunkport, recently, by Mr
flue

schr ot 102 tons, old measure,
Messrs Lyman, Sou A Tobey,
1
for the Ashing business.
Intcn.lod
*•
Mr
c has in frame a
krig of about 2flo tons, and tbo
keel laid for a sebr of about 140 totis. Both are lor
sale.
e

a

for

DISASTERS.

Brig Vincent, of Bath, before reported ashore cyv
the Bow A Pigs, went to pieces ou Monday night nod

feludul

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have lot mod
THE
under the linn name ot
L.

DANA

&

a

copartnei>hi|>

SONS,

For the transaction oi a

Grooery and Fishermen's Outfitting Busi jssr.
Fortland,

LUTHER DANA.,
LUTHER W. DANA
frank j. Dana

tefflu

Fob. 11,1806.

For Sale.

trade, in the STOVE and
A
JOBBING business. TUo beet location aud with
better convenience than,
FIRST class Stock in

Portland. Has a
a CASH business.

anything oi the kind in
flret £:as* custom, does principally

Apply

to

O. ft. STUART & CO.,
52—dbw2w9
171 Middle St.

For Sale or Hire.

AForpump.CLASS eoi,man
terras, &e, apply

MARINE ST jam

to

C. M. DAVIS * CO.,
117 Commercial St..

T>.w.n.,

v
Portland, i,
Feb. 23d, I860.—isdlm

Vanted.
and wife no children, a good conreuleut rent in a central locatlou-o> a Street
by the Horse Cars preferred. Rent
150 to $260. Have lived In one house fifteen

tBv

a man

?»™rsed

may occupy another as long If satisfactory.
Address box 1783 Post Office.
ie22dtf

years:

Wanted.
a

BY
iimT10
Feb

young lady who has ha 1 two years expoi i*i,1Cr^r *,u*ine“** asituatiouas Mil-

Addles**
52—<Uw»E

C' S-’

Bar<1"®

H Randall, for Boston.
y™
Brig Waltham went out,
but returned again

will

(according to accommodations) $70 to $80
Steerage,
*25
Payable In Gold or Its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. dt A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. B. Passenger Depot.

Soli
Sob

Ailon,

Cabin

MARINE ISTEWS
OP

Cant.

sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, gitli
February, 18611, Immediately alter the arrival ot the
train of the previous dav from Montreal.
To be followed by the Belgian, March 3d.
Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:

Feb

PORT

and Liverpool.

Londonderry

In this city, Feb 21, Mr John Edmond, aged 88 yrs

NAME

Steamship Co,

Carrying the Canadian

^

S

from

I

one

and Influenza.

SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Sore Throat and Hoarseness
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relieve difficult Breathing.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough in Children.
Public Speakers and Singers find them effectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
M. 1>., 27 Tremont Street, Boston.
Sold by II. II. HAY, Druggist, Portland*
eod&weow 3m
January 31,18G5.

along the shore of Cutty-

strewn

aro

hunk
Sell

OF PORTLAND.

through

Bulletin is

Follow the Direc

the fragments

New Spring Goods!

Coujrh and Croup Syrup,

Those lighted faces smile no more.
We tread the paths their feet have worn,
We sit beneath their orchard trees,
We hear, like them, the hum of boos
And rustle of the blade 1 corn;
We turn tbe pages that
read,
Their written words wo linger o’er,
Butin the sun they emit no shade,
is made,
No voice is heard,
No step is on the conscious floor I
and
Faith will trust,
Yet Love will dream,
He who knows our need is just,)
That somehow, somewhere, meet we must.
Alas for him who never sees,
his cypress trees I
The stars shine
Who, hopeless, lays his dead away,
Nor looks to see the breaking day,
Acros-* the mourninl marbles play!
Who hath not learned, in hours of fiuth
The truth to flesh and sense unknown,
That Life is ever lord of Death,
And Love can never lose its own!

IS^Tlie Philadelphia

Cough

SPECIAL yon CES.

Po*t0fflee> Portland,

Me.

Notice.
torbld
IHERBY
my account,

all persons trusting my wife on
as I We mud■or her
support and shall pay no debts ig hereon
tractlng after this date.
1ARA EL HAGCr
Portland, Feb. 21,1866.
dlW-

atu& p?o" "ion"

Boy’s Grammar School.
1>r admission to the
pANmiMi.*.
Sntmo* for Boy*, will be examined at

l-Ui JwllOOL HOoM on Chestnut Street,
DAY, February i.6Ui, at 9 o’clock A M
Feb 22—d3t

Grammar
the W li
MON-

on

\

Closing Ball.—The last Grand Ball of
to-night at Lancaster

Thursday Morning, February 22, 1866.
PORTLAND

AND

wellai

to all who

ening,

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Swede nborgkm Entertainment.
Paradise Lost—Peering Hall.
AUCTION COLUMN.

Montreal Ocean SLearn-hip Co—II. & A. Allen.
Boy's Grammar School—Examination.
V* anted—Situal ion.

SENATE.

AV a n ted—Ho u ce.

SENATE.

Passed to bo enacted—An act to incorpo-

rate Casco Boot and shoe Company; to annex
part of Bridgtou to Harrison; to authorize J.
Stetson and another to extend a wharf into
Damari cotta river; to authorize Bangor to
grant further aid in the construction of the
Liuopean and North American Ilailway; to
extend the jurisdietion of trial justices; to extend the time for certain banks to redeem their
bills; to make valid the doings of municipal
officers of tiie town of Lebanon ; to incorporate the Sebec Dam Company;to authorize
E. and F. Tlirope to extend their wharf in
Bootlibay: to incorporate the New Eugland
Telegraph Co.; to amend’ act to incorporate the Maine Insurance Co.; to
incorporate

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
FEBRUARY

TERM.—WARE, J., PRESIDING.
Wednesday.—Justin McCarthy, libellant
ve. Edward A.
Marwick, master, and Frederick W. Lei and,
mate, of brig J. Polledo. Assault and battery on the
voyage from Portland
to Cardenas. Thfe libellant also
alleges that
the

Captain ordered the mate to shoot libellant, and that the mate attempted it, but only
the cap exploded. For the defense it is deuied
that the libellant or any other of the crew
was struck during the
voyage; that libellant
refused on several different occasions to obey

the Commercial Warehouse Company; to pretaking trout and pickerel from Piscataquis river and its tributaries; to authorizes.
Damage to build a bridge in the town of Bristol ; to incorporate Union Diver Dam Company; to prevent the destruction offish in Oruovine; 10 incorporate uasiine marine itauway
Company; to increase the salary of County
Attorney of Waldo eounty; to amend laws in
relation to representation of county agricultural associations in the State Agricultural

vent

orders, and that the pistol pointed at him was
not loaded, but oidy had a cap on it, and that
it was pointed at him and suapped for the sole
purpose ot intimidating him, which it did.
The case is not finished.
Reed are the proctors for

Clifford for respondents.

OE MAINE.

Augusta, Feb. 20.

Eor Sale—Stove Stock, &c.

Messrs. Smith <t
libellant; and W. H.

Board; to incorporate the Bangor and Old
Town Association; an act additional concerning the redemption of railroad mortgages; an
act in relation to evidence; to prevent obstructions in Machias river; to authorize
Thomas S. Lang and Chas. Osborne to extend

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
JANUARY TERM—TAPLEY, J., PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—In the case of Waterman,
Judge of Probate, v Raker & als., on an administrator’s bond, the evidence was all put
in. The arguments will come off Friday.
No. 1002.—Isaac T. Mclntire, libellant, v Sarah P. Mclntire.
Libel for divorce.
Cause,
desertion. Divorce decreed.
Vinton & Dennett for libellant.
No appearance for libellee
No. 1026.—Mary N.
Bowie, libellant, v Edward T. Bowie. Libel for divercu. Cause, desertion. Divorce decreed.
Viutou & Dennett for libellant. No appearance for libellee.
Court adjourned to 2 1-2 o’clock Friday.

W ASUINGTON, Feb. 21.

February 23d.

LEGISLATURE

& Sens.

XXXIX CONGRESS—-1st Session.

ev-

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Copartnership—L. Pan a
Eor Sale—Steam Pump.

21,1866.

■----

as-

Cases ot Catarrh are
rapidly decreasing by
udng Walcott’s Annihilator. Crosman & Co.
keep it.

Auction Sale—Henry Bailey & Co.

Wednesday Merning, February

*

Mechanics’ Assemblies.—The last
sembly of the season will come off Friday

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Boots and Shoes—T. E. Moseley & Co.—Boston.
Plugs, &c.—J. H. J. Thayer.

---——-

agreeable
attend. Music by Chandler’s Full

Quadrille Baud.

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

the Managers to make it

spared by

their advcrttsementi

New Adrertitfcmeuta To-Day

NEW

BiY

given

Hall, by Ex-America Hose Co., No. 1. As this
is their fourth annual ball uo pains will be

VICINITY,

Advertisers will benefit themselves, as
accommodate us, by sending in
at an early hour in the
day.

tlie season will be

their wharf into tide waters; to annex part of
Scarboro’ to Gorham; resolve in lavor of the
Slate Reform School.
Finally passed—Resolve in relation Jp ex-

changing public documents with Nota Sootia
and New Brunswick; in favor of building a
bridge over Dead river; providing for the construction of mills in the cast half of township
No. 2, rauge 5, in Aroostook eounty; in lavor
of the Insane Hospital; to give effect to cer-

tain acts and resolves in favor of academics of
Limerick, Berwick, St. Albans, Houltou and
Presque Isle.

Aifjournod.

HOUSE.

The joint resolution to furnish vessels to the
telegraph expedition under Col. Buikley to

Russia,

passed.
Mr. Fessenden moved that the
regular order, which was the constitutional amendment
in relatiou to representation, be
postponed,
and that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the concurrent resolution of the
House,
providing that until Congress so decide, no
Senators or Representatives from the lately rebellious States be admitted to the balls of Congress.
This gave rise to some
discussion, which
ended in the concurrent resolution being read.
The second reading was objected to by Dixon.
The Constitutional amendment was then
Ipken up.
Mr. buckalew opposed it.
Mr. Buckalew animadverted upon New
England as possessing too great a voice in the
South. He favored the admission of Southern
Senators, and ah amendment to the Constitution re-adjusting senatorial representation;
States containing less than one million inhabitants to have one Senator, States with more
than one million inhabitants and less than
three millions inhabitants, two Senators, and
States with more titan three millions inhabitants. throe Senators.
Mr. Wilson replied briefly to Mr. Uuckalew’s
strictures upon New England’s prominence in
the Senate.
Mr. Lane, of Kansas, gave notice that he
would introduce a bill on
Friday, to continue
in force the existing Freedman's Bureau.
Mr. Wilson offered a resolution
recognizing
the valor and endurance of the
officers, soldiers and seamen of the United States. Rewas

ferred.
Mr. Nye

question,

took the floor upon tile
pending
but gave way to a motiou to go into

Executive Session.

Adjourned

until

Friday.
HOUSE.

A motion to reconsider the vote
the resolution was passed

by which
yesterday, that no
Senator or Representative thorn the late rebel
States shall be admitted to Congress until
Congress declares such States entitled to representation, was lost by a vote of 108 to 37.
The Indiana election case was taken up.
The Election Committee reported in favor
of Washburn and against Voorhics.
Tiie election case was postponed.
The Loan hill was then taken up.
Mr. Morrill spoke in favor of the bill.
Mr. Stevens opposed the bill and offered an
amendment, striking out the discretionary
power of the Secretary of the Treasury, and
also the foreign loan clause. lie
intended, he
said, to offer a bill in this form as a substitute
tor the original hill.

Adjutant General sent ill
a communication
transmitting a schedule of
bounties paid by cities, towns and plantations
Washington’s Birth Night.—The gor
Ip soldiers; the miik bill was indefinitely postgeous spectacle of Cinderella will he repeated poned; the Hawker and Pcdler bill was
Mr. Hooper argued against any reduction of
«,
amended and passed to be engrossed.
this evening!
We take pleasure in making
The International Telegraph bill came up the currency, and said that when the Treasuthis announcement to our readers,
being sure by special assignment, tbe pending question ry resumed specie payment, which it could do
without regard to the banks, the United States
that they will receive it with pleasure.
the amendment of Mr. Williams.
Owing being
could be continued in circulation as the
Mr. Granger of Calais, spoke in lavor of the
to the great crowd last
equivnight, and the urgent
bill, and gave notice that he should at the alent of coin until there was a sufficient
falls for another
repetition, the managers have proper time propose an amendment, that if amount of coin in the country to supply their
decided to give those who were unable to wit- this
place.
company shall sell out its franchise, such
Mr. Kelley argued against the
ness it another
redemption of
opportunity, this evening, posi- sale shall operate as a forfeiture of the charter. non-interest
The amendment of Mr. Williams was rebearing notes, or atly contraction
the
last
!
The same attractions as last
tively
of
the
currency.
night, viz., a promenade concert, refreshment jected.
The further consideratiou of the loan hill
Mr. Granger proposed his amendment menwas postponed until
room, and the P. S.’s art gallery will be repeat- tioned above, and the same was
Wednesday. Adjourned
adopted.
until Friday.
Mr. Williams proposed a ftirtlier amended, and this being the evening of Washing
that
the
new company shall not estabton’s birth day, every one should turn out and ment,
Maine Legislature.
lish stations in any city or town now
occupienjoy themselves in the rational manner here ed by any
company, so long as the tariff of
Augusta, Me., Feb. 21.
■offered them.
Secure tickets early, and be at
The Legislative Investigation Committeee
rates is lower than the contemporaneous taron alleged frauds in
ifls
for equal distances in the New
the hail when the doors
enlistments, have reportopen*.
England ed
States. Rejected.
that, after the ftillest investigation they
have been enabled to make into the matter of
The bill was passed to be
The Theatre.—Last
engrossed.
night there was a
Passqd to be enacted—An act
tttl house, and the play went off In fine
for enlistments and credits to towns, they are
style. the recording of certificates of providing
of sol- fully satisfied that the evidence before them
Surely the ‘‘Streets of New York” has much diers and seamen from the discharge
does not tend to implicate
service of the
any officer of the
in it to deeply interest an
audience, and this United States; an act amendiug the act of State in any transactions in connection with
enlistments
or
1801
credits to the State, or any discompany play it with spirit and energy. The
establishing a Police Court in the city of
Rockland; an act to incorporate the State of trict or sub-district in the State, inconsistent
audience were highly gratified with the
perMaine Gold Mining Company; an act addi- with his official duty.
formance. We have
seldom seen an audience
better satisfied. Some of the scenes are
really
thrilling, and life in our large cities is shown
up in its true colors. We advise our readers
to witness the performance of this
play. The

•scenery is very fine, and this company do up
their work in excellent
style. It is not otten

ithat we have so good a theatrical
company.
Y/e expect to see a very crowded house this
•evening, when the same play will be performed.

In the

House,

the

tional in relation to ihe Reform School:
an act to regulate the
drainage of salt marsh;
an act to amend
chapter 51 of the Revised
Statutes; an act to amend chapter 204 of the
Public Laws of 1804,
requiring the Secretary
of State to furnish Clerks of Courts with lists
of certain officers; an act in relation to the
running of trains on the Portland, Saco and
Portsmouth Railroad; an act to regulate the
taking of menhaden or porgies in the waters
of Maine; an act to amend chapter 228 of the
Public Laws of 1884; an act to amend an act
to incorporate the Norway Savings Bank.
Finally Passed—Resolve in relation to the
duties of Indian Agents; resolve in relation
to the Penobscot Tribe of Indians; resolve for
tbe appointment of Commissioners to the

Georgia Minbtbbk.—This Troupe, composed entirely of colored men, who were formerly slaves in the city of Macon, Ga., give an World’s Fair at Paris.
entertainment in Mechanics’ Hall to-night.—
Adjourned.
Aside from the novelty of seeing
genuine
LITERARY GOSSIP.
■darkeys, we hear them highly spoken of by the
—Messrs. Hurd & Houghton are about to isBoston papers, and our exchanges generally.
The Albany Evening Journal thus speaks of sue a volume of Arctic discovery by Dr. Hayes,
entitled “Explorations towards the North Polo
their performance in that city:
“The Georgia Minstrels, or ‘The Slave iu the years 18G0-G1.”
—Cervantes has often been suspected of inTroupe,’ _as it is called, performed here last
night to one of the largest audiences ever as- tending “Don Quixote” for a political satire on
sembled iu Tweddle Hall. 'Their
performance the Duke of Lerma, and some recent discoveris replete with fun, and altogether one of the ies made
by Mr, Rawdon Brown in Venice tend
best ever witnessed in this city. We hope to to raise
the suspicion to the rank of a
literary
see them here again
and
we
are
sure
soon,
they fact. Having got at the inner
will be greeted with a lull house.”
meaning of this
famous romauce, by means of his direct discoveries, Mr. Brown has devised a key to the charMilton Illustrated.—A rather
unique acters, by which many obscure
aial interesting exhibition is
parts of the
coming to Brook- satire are
brought into uew light.
lyn next week. It is illustrative of Milton’s
—Mr.
great epic, “Paradise Lost,” and is described
Bayard Tayior is busy with the proof
by the English journals us a production of sheets of bis new novel, now rapidly
passing
and
great beauty
value as a woik of art, pre- through the press of Hurd &
Houghton. He
senting, with great vividness and power, the calls it The
of
Story Kcnnelt.” It is supposgrand, terrible and beautiful scenes described
In the poem. For once, Brooklyn will have ed to contain even more of the elements of a
popular novel than

the benefit of an exhibition before New York
has got tired of it, the establishment

just arrived from England, where

thor's native place—and describes the
quaint
aud picturesque country Ufe of
Pennsylvania,
at the beginning of this
century.
—A complete edition of tho
of Lord

Jlag’e.

Our citizens will have an
opportunity to
witness the above at Leering Hall, next week.

works

Macauley is in preparation by Lady Trevelyan,
the sister of the historian.
—M. Michelet, is writing an “Histoire

Portland, Feb. 19,1806.
Mr, Editor:—I feel it due to the public to
say that I have been for years troubled with a
humor in the head, and have tried many of
the best remedies.
About six weeks ago I
bought a bottle of Todd’s Hungarian Balm,
and to my great pleasure aud relief it has
I have waited for several
spured my head.
We eks to see if the disease did not return, but
it appears to be permanently cured.
G. W. Gardner.

de

Lonis

received a new accession.
Otho, cx-kiug of
Greeoe, is said to be engaged in translating the
Iliad into German.
Mr. George W. Csrleton announces as in
press and

shortly

to appear

a

number of new

works, principally in the departments of light
literature. Among them are, “The House by
the Chuchyard; a Novel,” by J. Sheridau Le
Fanu; “Josh Billings, his Book," a collection
of the humorous writings of Mr.
Henry W.
Shaw, extensively circulated under that pseu-

Gallery at City Hall last
night was the scene of a great deal of mirth.
Everybody was delighted with the ytaiqui exhibition of wit. A crowd gathered ahost the
“When shall we Three Meet Again,” all desirous of getting a better
view, and “Legal Ambitions,” the portrait of Sir Albert Boss, and
some others equally
meritorious, were pronounced by all as superb. This
Gallery will
he open to-night and we advise all to
drop int

donym ; .“Recommended to. Mercy" and “Beyminstre,” two new novels; a new illustrated
edition of “The Culprit Fay,” aud
“Jargal,”one
of Victor Hugo’s early sensational
romances,
hitherto unpublished in this country. He will
also issue later in tho season a new edition, complete in one volume, of “Souvenirs of Travel,”
byMme. Octavla AV a I toil I .o Vert; an uniform
impression, in three volumes, of Mr. Newell’s
“
Orpheus 0. Kerr Papors,” that are uow puzzling the English critics iu the cheap noncopyright reprints; and “Adrift in Dixie,” by

Dishonesty.—A young girl about 16 years
of age, who had been employed a few days
in a

family residing on Wilraot street, stole
some dresses and jewelry and
suddenly left the
house. The affair was placed in the hands of
Deputy Marshal Irish, who traced the girl to
Woodford’s Cornel-, Westbrook, where he ar-

Edmund Kirke.
—Messrs. Thomas & Co., of Edinburgh, an“that, in order more thoroughly to acoommodate themselves to the requirements of
the American trade," they are about to add tp

nounce

xested her and recovered the stolen articles.

their business as importers that of manufacturers of books in this country as American pub-

A Camv—The receipt of thirty dollars, by
the Treasurer of the Martha Washington So-

lishers... They issue in England the writings
of Mrs. Charles, the
authoress of “Chronicles
of the S'chonberg-Cotta
Family and other
works, whose sudden popularity among all
classes of readers in this country now equals
that of Mrs. H. B. Stowe in the palmy days of
“Uncle Toni’s Cabin," Messrs. Nelson are also
publishers of the series pf hooks J>y a lady who
writes under the signature of “A. L. O. E.;”
these, though perhaps not very familiar to thp

ciety, a donation from a benevolent lady oi
thiy, is hereby acknowledged and the thanks
.of the Society tendered for the same.
Per Order,
Feb. 21.
L. C. Dodge, Treasurer.

"

22s Febboaby.—The Custom House and
fhe Banks will not be open to-day.
The Post Office will be open the usual hours

older branches of a family, find readers by tire
hundred thousand atuoog the voopg,ap<l p-kp
their place in every Sunday-school library iu
the land.
They commence their career hb

holidays.

No paper will be issued from this office tomorrow.

American publishers by the -issue of a new
work by this “well-known and favorite writer,"
“lioscued from Egypt,” iu the present month
—The Nation has the following“In the
brisk competition of
trade, the influence of literature is accommodated to pfjaugp (fijps
An
enterprising dealer in London announces a yoluiue elegantly 'got
up,' with beautiful yignetto
mouograms, colored engravings, etc,, entitled
Essay and Essence,’ containing a poem, ‘Odor

CoMPLIMENTABY TO THE PbESIDENT.
The first expenditure of gunpowder by the
copperheads of New Hampshire, since tin
outbreak of the rebellion, was burned in hon
—

of the veto of the Freedmen’s Bureau bill.

LiquouSeizubbs.—Deputy Marshals Went
worth and Irish yesterday seized small quanti
liqcjor in the shops kept by E, Gammon
head of Coinmttreial wharf, anil A. J. Falby
Fore street uaar UniC?* street.
ties of

Godey's Lady’s Book for if'vcb has beet
received at the bookstores of Messrs. i,J'diey &
Noyes, Davis Brothers, and Short & Losing
Exchange Street.

XVf”

The list of royal votarios-of literature has

The S. P.’s Art

or

or

Godfrey.” The scene is laid in aud
about
the^ village of Kennett Square—$he au-

its success
has been such as to warrant the belief that it
is deserving public attention
here—Brooklyn

on

Hannah Thurston”

“John

having

Hybla; or, 1* loral Sjirites,’and says that‘the
volume, besides its literary and artistic attractions, contains within it a casket of new and
choice perfumes
appropriately called ‘Floral
Sprites.’ This heats the well-known boast «f
Warren, the blacking-iqaker, that ‘Wekeeps a
of

J

poet.'"

At

a caucus

From

WathlMfftoii.

ap-

namely, $5 on a $1000.
During December the total

number of rations issued in the (Southern States were: to
refugees, 237,535,066, and to freedmen, 434,768.
Representative Moulton, of the House Committee on Public Lands, to-day, reported from
the Committee a very important bill, providing
for the sale, by auction, of the gold and silver
lands of the United States. None but citizens of the United States, or those who have
declared their iutention to become such, shall
be allowed to purchase, and lands remaining
unsold after the public sales shall be open to

private entry.

Among tne provisions of tile bill is one that
the discoverer or worker of any mine shall
have the right to purchase it at the miuimum
price fixed it, the price to be fixed by the Register Receiver and Geologist. One of the latter is to be approved for each Land District.—
No person shall purchase more than 20 acres,
not enter a second tract without selling tlie
first at public sale to the highest bidder, in
cash. The proeeeeds of the sales of the lands
shall be applied to the principal and interest
of the bonds of tlie United States.
The Governor of Vermont and the President of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, with several members of the Executive
Department, have been in this city for the last
week, for the purpose of conference with
prominent gentlemen here in reference to
measures which will secure an immediate commencement on that line.
Among other subjects which have had careful consideration, is
a system of emigration more elaborate and

complete, perhaps, than has ever been developed in the United States, for the purpose of
settling the new territories of the north-west.
Agent D. E. Webb, accompanied by ten of
the leading chiefs and head men of tlie Hois
of the Chippewas of Lake Superior, were at
the Iudian Bureau to-day, and had a short inIt is probaterview with the Commissioner.
ble that a treaty will be entered into with
them in a few days,
A letter has been received at the Treasury
Department, enclosing one hundred and ninety dollars in greenbacks, (bom a late officer in
the army, who, while in the service, received
pay for two servants, to which the rank he
held clearly and legally entitled him, but to
which the party considered he had no just

The amount returned was for pay received for the commuted hire of one servant,
with interest added at 7 310 per cent.
The number of callers at tbe Executive
Mansion to-day was quite large, including
A few members ol' Congress
many ladies.
claim.

present, among them Senators Cowan,
Dixon and Doolittle.
were

South America.

New

Valparaiso

Yoke, Feb.

21.

papers of January ltttb, state
that the rumored mediation of France and
England in the Spanish Chilian war was not
regarded with much favor.
Uiuguay ictuses to allow Chilian privateers
to bring Spanish prizes into its ports, and lia3

withdrawn the exequator of the Chilian Min-

ister.
A portion of the

repulsed

at

Spanish squadron

Caldvila.

had been

dates of

January 17th and Calof 28th, confirm the declaration of
SValparaiso
by
3

war

Peru against Spain, but hostilities had not yet
commenced.
The blockade of Calladera had been raised,
and tbe Spanish squadron was concentrated
at Valparaiso.
Five or six saiiiDg vessels has been burned
by tbe Spaniards. The Chilian coast is row
open to trade.
Several vessels from Europe had been warned away from Valparaiso, and had
gom. to

other ports.

The Peruvian squadron had been sept to
jo!u the Chilian squadron.
All Spaniards in Peru are given a certain
time to register their names, failing in which
they are treated as spies.
Internal reforms are being instituted
by tbe
Peruvian Dictator.

Washington Correspondence.
New Yoke, Feb. 21.
Tbe Commercial’s Washingtondispatch says
rumors of Cabinet changes prevail, and
appear well founded.
Assistant Secretary Chandler’s account of
his investigations of official corruption in the
South, will startle the country. The frauds
are comprehensive, and involve military and
civil officials. The frauds during the year
amount to more than one hundred millions of

special committee of investigation
appointed.
The Post’s special Washington dispatch says

dollars.
will be

A

the Senate'Committee on the District of Columbia has decided to report to the House a
suffrage bill, and ask its immediate passage by
the^Senate.
Tbe chairman of tbe House committee on
Freedmeu, Mr. Eliot, is preparing a new bill
providing for a Freedmen’s Bureau.
Various Items.

New Yoke. Feb. 21.
The steamship Australasian sailed at noon
to-day for Liverpool. She takes no specie.
‘*ames Hotel was sold to-day for

$290000'

The Express states that General Butler has
paid to Smith Brothers, of New Orleans, the
$80,000 in gold, which they alleged he abstracted from their vault, together with the interest, and all the costs and Sheriff’s poundage,
making an amount of $150,000.
TJie Post says that a despatch from a member of Congress, announces that Secretary
Seward will speak at the Cooper Institute
meeting to-morrow evening.
From

Virginia,

Richmond, Va., Feb. 21.
The bill amending the Usury laws was again
rejected in the House to-day.
The Senate has passed the Valley Railroad
bill, with a provision that the road shall pot
connect with the Virginia and Tennessee
Railroad until the Covington Roilroad is completed.
The Senate has passed the House bill authorizing the construction of a Railroad to

Lynchburg and Danville.

These schemes were protested against by
Gov. pier pout, in a lengthy message to the

Legislature, ten'days agin

The Western Union
Telegraph.

New Yoke. Feb. 21.
Private adylcos front San Francisco state
Western
the
Unfon Telgi'aipb has been exthat
tended, under tbe supervision or Col. Bulkley,
over 400 miles above New
Westminster, on
Frazer River.
Col.
from
Bulkley’s
Reports
exploring parties, show that the obstacles to be overcome
arc ot less magnitude than was predicted
by
some, and it is believed the connection between
Russia and America yiii be completed before
a

year elapses.

Bill

The Fenian Congress.

Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 20.
Tlie Fenian Congress was permanently organized to-day. M. C. Murphy is Speaker of
the House, and P. F. RatliforJ Secretary.—
The House and Senate went into joint session. A unanimous determination is expressed for effective action. A public meeting was
held to-night, and several large contributions
made.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 21.
The Fenian Congress has assembled. Roberts resigns bis position, recommending Gen.

Sweeney as .his successor.

At the fstemoon session of the Fenian Congress the report of Gen. Sweeney, Secretary of
War, was made the special order for to-mor-

morning.
All the delegates present pledged themselves
to sustain the Constitution adopted at Philadelphia.
Senators Doreme of 111., and Corry of N. Y.,
handed in their resignations, which were accepted, and a Committee was appointed to rerow

port names to fill the vacancies.
Senators Scanlan and Barnard also tendered their resignations, which were laid on the
table.
From Texas.

NorlhlCarolina legislature.
Raleigh, N. C., Feb. 21.
The House of Commons has passed to sec-

oud reading the bill relating to Indians and
negroes, with amendments.
The 11th section of the bill providing that
negroes shall testify in all cases where they are
concerned in person or property was amended
as follows: “That this section shall not go into
effect until the jurisdiction of matters relating
to tnc Freedmen’s Bureau shall be fully committed to the courts of this State.”
Thus modified the bill passed, t>S to 40.
Arreetcd.

New York, Feb. 21.
This morning an alleged defaulter, from
Jacksonville, 111., named Bdward L. Dawson,
was arrested on the California steamer New
York. The prisoner was Supervisor and Collector in Jacksonville, and, it is alleged, decamped with $7,000 of the public monies_
About $4,009 were found in his possession. He
was held to await a requisition from Illinois.
Wa»hlnyton’» Birthday.

Boston, Feb. 21.
The anniversary of Washington’s Biith being a legal holiday in Massachusetts, will be
vei^ generally observed to-morrow. The public schools, Courts, Custom House, and many
places of business, will be closed.
Conviction

of

a

Murderer.
21.

James Johnson lias been convicted of the
murder of his

wtte, but

is

MONEY, MONEY,MONEY,
Who

Wants to

Old Prices

Buy

Have Oome Back
at

—

Or the

mnuiiMun,
Remember Every Day,
Remember Every Afternoon,

STACKS OF BREAKFAST
SHAWLS,
STACKS OF CLOUDS,

must

PRICE LIST I
Knit Goods, Knit Goods!
*1.25

0 00

Mechanics’

Hoops,

«

SLAVE

Skirts!
in the

1^50

importation.

LET

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

By

recommended to

CLOAKS„ CLOAKS!

PRICE!

GREAT

GOODS,

ly.

This

No. 5 Free Street Block.

^Pork—lower; sales 6,400 bbls.

new mess

at

sales 670 bbls. at 16 @ 184.
Whiskey—firmer; sales75bbls, at2 22 @ 2 23.
Square ^uulst.

Freights

to

In all qualities and sizer.
full line of HUCX and DAMASK TOWELS,
DIAPERS, HUCKS by the yard; AMERICAN
and RUSSIA CRASHE8; a
very superior article of

Illinois

8

The alacrity with which the people of this City and
responded to the appeals of the Committee Is the ir.ost flattering assurance that tbe series of

STOCK!

NE¥ GOODS !

Below wo
tee to

I

25 @ 28

Heavy 1-4 Brown Cotton,

28

®

30

Fine 4-4 Blea. Cotton,

25

@

33

Fine S-4 Blea. Cotton,

40

@ 42

wool Gray Bed andBlue Flannels,

Beautiful

and

Only!

Ste..

Silks

Shawls l

WU1 tod it

IN GREAT VARIETY
ONLY.

ELDEMWHITMAN,
St. Block.

N. B.—Fouko in our store and subject to the
elates of the ownera. One reducible Breatt Pin,
Otovei, Sun Umbrellai, and a variety of otbe. aetL
cles.

Feb 1,16866—dtf

ELDEN fc WHITMAN.

Marrett,
Temple St.,
LOWEST

FRILLS

Fine 4-4,9*8, and 6-4 Bleached Cottons.
6-4,8-4,9-4 &Bd 10-4 Bleached Sheetings,

26c.

White

New

OUT !

W. N.

DEM1NG,
Electrician

INdedical
174

MIDDLE STREET,

Nearly Opposite

the Culled State*
Hotel
he would respectlully announce
to tlie
citizens of Portland and
vicinity, that he has
permanently located In this city. During the threo
years we have been in this city, we
some
«' ‘""ease in persons who
have
tried other forms ol treatment in
and curing
vain,
in
so
short
a time that the
patients
question
is often
asked, do they slay cured? To auBwer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay cured we will
doctor the second time without charge
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twenty-,
one years, and Is also a
regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly a.United to chronic diseases
In
the form of nervous or sick headache:
neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremitiee;
consumption
"when
In the acute Stages or where the
lungs are not fullv
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula bin
diseases, white swellings spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted
ltab,
or paralysis, St. Vitas1 Dance,
deafriess, stamMlsy
mering or hositauoy ol speech, dyspepsia I ml lee*
tiou, constipation and liver complaint, pile*l-we mire
every case that can he presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures ol the chest, and all forms of female

WHERE

havoSured

*on£fcn“

complaints.

By Electricity

TheRheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with Joy, and more with the agility and elastic-

Seo£d“thefreit-

llyof youth; the heated brain Is
b tten limbs restored, the uncouth
deformities romivetl; mintness converted to vigor, weakness in
strength; the blind inude to see, Iho deaf to hearand
t ie palsied form to move
upright; the blemishes ot
are
active circulation maintained.

ladies
Who have cold hanr.s and leet: weak stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous and sick
headache; diaziness and swimming in the
head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain In the side and back
leucorrhina, (or whites); tailing oftbe womb with in*
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that Iona
train of disoases will Hud In
Electricity a sure means
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladles, Electricity la a certain
speclfo
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor ol health.
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by BtiECI-orsons having decayed
to have removed for resetthey
ting ho would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electbo Magnetic Machines for sale
for family use, with thorough instructions
Dr. D. can accommodate s lew patients with
board

trioitv without PAtN.
tee'll or slumps
wish

cud treatment at Lie house.
from 8 0-clock A. M. to 12
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.

°®“J,our»

M.; from

Consultation free.

NEW

1

novUt

GOODS!

M."FROST,

P.
No. 4

Deering Block,
Congress Street,

JJAS Just

returned

DRY

from market with

a

lull stock

GOODS!

purchased at the LOW ritICE8, and will sell at the
veryL'iWEST PRICES possible It would
advisabte for all who think of
buying any Dry
soon, to call and look through his
stock,
1 for he ran
show you bargains.

GoSdi

In

A

X) ~BL ’’ST

Spring Style

at

AMERICAN PRINTS

OFFICE.

offer great Bargains in fine Brown yard wide

COTTON,
TP.

—

Has 100 CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and SACQITES,
Which he will sell at Bargains.
Prices from $10 to
$15; former prices $18, $20 and $25. Any one in
want of Garments, It will pay to look at them.

BABE CHANCE/
Stock

Roods !
GOODS 1
&

Fixtures,

SALE.

ASjgfr

0. H. OSGOOD.

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’a Block, Market Square,
PORTLAND. MAINE.

BOWEN’S,
Block.

and

SH.

(MM2*

Notice.
my wife, Martha Sawyer, ha. left mj
bed and board, this is to caution all person,
or trusting her ou my account, ai
harboring
against
I shall pay no debts of her contracting after thii
date.
SAMUEL SAWYER.
w3w(J*
Booth bay, Nov. 20,1866.

House to Let
small genteel lamlly. Inquire of
DR. W. B. JOMNSOIC Denti*’.
At No. 13} Free Street.

19— dlw

■

FROST,

HERSAM & CO., wlxhing to close np buxi
next) oiler at a great bargain their choice aaaorted
Stock of MiUniery Goode, and Store ttxturex with
Store Kent reasonable, at their well-known and
long
*
ortabllxbod stand,
• Corner of Main aad Lisboa Streets.
Lewiston, Eeb. 1.18 66.
lc3eod*w2w

4c.

JTo. » f*ree Hirers

«To

at 25 cents per yard.

■-«-«www»--—■■■

FOR

VICKERY

a

m.Trost.

p.
Will

Millinery

WHERFAS,
HATS!

HAREIS’

FROST,

th* b*9t aa,OTt“en* °r Light

tho city, and will sell them from 20 to 26
ctapr. yd

NOW OFFERING CHEAP,

MRN’g

M.

A

with
FULL lino of WHITE GOODS, together
a good assortment ef other

_
—

POST

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

-...‘

Feb 10—d2wis

Congress Street.

OPPOSITE
Feb 20—(12wl»
^

ihldtf

yard.___fe!0d2w

Flannels, Ticking, 4c.,

Feb 19—d2w

SILK

‘inquire

JLSLEY. Administrator.

M. FROST lias the best bargain in OBEY
TWILLED FLANNEL, all wool, only 371 eta. per

Scotch Hnckabnck. for Towels.
Sootch Diaper.
I

Broadway

1orMJOSJfiPli

q| I860.
31,

Bnssia Crash.

No. 6 Beering Block,

YOUNG

The sale will include all the
interest, which tl.e
subscriber has iu the same
property, in his individual capacity, bo that the purchaser w ill
acquire the
®idire estate. Title to be made
For terms of sale and other satisfactory
ol
particulars,

Napkins and Doylies.

for THEIR INTEREST to «*U at

I—-

forenoon.

P.

Table Linens.

ate.

i

Sheetings.
English Quilts.

10-4 Linen

Pillow Linens.

JUST

PursuatU to License Horn the Court .1 Probate for
the County of
Cumberland, the above propertv will
he offered for sale, at Tublic
Auction, at the
Exchange, in Portland, Maine.cn Saturday,
the third day oi March
at
next,
eleveno’Uock in the

GOODS! M»dD^k0dtlliBd*y

OFFERS FOR SALE AT THE

Good Yard Wide Prints 25c.

GLOVES AND SMALL WARES,

_

:

PURCHASERS OP DRY GOODS

Goods,

S Free

A O

HB8T

nearly so.
Its original estimated cost w as
$177,000, exclusive
of the laud; of this sum about $140,000 have been
expended tobriug it to its present stage of progress
and It is believed that
notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, it can be completed lor occuuaiicv
7
for $75,000, according to the original
plans.

KEEPING

Coilman Block,

Good Style and Quality Prints 20c.

?

ONE PRICE

;•

26c.

Figured DeLaine, 25c.

QoOds,

OUR STOCK OF

A.T

T i

4

Wm. Washburn, Esq., Archi-

Ito arrangements for Hotel purposes are
pronounced bycompetent judges lo be
fhlly equal to those of
any Hotel iu the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite fire-proof, and all other
parti
*

F-

[Beet Makes.

BRILLIANTS, at

And

DRY

Beautiful Checked and Plaid Dress

Chintz Marseilles,—small figured,
STRIPED and BROCADE

Dress

HOUSE

37,
87}

O

H W48 Jeslt;ned by
tect, of Boston.
*

----

85

x.

attached

Articles from tbe country, intendod for the Fair,
may be directed “Freedmen's Fair, care of the Mayor, City Hall. Portland.”
Per Order ot Executive Committee on Fair.
Feb 19,1866-dtf

__

AU wool Tweed,

X '"'Li-.

card

Programme of the evening entertainments wi’l
evening and will be announced here-

All wool Caashnere.

jl

on a

be changed each
after.

!

Embraces PLAIN, PLAID and STRIPED CAMBICS and NAINSOOKS, Plata and Figured

One

and the value

Edwin A.

Goods Department!

and

to mark their name
to the article.

sell onr entire stock In the aafne proportion.

LX £x.

Price!

in

REFRESHMENT TABLES,
Bountifully supplied, will be provided day and evening by tbe several religious societies of the city.
TICKETS: Season $1.00; for sale at Crosman &
Co.’s. Bailey & Noyes', Davis Bros', Short & Loring's, Paine’s Music Store, by the Executive Committee of the Fair, and at tho Oi- y Clerk’s Office. Single
Ticket? 26c, at the door and City Clerk’s Office.
Persons making donations ot articles are requested

give prices of a few articles, and guaran-

Beautiful Figured Cashmere

MUSLINS, TARLETAN8, White

will

have recently been opening, at

Fine 9-3 Brown Cotton,

AU

advance at the

Lowest JPrices

o’clock,

And continue every afternoon at 1 o’clock and close
at 5}; open in the venlng at 6} o'clock, during week.

have been contributed for sale, to which additions
will be made during the progress of tho Fair.

Piano Covers.

Bleached and Brown Cottons!

7g|
qi|

New Fork Coal Sale.
New York, Feb. 21.
aqcti,on sale, 16,000 tons ol PiUslon Coal
.ware said, by order of the Pennsylvania Coal Company. The prices obtained were, Chestnut 6 624;
B|ove 773; Egg 6 874; Grate 7 00 @ 7824; Steamboat
T 28 (g 7 87J; Lump f 25(g 7 68.

HALL,
Monday Evening, Feb’y 26th, 1866,
At

The Desired Effect.

7-8, 4-4, 9-8, 5-4, 9-4 aHil 10-4

Central.c.. !ll3J

At the

CITY

Prices that Cannot Fail to Have

In all g.ade. train those Heavy American Quilts to
the finest FOREIGN GOODS.

issue)’. ’. .98f

grie....&
^d^ceni^::.:c::;:
d
Michigan Southern
*;<)!

!

Including those beautiAil

we

Embossed and Printed

Oar White

OPEN AT

entertainments proposed,
eclipse
magnitude
and variety anything ever before offered In this city.
A great variety of

Tablings!

seyenty-nve

youth
obliterated; the accidents of mature lile
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an
"

*

USEFUL AND FANCY ARTICLES

7

Missouri Sixes.....
New York Centra).

Days

EISfTlRE

superfine qualities.

recent

OP

State have

Handkfs., Hosiery,

strong^*W Yo**’ *’**’ ®1teotatoi^nssixesiVsi,::.::::::" :u3*
Treasury 3-10.
991
United States one year Certificates, (new

Ten

CRASHES, at a Decided Bargain.—
NAPKINS and DOYLIES, in common,
Medium,

Covers,

AID

THE FREEDMEN!

A

Liverpool—firm.

Second Board.—Stocks

IN

Being desirous of reducing our stock as much as
possible previous to making extensive alterations in
our Store, we offer onr

Is lull and carefully selected, and marked at prices
to ensure its IMMEDIATE SALE.

Stock Markets.

THE GREAT FAIR!

Day, February 19th,

For

Brown and Bleached Covers,

One

in New York !

of

WILL

Linen Damasks,

2812J@

Lard—heavy;

Bartlett & Parker,

course

complete assortment of

bleached and brown

change nominal.

the

the Drama win be presented the
cetebrated pictures:
The Snow Siena!
Union Square by Moonlight 1
*
And Iho Groal Fire Scene 1
Pronounced to be one of tho most thrilling and lifelike representations ever witnessed on any
stage.
PltlCKS OP ADMISSION:
Parquette, ... Cent,.
FamUy Cmcie,. .38 Cents.
Rewrved Seats in P.uquotte.75 Cents.
tF“Seats can be secured at tbe Do* Office In the
theatre, commencing Saturday, keb. 17, at 10 o’el’k.
Doors open at 7—to commence at 74
o’clock.
1? eb 20—dfit

And continue

payment

New Fork Markets.
New York, Feb. 21.
Cotton—firm J sales 1,900 bales MiddlinsU plands
at 46 @ 46c.
0
Flour—5 @ 10o lower; sales 9,400 bbls. State and
Western; State at'6 to d, 8 00; Round Hoop Ohio 816
@10 76; Western at 660 @ 805; Southern at 800
@ 15 50; Canada at 7 60 @ 11 60.
Wheat—duU; sales 8,OoO bushels; Milwaukee No.
2,160; Amber State, now, 2 40;
Corn-quiet; sales 32,000 bushels; Mixed Western
at 75 @ 78c.
—quiet; sales Canada at 64 @ 65.

Life

WILL COMMENCE

ELDEN & WHITMAN’S,

Bought before the

New YObk. Feb. 21.
Tbe Commercial’s money article says tbe Bales of
tbe
affect
the
monov market sharpgold by
Treasury
Some of the banke are pinched by heavy checks
drawn In
for gold. Call loans are active at
7 per cent. The stringency in the money market has
checked buoyancy in stock.
Governments are depressed; B-Stfs are {, and 7-30’s
4 lower. Business will be generally suspended tomorrow. it being a legal holiday, and all banks. Sec..
will bo closed.
Disconnts quiet, and tbore are indications of a contraction in credit in mercantile circles.
Gold lain
fair demand (or easterns at 1374, and steady.
Ex-

Tbe vivid pictures of the scenes
portrayed will be
easily recognized by all who have visited New York,
and will appeal not only to the
but serve
sympathy,
aa a lesson of
humanity to all who witness them, constituting a perfect representation of

Received

Leach,

Dion Boncicanlt’s powerfully drawn
Drama, in
Five Acts and a Prologue, entitled the

Streets of Yew York!

At the Store of

And now opening at

part to
WOOD, and impart to
the undersigned, is oflored lor sale and
can hopurF
chasett at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand sttuare feet ol
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred end
leet. it is Five Stories
High, and contains about two hundred and
/{/teen apartments for
the useqf guests, besides lour
capacious stores,and all

DR.

DRAMATIC COMPANY,

SALE

HOTEL,

Ou Middle, Willow and Sliver
Sis.,

THE BOSTON THEATRE

Dry Goods,

Various Items.

financial.

POSITIVELY ONE WEEK ONLY,

Association,

SPLENDID UNFINISHED

Tvl ABBLU

Jan.

In

Property

yMer-

H« C. JAR RETT,.... Leasee and Murager.

be

ONLY!

DOMESTICS & WHITE

Wool

o'clock.

DEERIN G-

In

LUSTEISrS,

and

at 8

Feb. 16—dtd

But the

QUILTS,

in treasure.

Dancing to commence

Will Commence on the 26th inst.,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

Jersey Legislature.
Tbenton, N. J., Feb. 21.

New Yobk, Feb. 21.
The steamer Henry Ch&uncey brings $1,-

uniform.

behalf of the Portland

Middle St, PorfOind.
Goods will andJUW
be Marked in Plain Figures.
Feb 13—dtf

A

Chandler’s Fill Quadrille Bud

THEATRE !

can

Hale

AUCTION!

CLASS* lIO^£Letlm0Ueri10oMvenJcuoe8 for

ments and at the door.
B3^Clothing Checked Free,
Firemen and Military ave requested to appear In

GREAT FAIR!

Freedmen’s Aid

AT

Hy City ol Portland. Maine, belonging in
iu
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M.

ARRANGEMENTS:
Vice Free. G. Vf. Prldhain,
Tr. as. F. Hoybv,
S.S. Burnham,
JfcJ- A. Drhikwater, Jr.

Floor Tickets $1.28.
Gallery Tickets BOcts.
Tickets to be had of the Committee ol Arrange-

.....

Jlist

22d, 1866,

!>• H. CHANDLER, Prompter.

race.

In

Administrator’s

HALL!

VlcePres.G. W.Pridham,
Treas. F. Uovey,
S. S. Buruliain.

Claudius Lane,

By

alter the sale

regartTto^veallier.** u“Uur^«"«’ aa*> >**'d »Uhuu’
Dec,U-dtf-NKY BA1LEY * Co., Auctioneers.

Sight,

Floor Managers.

PUBLIC JUDGE

AU

one

Birth

W. D. Clark.

Pies. Chas. E. Chase,
Sec. J. W. Lano,

entertainments whether there is any talent

colored

THE

Respectfully,
FITZGERALD & HODSDON,
W8

AND

Ft-w!'
FIckett,

luie

II o’clock A. M.,

at

•“'Her Federal aud Lime St»„
can be stored and
CjirUKcsStaUe,’
Horses boirded it

FOlt HALE!

Commencing Monday, Feb'yl9,1869.

Fitzgerald & Hodsdon return thanks to the citizens
of Portland and vicinity, for their liberal
patronage
the past year. We will endeavor
by close attention
to the wants of our customers, and a uniiorm
courtesy to those who may favor us with their trade, to
merit as heretofore your approbation and kind
favors

Colored

The Senate has adopted a resolution expressing full faith in the ability, patriotism and
fidelity of President Johnson.

FF.

DARKEY LIFE !

limited number of Reserved Seals
procured in the afternoon, for r.0 cts. each.
Doors open at —commence at 7} o’clock.
Fsb 20—d3t

zoo New Style Embroidery
Sots, Sleeves and Collars, for $1.05 a set. An invoice of New Style Buttons, just received. 600 boxes Palm Soap, 12 cakes
for 37 cents. 60 doz Ha r
Nets, at 10 ots each. 20
doz. Shirt Bosoms, all linen, from 20 to 76 cents.—
Black Lace Veil* from 16 cent* to $5.00.

Nashville, Feb. 20.

The Speaker of the Tennesse House has ordered absenting members to be brought in by
force if they will not come voluntarily.
The
session to-day was stormy.

£*»*•

TICKETS THIRTY-FIVE CENTS.

EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.

~ONE

Washington’*

COMMITTEE OF
Ck*AK Chase,
Sec. John W. Lone,

Truthful Delineations of

A

from Tennessee.

250,000

oar

in the

Belts and Bookies, former price $1.00, lor 60cts.
each; 100 doz. Bibbed Hose ior 22c per pair.
«3T All our Gloves at Cos'.

re

FIREMEN’S

February

in their

THE

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Itobos,

k.vcrjr Saturday

Band.

splendid pieces.

600

AT

l.uo.
IS.

Iteady.”

LANCASTER

Of Twelve Piece, will play through the principal Streeta at noon. We specially invite the public to
see and hear a Band composed of colored men who
never knew a note of music, but execute some most

Dress Braids—10c piece.
Corset Clasps—sc piece.
Gents' Paper Collars—25c per box.

$3.00.

THAT

The Brass Band!

Yankee Notions Z
Pins—American and Howe's. 6c per paper.
Needles—ill)ward's Gold Eye, 8c per P
paper.
v

CLOAKS,

Oh

In faithful colors the many peculiarities of
the Plantation Darkey as he really is.

our own

noli

& Civic Ball! Valuable Hotel

Military

Eeb. 22.

Depicting

CORSETS!

AT AUCTION!

of each

give their 4th Annual

GRAND

TROUPE!

SOUTHERN

■

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &e.,

21st,

EX-AMERICA HOSE CO., NO. I.
Will

dtd

Feb 22—dtd

wli-

IN THE WORLD.

They will appear

amt terin» call on JAMES
BRADLEY
of India ami Commercial Streets. of m. lhn
on me

House at Auction.
THURSDAY, March let, at 3 o’clock P. M, on
th promises, we shall noil House No. 3
Mayo St
it is a one ami a half story WOODEN HOUSE, with
eight finished rooms; good water and iu abundance
centrally situated, iu an excellent neighborhood, and
The house is in good redesirable for occupancy.
pair. Lot 52 by fte.
I1LNKY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

on

Feb.

(Lem on Wednesday Evenings,

'-Always

Composed entirely ot men who,previous to Sherman’s
Grand March through Georgia, were owned »ml held
as Slaves in and about that city.

$1 oq

CORSETS,

For

hi,

^"k bas““«”

desired, previous to or

THIS IS THE ONLY

Tapes, 3 inch,

J

Sr'i^
price

Feb kl—U3t

FROM MACON, GA.,

Skirts ?

Evening:,

Gentlemen,
Ladies,
Evening Tickets,
Music by Raymond’s Qwadbille

jMINSTRELiS,

gj

Trade t
30

And continue

GEORGIA

7j

OF

week, until their close.

The Great Original and Only

Hoops, 6 Tapes, 3 inch,

c.D

a

1th tile BinUttngs
thereon, situated on Stetson Lane,
and running back to
Bradley’s Lane. The lot conUiux 2,8bd wet.
Budding
good
a
6 'Vill‘ hlSh

HELl,.

connection with Lis School,

In

Hall,

Thursday Evening,

1.25

Manufacture—Unequalled

tl.e
oNOoek M.,
THnn!££^Ur1U*t-12 “old,
lot of L»n<l,

w

Auctioneer, Exchange Street.
February 2d,

Assemblies,

Wednesday

Exchange 8t

18

lteal Estate at Auctiou.

ON

COL'USE

At MECHANICS’

CONCERT!

7j

A

HUSE, Executor,

AuctTs.

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER,

corui r

Raymond,

COMMENCE

Six

THE GREAT ORIGINALS !

3 0o

QUESTION—Who Reduced the price oi

20

WiLL

tw CHANDLER will Furnish the Music.
A superior class qf U EFHEHUMEU TS will be
furnished in the RECEPTION BOOM.
Admission to Pantomime and Promenade Concert,
30 cts; two Tickets 60 cents.
Doors open at 6} o’clock.
Pantomime commences
at 7, o'clock.
Tickets for sale at Lowell & Senter’i, J. E. Fernald & Son’s, David Tucker’s, H.H. Hay's, Currish
& Pearson, and Mrs. J. W. Emery's.
A. S. Fernald,
J, E. Fernald,
Win. Senter,
Ira Bon y,
James
S. Lowell,
Henry Dennis,
Thos Given,
William H. Brazier.
J. S. Bedlow,
Feb 22—dtd

be sold—bring what
they will—give us a bid.

Our Own

MR. j. w.

was

PROMENADE

STACKS OF flOODS,
STACKS OF SONTAGS.

Hoop

o'clock.

DAA CI3\G.

m

Gallery of Ancient and Modern Art,

before so popular, will be thrown open,
giving the audience an opportunity to inspect the
WORKS OF ART!
(To which several additions of great merit have been
while
the Hall is being cleared for a
made,)
Which

WE WILL BELL

Hoop

commoner at 3

AFTER THE PANTOMIME.

FOR THE NEXT THREE DAYS

19 doz. Breakfast
Shawls,
Former price, $2.00
10 doz. Break fast
Shawls,
Farmer price, $5.00
10 doz. Breakfast
Shawls,
(
Former price, $8.00
20 doz.
Sontags,
Former price, $1.25
14 doz.
Sontags, hand made,
Former price, $2.00
12 doz.
Hoods,
Former price, $l.oo
15 doz. Hoods,
Former price, $1.26
20 doz. Hoods,
Former prico. $1,50

HALLl

Thursday Evening, February 22nd,
The

and

K. M.

Feb2»£SSl0pen from 10 A. M. to 4 P. M.

Remember Every Morning,
Remember Every Evening!

consignments,

bailey & CO..
ciK,TIV
Feb 21—dtd

Doors open at 2—to

10 eta.

Wiimot street.

ou

WILLIAM

n

MAN,

CHAOS AND PARADISE.
The same as exhibited in Brooklyn and Philadelphia to crowded and delighted audiences; and the
original great work as
EXHIBITED IN LONDON FOIt 180 NIGHTS.
CTF-Admisaion 25 cents—Reserved Seats 50 cts. No
half price.
open at 6—to commence at7| o'clock.

Afternoon#—Children

ll'5 teet

houses will bo sold separately.
A nian of the
property can bo seen, and further particular* obtained by
the
week of the saloon
tuliiug

THE FALL OF

and the GLASS BLIPPEB,

O I T -y

Cumberland,
by about
The

Carrying out Milton's idea of
HEAVEN, HELD,

Will bo reproduced by 36 ChiUlren in Goroeoua
Costumes, with the wonderful transformation
the
PUMPKtN and MICE Into the UOLDEN CHARIOT and PRANCING STEEDS, which boar Cinderella to the
PRINCE’S BALL,
And with entire New Scenery painted fer the ocea•lon by Sohumacheb. at the

148 & 150 Middle St

AU

Fairy

Great Miltoniau Tableaux at'

THE WAR OF THE ANGELS,
THE FALL OF SATAN, end

CINDERELLA!

—

PURSUANT

Or the Rebellion in Htaven!

The beautiful Pantomime of

Again!

Estate

to a license from tlie Hon.
Judge of
Pr. bate lor the County of York, we shall seu at
public auction' on tlie premises on Friday, Feb. 23
at 3 o’clock P. M., the lower corner lot on the went*
erly corner of Wilmct and Cumberland streets, in
Portlaud, with tlie builuiugs thereon—which consist*
oi u house auu two stores on Cumberland, and two
house* on Wiimot St.
Tlie land i* about CO feet ou

! PARADISE LOST,

ENTERTAINMENT

!!!

ONLY—Commencing
Monday Evening, Feb. 26th.

The

Sales.

Executor’s Sale of lteal
at Auction.

WEEK

GO AND SEE THE MOST ENCHANTING EX.
BIBITION IN THE WOULD!

S WEDENB OB GIA N

mercy.

New

_Auction

PEERING hall.
ONE

FOB

More.

Once

SCOTCH

Elizabeth, N. J., Feb.

Entertainments.

Washington’s Birth Day

February!

Genuine French Woven, $1.7S and
$2.00,

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Defaulter

for

148 and 1501

1866!!

i

Austin, Texas, Feb. 21.
Legislature, this evening, the following resoThe Texas State Convention is still engaged
lutions, offered by the Hon. Lewis Barker, of
in
out
business, bnt doing very little.
the Senate, was adopted:
marking
Resolved—That this Legislature cordially A proposition was offered to divide Texas into
three States, for the purpose of effecting a balapproves and endorses the action of the Senaance of power in the Union.
tors of this State in voting to pass the FreedThe Committee on Elections have reported
men’s Bureau biff,
notwithstanding the Presi- in favor of those
dent’s veto, as being in accordance with the
delegates who have not been
sentiments of their constituents, and the prin- pardoned.
A majority of the committee on the subject
ciples upon the support of which alone the
of changing the State Constitution reported
Government can be sustained.
while the minority reported that
Mr. John L. Stevens, of the
House, sub- favorable,
mitted the following resolution, which was they were in tavor of changing the Constitution only so far as it would tend to re-establish
adopted:
Resolved—17)at in the Union majority of the relations of the State with the general
The majority report was laid on
Congress, tins Legislature recognizes a noble government.
the table by a vote of 57 to 28.
array of tried defenders of the principles of
Constitutional liberty, and reposes with confi-

-From

148 and 150 !

Internal Revenue law. They are now required to pay $60 on every $1000 of gross receipts.
They are perfectly willing to pay what is recommended by the Treasury Commission,

_

Entertainments.

are

pear belt re the Ways and Means Committee
with a view to obtain an amendment to the

of the Union members of the

dence in their wisdom and patriotism for the
settlement of questions
appropriately pertaining to the Legislative Department of the Government.
The caucus voted that these resolutions be
submitted by their authors to the Legislature
to-morrow, and that no other resolotion was
to be introduced.

Miscellaneous.

Washington, Feb. 21.

large delegation of merchant tailors
here from Pennsylvania and Maryland to
A

Artificial Teeth inserted on Qold> Silver aad Vulcanite base. Teeth extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Gsu, Ether or Chloroform. All opera
tious icai-ranttd to give *atisaction.
Aug 11, *65—codisoswly

Bbls.
J

Muscovado

Molasses

now lar.dlng from
LASSES, ™E^°LMi^0VAI>0
brig‘%J. Pol-

uo-

ledo,” lor sale by

h. i. uobinson,
N°' 1 PortUnd ^
Feb 20—dimI»

Tragedy.

A Sad

Poetry.

A

The Schoolmaoter.

The following descripiion of (Tie young
who teaches the winter school and “boaids
is
round” in remote New England districts,
no“Snow-Bound,”
of
from Whittier’s poem
The
ticed in another column of this paper.
of the portrait will be recognized by
man

accuracy

all:
Brisk wlelder of the birch and rule,

The master of the district school
Held at the fire Ills favored place,
Its warm glow lit a laughing lace

*••*#*

•

Born the wild Northern hills among
From whence his yeoman father wrung
By patient toil subsistence scant,
Not competence, and yet not want,
He early gained the power to pay
His cheerful, self-reliant way;
Could drop at ease his scholar’s gown
To peddle wares from town to town;
Or through the long vacation’s roach
In lonely lowland districts teach.
*

boy

that

•

night he seemed;

But at hi3 desk he had the look
And air of one who wisely schemed,
And hostage from the future took
In trained thought and love of book.

Large-brained, clear-eyed,—of such as
Shall Freedom’s you^g apostles be,
Who, following in War’s bloody trail
Shall every lingering wrong assail;
All chains from limb and spirit strike,
UpJi/t the black and white alike;

ho

Scatter before their swift advance
The darkness and the ignorance,
The pride, the lust, the squalid sloth,
Which nurtured Treason’s monstrous growth,
Mado murder pastime, and the hell
Of prison-torture possible;
The cruel lie of caste refute,
Old forms recast, and substitute
For Slavery’s lash the freeman’s will,
For blind routine, wise-handed skill;
A school-house plant on every hill,
Stretching in radiate nerve-lines thenco
The quick wires of intelligence;
Till North and South together brought
Shall

tho

own

lu peace

same

a common

thought,
dag salute,
electric

one, so called, large breakfast cup—one pound
ofgieen berries, equal to sixteen ounces, yielding after roasting twenty-four tin measures of
half ounce' for forty-eight small cups of cof-

fee.
“With three fourths of the coffee to be employed, after being ground, the water is made
The one quarto boil ten or fifteen minutes.
ter of the coffee which has been kept back is
then flung in, and the vessel immediately
withdrawn from the fire, covered over, and allowed to stand for five or six-minutes. In order that the powder on the surface may fall
to the bottom it is stirred round, the deposit
takes place, and the coffee poured off is ready
for use. In order to separate the dregs more
completely the cofice may be passed through
a clean cloth, but generally this is not necessary, and often prejudicial to the pure flavor
pt the beverage.
“The first boiling gives the strength, the
second addition the flavor. The water does
not dissolve of the aromatic substances more
than the fourth part contained in the roasted
coffee.
“The beverage when ready ought to be of a
brown-black color; untransparent it always
is, somewhat like chocolate thinned with water; and this want of clearness in coffee so
prepared does not come from the fine grounds,
but from a peculiar fat resembling butter,
about twelve per cent, of which the berries
contain, and which if over-roasted, is pa tly

destroyed.

“In the other methods of making coffee,

than half of the valuable parts of the
berries remain in the ‘grounds,’ and are lost.”

more

to discourse of coffee-drink-

general in this entertaining

style:

or

by

a

Yankee, who asked

young?”

“What do you mean, you impertinent scoundrel?”
“Why, I didn’t mean nothin’, only you got
such an all fired crooked mouth, I thought as
how you fail’d in the brook when you was a
boy, and your mother hung you up by the
mouth to

as

by adding some substitute.

‘•The real flavor of coffee ia so little known
to most persons, that many who drank my coffee for the first time doubled of its goodness,
because it tasted of the berries. A coffee however which has not the flavor of the berry is
no coffee, but an artificial beverage, for which
many other things may be substituted at pleasure.
Hence it come3 that if to the decoction
made from roasted chicory, carrots, or beetroot, the slightest quantity of coffee be added,
few persons detect the difference. This acof each
counts
for the great diffusion
such substitute. A dark mixture, with an
eanpyreumatical taste, most people fancy to be
eoftee. For tea there arc no substitutes, because everybody knows what real tea is like.
“Heating qualities have generally been attributed to coffee, [and for this reason it is
avoided by many people; however, these heating qualities belong to the volatile products
called forth by the destruction of the soiuble
parts of the berries in the process cf roasting.
Coffee prepared in my manner is not heating,
and 1 have found that it may be taken after
dinner without disturbing the digestion ;acir
eumstance which, with me at least, always
takes place after the enjoyment of strongiy
roasted coflee.

dry.”

The Empress Josephine was very fond of
perfumes, and above all, of musk. Her dressing room at Malmaison was tilled with it, in
spite of Napoiean’s Irequent remonstrances.—
Forty years have elapsed since her death, and
the present owner of Malmaison has had the
walls of that dressing-room repeatedly washad

painted; but neither scrubbing, aquafortis, nor paint has been sufficient to remove the
smell of the good empress’ musk, which conand

tinues as strong as if the bottle which contained it had been but yesterday removed.

Miscellaneous.

It has long been a source of some mortification to patriotic Americans that wherever
their national colors might fly, the flags that
bore them were the product of foreign looms’
If there is any one fabric which beyond and
above a!l otheis should be of American manufacture it is the bunting of which the flag of
the stars and stripes is made. It is therefore
with a high degree of gratification that we find

following in a Washington dispatch to
the Philadelphia Press:
“This morning General B. F. Butter introduced to the officers of the Senate, Mr. D. W.
C. Farrington, agent of the United States
Bunting Company at Lowell, Massachusetts,
who presented to them, tor the use of the Senate, a magnificent flag manufactured by that
company, twenty-one feet fly by twelve feet
the

hoist.

it is believed to be the first real American flag ever raised over the Capitol of the
United States. Heretofore all our"
flags have

been manufactured from English
bunting, and
every eifort made to substitute a domestic texture capable of resisting the tvbid and the air
has signally failed. General Butler
having

Manufactured by Wm. L.
BOSTON.

Bradley,

HOMOEOPATHIC

SPECIFICS,

from the most ample experientiio success; Simple—Prompt—EffiThey are the only Medicines
pcrieetly adapted to pomriar use—so Bimple that
mistakes cannot he maue in using them; so narmleES
as to be freo from danger, and so efficient as to be alcomways reliable.' They have raised the
mendation from all, aud will alwaysrondcr satisiac
tion.

PROVED,

HAVE

APRIL

CtB.
No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
25
■*
Worm-Fever
2
25
Worms,
Worm-Colic,
44
3
Cryinn Colic or Teething of infants, 25
44
1
Diart rea of children or.adults.
25
44
6
25
Dysentery, Griping. Billious Colic,
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25
44
7
25
Colds,
Bronchitis,
Couyhs,
44
44
25
8
Neuralyia. Toothache, Faceache,
9
Headaches, t&ok-tiewl&Qke. Vertigo, 26
44
44
Billious Stomach,
10
Dyspesia,
^25
44
44
11
25
Suppressed or painful Perio<Uh
44
41
12
25
Whites, too profuse Periods,
44
4i
13
25
Croup. Cougli, difficult Breathing,

a

22

44

23
17
18
19
20
21
34
32
33
21
25
26
27
28

44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44
44

44

44

•4

44

14
15
16

44
44

44
44
44
44
44
*4
44
44
44
44
*’
44
44
44

44

29
30
31

44
44

Salt Rheum. Erysipelas, Erupt ous,
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains,
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,

25
25
50
50
Glands, Swellings, 50
Scrofula,
or
blind
60
Piles,
bleeding,
60
Ophthaimy, aud sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh acute or chronic, Inlluenza, 50
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
60
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
Diphtheria uieerutod Sore Throat,
at
100
Sufferings Change of Life,
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
50
Dropsy, aud scanty Secretions.
50
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
60
Kidney Disease, Gravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions,

100
involuntary Discharges,
Sere Mouth, Canker,
60
Urinary Incontinence, wetting bed,
60
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, *60

perior

market.
AU who have
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praiso: and
the manulacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it lias already acquir-

ed, on its merit alone.

SOLD BY

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Wholesale and Betail Dealers in

Agricultural

Implements,

Seeds,

AVare, &o.f

Wooden

City Hall Building. Market Square,
PORTLAND, ME.,
AT MANUFACTURER'S PRICES.

Hundred Dollars!

Five

FARM-

in Premiums, ottered to NEW ENGLAND
ERS for the best experiments with my

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME*
And Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilizer ingrowing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
on not less than one acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Com with my
$50
Super Phosph ite of Lime,
30
For the second best experiment on Com, do.,
do.
third
do.
20
do.,
For the best experiment on Potatoes.
5p
30
second best experiment on Potatoes,
**
do.
do.
20
third
30
For the best experiment on Turnips,
do.
second nest
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
second nest
do,
20
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture
or Meadow,
50
30
second be st experiment on Grass, do.
»*
do.
20
third
do.
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Brad60
ley^ Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
40
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day oi December, 1SCC, to Wfdi ipi L, Bradley, Boston, containing description ot soil, mode pfcultivation, quantity of Supcr-Pnosphate ot Lime, used, ef whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard mason; every report to be certified to by some citizen
oi integrity in the town where made: these reports
when in, will be referred to a Committee of three
competent, disinterested gentlemen, whose duty lit
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day of
January. 1667,
To avoid anyposs:blp cjiemhjal mar ip
jn&hU*
focture of my Fertilizers, I have made arrangements
with the highest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important deportment, and not a single ton of Phosr
phatc or Tobacco Fertilizer wiflbe allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and passed inspection by actual anysis,
£3r*The above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealers throughout New England,
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate of Lime can be had, free
ot charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers : also Bradley’s Manual lor growing Tobacco will
be Kent free to any grower ot the w eed, by ashing for
it by mail.
WM. L. BRADLEY,
Manufacturer of Coo’s Bradley’s Patent Super-Phosphate of Lime | Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fine and Extra-Fine Ground Pone;
Powdered Raw Bone, <fcc.
24 Broad-Street, Boston.
•Tan 27—d4m

-----
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HOM(EOP ATIIIC

MEDICINE

of New Y

Use

OX l)xt. LAKOUh-AU'S

Glass-mr' ers'

tem.

Neuralgia, Headache, and various disorders of the
sytem frequently arise from a low state of
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and
often cured by (bis powerful remedy.
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, Ulcers,
Sores &c. Moderate doses three times a day will
usually effect the cure of the above complaints, but
often requires considerable time.
For Purfying the Blood, there is nothing now be*
lore the public which can excel Larookah‘s Sarsapa*
ilia Compound, By using this Compound, multinervous

tudes

tions through which the

&

Dealers

The best preparation

THE—

JStna Insurance

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

Agents,

/

f

Hoarseness to which Public Speakers
and Singers, ore liable, and all
other Complaints tending to

»

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’ Y
Broadway, N.

York.

Thia remedy ip too well known and too highly esteemed to require commendai ion here. It is regarded
a necessity in every household, and is heartily en
dorsed by the medical fhculty, clergymen of every denomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,
and many of our most distinguished men in public
and private life.

f

$2,250,090
a*

$1,000,000all paid in.

$1,201,188,10
Asvets Jan’y 1« 1865*

General Insurance
-OF-

Agency!

Thl« Co. Is tBe FIRST and ONl.Y Co. ever organzed on this Continent, with an

Original Capital
-OF-

One

Dollars I

Million

%

__

FIRE DEPARTMENT,
I am
prepared to Issue policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

MARINE

INSURANCE.

Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKES SPECIALLY or,upon OPEN
POLICIES. Tbo public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.
Marine

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 160 Fare Street, Portland, Me,

John W.

marine

companies.

Washington.

of New York.
Insurance Co. of North
America,
of

Philadelphia.

'f,nr';

Of Hartford,
Of Liverpool and London.
(loyal,
Continental,
Of New York.
Arctic,
Of New York.
Yonkers and New York,
Of New York.
Of New York.
Fulton,
Of Norwich.
Norwich.

Portland, Feb, 0,1866—dtf

*

experiments, this article, a
the public, is believed to be the

long series

offered to
most perfect of its kind which science has
•t is

now

INSUKANOE

CASH

youth.
Such an article is now mado available to the public in DR. KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, after a few applications, restores
gray or faded hair to its original color, and Is the only
preparation of the kind upon which tho public can
place any reliance. It has never been known to tail
in a single instance, and Is totally unlike tho thousand and one so-called Half Restorers, by which so
many have been egregiously deceived.
It is deligbtfhlly perfumed, gives the hair a rich
and glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth
and will not Boil the skin, scalp or any article of ap-

parel.
After the us© of one bottle, in daily applications, or
after the Natural color of the hair is restored, its occasional use should be continued, in conjunction with
Dr. KNIGHT*S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a preserver and beautifler of the hair, is without a rival in
the estimation of the public.

Price 75 Cents Per

Bottle.

Dr. E. E. KNIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mas 8.

176,859.07

$1,176,859.07
Policies Issued for one or Jive years, on insurable
properly, at current rates.
Alio PERPETUAL POLICIES, which never exon

Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches,
AND

SCHOOL

Cheapest Insurance in the Country.
I

sue

the market, the use of which has been almost invariably detrimental to the growth and beauty oi the
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no reliable preparation for dressing the hair uas generally
available, most, oi the compounds used for that purpose being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As
a people, it is notorious that we beoomo prematurely
gray or bald. In no country are there so many gray
and bald heads on young shoulders as in this. For
in

phenomenon

assigned. By
mode of Hie; by others, to
some it is
the
the restless activity©!
American mind; but wo
trace this public misfortune—for misfortune it is-^to
as
use
of
oil
a
the inordinate
dressing, which diseases
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or
this

many
attributed to our

the roots of tho hair. DR. KNIGHTS’
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol,
and is unquestionably tJje only article before
the^mblic that deserves the name. Its use prevents the hair
from falling off or turning gray; it removes dandruff,
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous heada< he. Its
invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, inclined to curl, and its dclighiiul fragrance, and the rich

glossy appearance which it imparts, render it
the favorite Hair Dressing of the most lastidious.

PRICE 75 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
PREPARED BT

AND FURNITURE.
■**

:F-ARRIVE

■

*-

Dr.

E.

IPTbOZPEIRTTr.

Perpetual Policies (never expiring) will bo issued
on this class of property, at such a
cost as it will be tor
the interest of ©very person wanting Insurance to
call and see for themselves.

C^Full particulars as to rates and terms given

on

application to

R.

Knights,

Chemist,

MELROSE, MASS,
SOLD

AT

WHOLE S ALR BY

W. F. PHILLIPS & 00,
AND

J. W. PERKINS & 00.
W.

MUNGER, Agent,
OFFICE, 166 FORE STREET,
Portland, Me*
Feb 19,1806-eodly

way,

PORTLAND

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.
On and after Nov. 6, 1865, Prssenger
ns leave as follows :—
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 45 A. if. and 2 20 p.

pSEsprjin
u.

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A.

x.

and 2 30

p.

x

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS

Portland, Nov.

1865—dtf

CHASE, Supt.

PORTLAND£jjOCHESTERR.R.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND,
And at ret .U by Druggist, and Merchant, through,
nut th. Country.
Doe 80—oodSiu

spurious ones.
Knowing that many may read this article who are
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose names are known
in all parts of the world:
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Ilelmbold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been
most favorably impressed with his energy and integrity, and gratified at his success.”
WM. WEIGHTMAN,
Firm of Powers & Weightman,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1865,
§5lp®*§eltrains will leave as follows, until further
On

notice

—

Leave Saco River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A. x.
and 340 P. m.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 a. x, and 2 00
and 5 30 p m.
The 9 40 a x aud 200 p. x. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
Sngf^Stages connect at Uorhaui for West Gorham,
Sb&ndish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark. Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryoburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter. Freedom, Maa»son. and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton,
Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington. Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and Ossiuee
At Saocarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily.
DAN CARPENTER, Supt,
Portland, Oct 26,1865—dtf

GRAND TRUNK
Ot

[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.]
on a visit to the city of New York a few
days since, 1 was induced to call on our old Mend
and townsman, Mr. II. T. Ilelmbold, Druggist, 594
Broadway, New York. His store is & Model—a per“When

fect Gem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever
pleasure ot viewing, and so extensive, being

RAILWAY,

had tlie

Canada.

—

x.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger ior every $600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director,
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent,
nov2dtt
Portland, Nov. 1,1865

R. R.

&JENNEBEC

Portland to Skowheguu via Watcrville
aud Kendall’. Mill..

us

height, and over 200
much

feet

pleasure to know

he

name

before the

people."

|

The writer reluctantly inserts the above, and would
not do so were he not a stranger to many; and concludes Ly stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases for which they have been used by many
thousands with complete success.

[ADVERTISEMENT.]

HELMBOLD'S EXTRACT OF BUCHU

I Will euro all diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder.—
Cures Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, Ac.;
Cures Weak Nerves, Loss of Memory, Trembling,
Commencing Decembef*, 11,1805. Dimness
of Vision.
I
Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
Helmbold’s
Fluid Extract of Buchu
for Bath, Lewiston via An^S^^ffipxeepted)
droscoggin R. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Is a pure fluid extract, and nota weak tea or infusion
Mills Skowhegan, ana intermediate Stations, at
Is the one thing needful for all complaints incident to
1,00 p. M,
Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted) Females. For particulars send for Circular.
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30 HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
Cures Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men,
This is the only route east without break of gauge
Women or Children; in fact, all diseases requiring
at. Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be pur- the aid of a Diuretic. It is the greatest Tonic and
chased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Diuretic known—perfectly safe, pleasant in taste and
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
odor, and immediate in its action.
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time i3 there allowed to dine
HELMBOLD’S
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house.
Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

trains.

CONCENTRATED.

HIGHLY

Fare

Low by this Route a§ any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson. Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassal boro* at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.
W. HATCH* Train Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtf
as

R.

R.

WINTER ARRANGE3IENT.]
Trains leave Portland daily (Grand
[»Trunk Depot) Sundays excepted,tor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and tor Bangor and
all intermeuiate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains irom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 3 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
Ear* Freight trains leave daily at 6 A. M.

One bottle equivalent in strength to

THE

COMPLEXION.

5t£P~Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
ty*Ask for Helmbold's. Take no other!

GS-T’Cut out the advertisement and send for
by this means avoid Counterfeit.
Dec 30—eodf

CHEROKEE
INDIAN

it,

(

Loss of
Universal LassiPains
in
the
tude,
Back, dimness of Vision, Premature
Old Age, Weak Metres, difficult Breathing, Pale Counte-

health of the hair and body. I have enaeavoreci to supply me want Dy preparing an article
that is lree from oils of all kinds, and all substances
known to be injurious.
It will keep the hair moist
and glossy longer than any oil, cures all humors of
the scaip, stops the itching of the ncad, prevents the
hair from falling off in the worst cases of lever or other diseases, aim will pot soil tbe nicest Silk.
My
Balm is not a Dye, but purely a Dressing for the Hair
and a Medicine for the Head. I here offer the names
of a few persons who have used my Balm. Let them
speak for themselves.
I am permitted to refer to the following gentlemen:
Capt. A. P. Han is, Geo. W. Parker, J. Dunn, Esq.,
D. Drinkwater, H. C. Hastings, R. C, Hanson, A.
Thornes, H. Lewis.
Mr lodd:~I feel it due to you, as a public benefactor, to state
that my hair was falling on very badly, and I was
troubled with a disease of the head known in the
medical world as Porigo, which causes severs ifbhing
I tried your Hungarian Balm, and to
of the head.
my surprise and pleasure my hair stopped felling off,
and humor has entirelv left the head.
C. R. PACKARD, M. D.,
Boston, Mass.

I have tried Todd's Hungarian Balm, and I
sider it the best article ip use tor the hair,
I have used Todd's Hungarian Balm, and

dressing

con-

WEBB, Gorham, Me.

for the hair in

can

use.

say

My

hair was felling off very fast, and by the use of
half a bottle of tne Balm Is has stopped falling oft entirely, and is fast thickening up, ana is in fine condition,
F* H, SJUQUT, Poytfend, Me.
Sold wholesale and retail by
JOHN M TODD,
No. 74 Middle, cor. of Exchange St., Portland, Me.
And by Grosman & Co, 75 Middle St.
(£Jr"“None genuine except the name is blown in the

glass.

TO AGENTS.

I take this opportunity to answer the many inquierles made to me, I appoint but one agent for each
town. I want an agent In every town In the Stale.
Would like to hear from Biddolord, Saco, Lewiston,
Brunswick and Bath,
Wholesale Agents, J, W. PERKINS, PHILLIPS
& CO., and W, W. WHIPPLE, Portland, Me.
M. J. WHITTIER. F. SWEETS1R, and OHAS.
E. BECKETT comer of Congress and Franklin Sts.,

nance, Insanity, Consumption, and all diseases that folsequence of youthful indiscretions.
Tho Cherokee Cure will restore health and vigor,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent euro
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
page pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, free to any

low

as a

Address,
Price $2 per bottle,

or

three bottles for $5.

Insure

railroads steamboats, sailing
ByVESSELS,
STAGE COACHES,
other public
or

conveyances may insure against Jogs of life, or serious bodily
injury, for $:*OQO in case of death,
and ^15 weekly benefits in case of bodily Injury,
or the small sum of

TEN

CENTS PEE DATl

10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York:
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee:
50 cts. to St. Louis or
Cairo;
70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to
any part
>f the country, and for anv number of days desired.
Before entering a Rail Car,
or other
Steamboat,
conveyance, seenre yourself and family or friends,
rhr<pe Thousand Dollars in case of
or
*15 per week in case of
whereby you way be

Thus,

injury,

dp^th,

Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of
>f any kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on the Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Bufqs and Scalds, A sr
laults by Burglars. Explosions of Lamps, Falla,
Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetting of or falls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
uid should therefore insure without delay.
Policies issued $nd Tickets sold at the

General

Railway

31

Ticket $ Insurance Office,

EXCHANGE STREET.

W, D,
PwH-flf

LITTLE,

State Agent.

standing

or recently contracted, entirely
removing
dregs of disease from the system, and making a
PL lOIANl NT LUliE.
He would call the audition oi the afflicted to the
(act of his long standing and wed-earned reputation

month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North
ltiver,
ONE of their NEW FIBST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

Tlie South
E. L.

tlie

perfect and

America,

furnishing

CAUTION TO THE PUtLIC.

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general u.-e should have
their eilicaey established
by well tested experience In
tho hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties Le mat
tuliill; yet tbo
is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, country
purporting to be the best hi the world,
are not only
useless, but always injurious. Tbo unfortunate should he FAitiicuLAK in
selecting hi**
^uvsician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertaolo fact, that
syphilitic
patients mo mac©
many
miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
from Inexperienced physicians in
general 1 \ active:
lor it is a point geuerallv conceded
the heat >,|h.by
ographers, that tho study and management oi tin «
complaints should engross the whole time cl tln. o
who would be competent and succcssihl in their tri a:meut and cure.
The inexperienced general 1 ructitioner, having neither
nor time to mal.o
himseli acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one system of treat incut, in most cases makpursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and Uangeious weapon, tne oieveury.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF
Feb 10—dtd

Portland,

Me.

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Boston

and

opportunity

Philadelphia

teamsh'p Line.

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIFS»
now term the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EVERY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar ', Boston..at 12 M.
10 A.M.
From Pine St. Whart,
tbe PennsylvaFreight fur the West forwarded
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington by
Canal or Railroad, freeofcommksionfl.
For freight, apply to

Philadelphia,.at
by

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,

Nov 22—dl.vr

9 T

Wharf, Boston.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON

LINeI

Arrangement!

Summer

STEAMERS

THE

Forest City, Lewiston and

Montreal,

Will, until further notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, TuesdayflWednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; aud India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 6 o’clock P.M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
gaT Freight taken os usual
■

Tne Company are not resjjonsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 In value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.

Aug 5,

L. BILLINGS, Agent.
teb.18,1863.—dtf

1865.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY
Tho

ship?

s>

T

LINE.

londid end fast Steam-

IRIGO, Capt U.nheruKoJ,

FRaaCuiSIA, Cant. W. W,
Ihkrwood, will util further no;
-ijo. iun as follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland,every WEDNKSDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P.M., and leave Pier
38 E.st River, Now York, every WEDNESDAY
aua SATURDAY, at 4 o'clock P. hi.
These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making thlB the moat speedy,
-aib and oomfcrtable route for travellers between
Mew York and Blaine
Pmsugo, in State Room,
*6.00. Cabin passage $6.00. Meals extra.
this
Goods forwarded by
lino to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport sad
St.John.
Shippers are requested to tend their freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. Bt. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY Jr. POX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
Sew York.
dtf
May 29. 1866.
ana

BOSTON AND CUBA

STEAMSHIP

COMPANY.

FOP. HAVANA.
Carrying tho United States Mails. The
STEAMER “TON AW AN DA.”
John Berry, Commander,
sail from the endol Long Wharf.ou Thursday, February 15tb, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be tallowed by the Steamer CORTEZ,” sailing ThursMarch
day,
lsf, 1866, at 3 P. M,
Tln*so steamers are first class, and will sail semimonthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they oiler unusual tactllticB for those wishing
to visit the Island of Cuba.
Prioe of passage, $6J In currer cy.
For freight or passage, apply to
W41. H. KINSMAN & CO.,
20!) State Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD * CO.,
6 India Street,
fobidtf
Boston, Feb. 3d, 1666.

WILL

■a—3

tSP«Sg»

TO THI

North-West and the Canadas.

West, South,

W.

LITTLE

D.

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excels ot any kind,
whether it bo tho solitary vice of youth, or the .stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in lualurur yua»,

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Lleers, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE 1

Young men troubled with emissions m sleep,- a
complaint generally the result pi* a bad kajufc iu
youtii,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

ranted or no charge mode.
a
one
passes but wo are consulted
or moro young man with the above disease, some o»
whom are as weak and emaciated as
they had

Hardly

the consumption, and by their
to
have it.
All such cases yiekl to the proper ai d cniy
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time art.
made to rejoice in perfect health.
MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There arc many men at the age of thirty who an
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, oiten accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account for.
On examining the
uiinary deposits a ropy sediment will oiten be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albiuuui
will appear, or tho color will bo of a thin milki®h hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
Tnere are many men who die oi this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, ami a
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary organs*
Persons, who cannot personally consult me Dr.
can do so »>y writing, in a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
bo forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, it desired.
Address:
Dr. ,J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Ale
tF* Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladles whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No s
Temple Street, which they will find arranged tor theii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivsllod In efficacy and superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their actioD is specific ami
certain of producing rolief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in ail cases of cl.
structious alter all other remedies have been tried iu
vain,
it is
vegetable, containing nothing iu
the least injurious to the health, and may be taker,
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full direction*

purely

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middlo), Portland.

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theii
A lady of experience in constant attend

own sex.
•nee.

or

LIFE, GROWTH

The

Eye, Ear,

Catarrh
Jk.

T !

Portland

Railway Ticket Office. 31 Ex-

change Street, (up stair*.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Lina
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be scoured

by early application at this offioe.

marSOdfcwtf

ing invigorate, strengthen

and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplytny re-

quired nourishment, a nil
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

sult.
will

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most

!

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can ho consulted at her office, No, U
Clapp’s block.
A Clear Ca*e op Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Jf«daM ;—-Penolt me to tender you my sincere thanks tor tho euro 'you have effected on my
My daughter, ten years old, was taken Blck
last January in a very singular manner. We called
In six of the best Physicians In tho city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
It—and eame to the conclusion they could not toll
what the disease was. Some lriends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none iu
'Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake In her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and frojn tfie
best of her judgement she should think It ten or
twelve Inches long. I gave the child her proscription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
trom the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eloven and a half inches long, We haye i t preserved,
that all may gee for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child eould not
have lived, had It not been for Mrs, Manchester, and
we fool as
though she never eould be repaid fur her
MARY BAY,
skill,
OEOBOS W. BAY.
child.

Providence, B.I., Nov, 10,1869,

doUtt

elegant head-dress.
Sold

,

by all Druggists.

Depot 198 ft 200 Greenwich Si. H. Y.
IV. F.
Maine

PHILLIPS & CO., General Agents llor
•

Sept 27,1865—dawCm

WAISASPEB®
2b restore Grey or Diseased Hair
to its natural condition and color.
Eradicates all Humors and Dandrufffio in the Head, hill prevent
and cure Nervous Headache.
Will
cause the Hair to grow,
giving it
the natural color and beauty of
youth. It will not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

MAINE.

4.

Druggists.

W. SYKES.

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN

ACCOUNT,

DB. STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY baa eured
thousands ol the worst oases of Blind and Bleeding
rues.
It gives immediate relief, aiul effects a
per*
manent cure. Try it directly.
It is warranted to
W*. For sale by all Druggists. 50 eta. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO., 58 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlodfim

“There it

rbOUS, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LASS, BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.

Partioular attention given to shipping by nuioknst
and oheapeet rontea. No. leg South Water St

no

such Word as Fail.”

T A.RRA N

T’S

COMPOUND BXTKACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba.

Tarrant, Componnd Extract
qf Cubtb, and

Copaib,

“•
®* oonflaeai.nt or
change of diet
In Its approved form of a
paste, it
tirclv
unpJeasr.nt bensation to tho na*

D"
t.!tc
iff!**?^
thnt in the above
Sf.J'Jfi.lIIJI*®® t-ubeb‘profession
,ni1 Copaib.
tho onlv
twn'remih|MV'
known th*»can b. relied
with
a/,

njon

ao70ertnlntyor.aoo.es.
Tarrant, Canptmnd Extract of Cubebt and
CofmUa JVEVES FAILS.
Mmtatnotnred only by
At CO..

OF

Ehy»ieian

Ladies and Children
the delightfragrance and rich»

appreciate

For sale by Druggists. 50 cents por bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO.. 37 Hanover StreetBoston, Sole Agents tor New England.

Price 81. Far Sale by >11
Jan 12—eod&wlyr

Electric

cov-

Lungs.

PORTLAND,

-AND-

are

CfftfSiMto

Proprietor,

CLAIRVOYANTI

BEAUTY'

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM ii waranted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections ol the throat and

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

MRS. MANCHESTER,

AND

Mrs. S. A. Allen*s lVorld*o
Bair Restorer and dress-

ful

Gleet and all J/u*

qdvica, to the sole prqprlep>r,
Di, W. *. KEBWUJ, 37 Walker St., H. Is

lan1.lG65d<Swly

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
Traybllrks will find It greatly to their advantage
to procure Through Tickets at the

IS

unprincipled dealers, baweveij

Some

Infirmary,

THE LADIES.

TO

ered, hair stops falling, and
luxuHant growth is the re-

Price. Remedy, One Bottle, $9, Three Bottles, $5.
44
44
$5.
> Injection, 44
$2, 44
Tho Cherokee 44 Cure,” 44Remedy" and 44Injec"
tion are to be found in all well regulated drug
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
druggists all over the world, for theirlntrinsic worth
and merit

by

though
friends supposed

pears, bald spots

for all the

Female, curing recent
days, and is especially

try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and
Worthless CQmpouads,-3rtn order to make money—
iri placo of theso. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them for you, write to us, and wo
will send them to you by express, securely packed
and free from observation. We treat all diseases to
which the human
system is subject and will be
pleased to receive full and explicit statement* faun
those whq have failed to receive relief heretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address ua in perfect confidence.- We desire to send our thirty-two page
pamphlet free to evory lady and gentleman in the
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medietog^

day

great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St. Louie, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
So.. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland t9 ah the prinoipal Cities and Towns
In the level States and the Canadas, at tho

Agent

in from one to three
recommended in those cases of Fluor Albue or
Whites in Female*. The two medicines used la
conjunction will not fell to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in those cases where other medicines
have been used without success.
cases

suc-

WILL LEAVE

CHEROKEE INJECTION,
or

of his shill and

assurance

Ou Thursday, the 22(1 ot February.
An experienced Surgeon b attached to each Steamship.
All letters must pass through the Post Office.
tfr^Large lots of heavy freight at low rates.
For freight or passago apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO St CO.,
Or,

an«l all diseases that requlro
a diuretic, and when used in
conjunction with the

does not fell to euro
coue Discharges in Malo

standout

cess.

TINKKLFAUGH.Commander.

Cures all Urinary Complaints, viz: Gravel* Infiammat ion of the Bladder and,
uKidneys* Detention of
I Urine, Strictures of pis
| Urethra, f)/'optical Sweltfinff'y Brick Dust Deposits,

Against Accidents I
TRAVELLERS.

the medical prolcssion. lie tec’s warranted in liUAltKAMTECIEO A Cl ue is all CASES, whether of long

the

22d ot each

THE INDEPENDENT

INSURANCE!

oi private diseases, whether arising trcui
impure connection or tbo terrible vice of soil-abuse.
Devoting his entire lime to that particular branch oi

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
on

suHering umler tlie

are

affliction

Cherokee Remedy.

HAYDEN’S, Bridgton,
LIBBY’S, Limerick,
Samuel Hanson, Buxton.
A, O. Noyce, Norway.
l
J. R, IdiNT, 108 Middle St,
C. P. BRANCH and J. A, JACKSON, Gardiner.
A. H. CLARK, PlttstonA. BAKER & CO., Gardiner, will supply

CHEAP

l>r. H. addresses tiiose who

UNITED STATES AND BIIA7.IL MAIL

dispatch regularly,

ROOMS,

No. 5 Temple Street,
he can be consulted privately, ami with
TX/JUSS
*T tlie utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours aily, and from 8 A. M. to 0 P. M.

Pernam-

March 20.1866.

S. M.
A. O.

agents for Kennebec and Somerset Counties.
I will supply agents as fast as possible.
J. M. TODD, 74 Middle Street,
Portland.
January 23, 1868.—dim

THE

8old

by all druggists; or •will bo sent by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor,
Dr. W. E. KEEWIE, 37 Walker St., H. T.

THRO

Balm is for sale at
J. BENNETT’S, Denmark,

Thomas, Para,

PRIVATE MEDICAL

buco and litiltia, Every Trip.

by

Memory,

Having been engaged for more than
twenty years in the Hair-Dressing Business, and knowing as 1 do all the preparations that arc offered for the restoration of the Hair, and how they are made
and what composed of, and knowing
most of them to be useless and sumo injurious, and feeling the great need foi
some preparation free from injurious

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT
St.

HUGHES

CAN UK FOUND AT HIS

-FOR-

MEDICINE,

Cures all diseases caused

To the Public.

Mi. J. 15.

United States Mail Line

Important to Travelers

self-abuse, \iz;r?

that it is the best

and

CURE,

TUB WHEAT

dc22tf

J. B.

ex-

These artcles, being of such strength, the dose is
exceedingly small. From this fact, it is used In the
United States Army Hospitals and public Sanitary
Institutions throughout tho land.

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

Dec 15,1805.

the

one gallon ol
Syrup ot Decoction.
It reaches the seat of the disease immediately,
pelling all HUMOUS ol the BLOOD,

AND BEAUTIFYINQ

Medical.

...

“We do notiike to advertise worthless wares, or articles calculated to deceive our readers; and when we
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbold, whom we have
knowu for years, gradually extend his advertising
from year to year until he becomes the largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that thb
statements in regard to his articles must be correct

810 A. x
145 p,

stories in

indeed affords

[Boston Herald.]

above stated.

PORTLAND

It

merely bringing the

Auburn, at 7U5 a m.
Mail Train for Watcrville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
oud, Montreal and Quebec at 1 lu p m
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from
land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
Trains will arrive as follows :—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec dfcc.

front, five

deep.

has been so successful, and it is ample evidence ol the merits of his articles—as in our
whole business experience we have not known of the
success of any articles without Merit—advertising

pggggsran On and after Monday, Nov. 6tk, 1865,
fiSSg^gSBitrains will run as follows
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

me

34 feet

that

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

lisablcd.

V

After 18 years’ exertions, commencing in a small
the popularity of my articles has extended to all
parts of the United Slates, and widely throughout
foreign countries—and this in the face of much opposition.
Every means has been resorted to by unpricipled dealers sinco their merit and success have
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at less
price, censuring all other preparations, and even
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to state
that out of the many w ho have r^sortod to this, none
have been sucessful.
MY OBJECT
^
in this notice is to make facts known to the public
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many
years’exertions, that the Druggists wiil discountenance such proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of Inferior or

EDWARD T. LITTLE, Clerk.
f©14dtd

causes are

and

perpetual policies on

STORES, STOCKS,
■

Dressing-

!

overcome.

Waterviil?, January 31,1866.

Portland.
Mv Hungarian

burn out

HOUSES.

[ry If any party holding a perpetual policy,
Should desire to cancel tile same, the company will
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.

Company will

KNIGHTS’

This article has been prepared With a view to supersede the pernicious oils and pomades so common

CAPITAL,

Surplus,

Hair

CO.,

$1,000,000.00

CJOHN

de-

Agent.

HOME

The

ever

pains have been spared to produce what
has so long been demanded by thousands, who, from
sickness or other causes, have becomo prematurely
gray; and others, who in the sere and yellow loaf of
life, would retain, so far as possible, the semblance of
No

DR.

pire,

ol

PREPARED BY

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!

FIRE •COMPANIES.

•,

a

Hunger,

felfieodly

FOYE, COFFIN S SWAN.
No. 23 Exchange St.

ensuing year.

substances, such as Oils, Alcohol, and
Sugar of Dead, Due Sulphur, (a most poisonous preparation) injurious to
the

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.
After

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

PORTLAND. ME.

WATERVlLLE,

Proprietor,

KNIGHTS*

DR.

oath that

COFFIN & SWAN, AGENTS,
23 Exchange Street,

The Stockholders are hereby notified
_that the Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the Maine Central Railroad Company will
be held at the TOWN HALL, in
on WEDNESDAY, February 28th, 1866, at 11 o’clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following articles,

MELROSE, MASS,

Surplus, 201,188,10

follows:

the foregoing statement of the assets and condition
of the iEtna Insurance Company t$ trufc.
HENRtf FOWLER,
(Rev. Stamp.]
Justico of the Peace.

Fab 16—dlw

E. E. KNIGHTS,

DE.

OF HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT,

ON

At Wntervllle.
n-!

Price SI*00 Per Bottle.

CASH CAPITAL,

meeting

MAINE CENTRAL

CONSUMPTION.

No. 113

ANNUAE

On Wednesday, Feb. 28th, I860,

following

ity, and the various Throat Affections, and

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

Co.,

the first day of November, Anno Domini, 1865,
as required by the laws of the State of Maine, approved Apri«, 1S5C.

FOYE,

made tor tho

Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Pain in the
Side, Night Sweats, Humors, General Debil-

vised.

And with the Surplus is invested

ever

COMPANY.

STATEMENT

The Capital Stock is

it-

KNIGHTS, Chemist,

R.

complaints:

[

purify

strives to

this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as
well as very effeptual-^a thqt of vast imporfanfco to all
those who Hye ocqa^iou to use ltj for m&ny of tho
alteratives In tho market have mercury or arsenie as
their bases—although they may sometimes effect
cures, still they are very liable to entail a vast train
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the ori-

by

*

system

Nature should be assisted to do this through
its own channels by this great alterative medicine.
f’he theory of its operations is, that it Qle#ns@s the
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers
in it; penetrating into every part ol the body, it expels all diseases that inha it it; commonly speaking,
it pyrilw Vw Uood, driving out all the corruption
that ScroJ)Aa breeds in it. Purifying, it renovates
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and force as in
youth again. Kence those cured by this great alter- \
Qtive medicine, will feel younger and stronger, as
well as freer from th*. infirmities of age,
Being composed entirely of vegetable products,
self.

Dr. Darookali’s
Indian Vegetable Pulmonic Syrup!

and Refined.

l

saved from the endurance oi foul erup-

are

Consumptive Remedy!

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

General

COM-

GREAT

Red

etc.

a

b Alia Air AK1LLA

POUND that this most loathsome disease can be
checked and in the majority oi cases cured. Dropsy
and Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this
great alterative medicine.
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disoase, and lor Mercurial Disease, which is sometimes complicated with it,
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and
constantly until the disorder is expelled from the sys-

Oil, ".ED LEAD,

by Druggists

or

WHITE

E

LITHARGE,

genti ally, and

taint

infection in the human organsm. Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality
of the blood. Constitutions affected with Scrofula
are mere than any other subjected to diseases, and
have loss power to withstand or recover from them.
The Scrofula taint or infection is lieriditary in the
constitution, “descending from parents to children,
until the third generation,”—and should be attended
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely
a

MELROSE, MASS.

in

For sale

cure.

DR. E.

LEAD, Dry and
Lead,

Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is oiten caused by Scrofula, which deranges the stomach, and renders it unhealthy. Indigestion is not always caused by Scrofula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound is a ready
Scrofula is

the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and whfio thus
engaged, mode several experiments in regard to the
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—the articles being approved and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
ol placing them before the public, but hesitated lor
some time before concluding to resort to newspaper
advertis ng, knowing the prejudices that existed in
the minds of many against using advertised Medicines or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends
and those who hail used them this objection was

Treasurer of said Company, and act thereon.
2d—To make choice of a Board of Directors for the

It will cure Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It is a tonic
as well as an alterative, restoring the tone ottho system, thus curing Drcpsy and General Debility, tending to Consumption. It is a great protection from attacks that originate in change of climate, season and
life.
Liver Gomplaints and their combined symptoms
such as Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.

I:,

Manufacturers of PU

nAY, Agent, Portland. july2G’65eodly

—OF

arising from Impurities
of the Blood.

Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottle® for $5
[^PREPARED BY

and Linseed Oil Co.,

Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Du. Humphreys is consulted daily at his office,
oersonaliy or by letter, as above, for all forms of
H. H.

Steamers.

In

viz:—
1st—To hear the Reports of the Directors and

gin#! disease.

Atlantic Vdite Lead

00
00
00
3 00

SPECIFIC

in the Stomach, Side and Bowels,
Debility, and all Complaints

any

CASES

15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
$10 00
1 00
Single Vials, with directions,
C^TTlieso Remedies, by the Case or single Box,
are sent to any part of the country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,

of Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia
Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, £rj/Tumors,
sipelas,
Rheum, facers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain

as su-

Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10
large Vials, in Morocco, and Book, 6
5
large Vials, plain case, and Book,

HUMPHREY'S

Notice to the Public!

of the best

enlarged

FAMILY

35
20
20

MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO.

materials, in the most improved manner, it is commended to the public
MADE
to
other in the

highest

44

DR. LAROOKAffS
Sarsaparilla Compound!

1803.

1,

ence. an

44

Medical.

Warranted Genuine.

PATENTED

cient, aud Reliable.

44

Railroads.

For the Cure

Whitt Lead.

ascertained this tact at ihe Navy Department
Of Worcester.
and feeling an Interest in the United States People’s,
Hunting Company in his own town, informed
LIFE COMPANIES.
Captain Fos that he believed that company
had produced a labile that would be superior
Of Hartford.
Connecticut Mutual,
to the foreign article. A test was
accordingly
STATE AGENCY OF THE
ordered by tlie Navy Department fully realizOf Hartford.
Connecticut General,
ing the confident anticipations of Gen. Butler
STATE AGENCY OF THE
and proving the American
bunting to be bet- New York Accidental,
Of New York.
ter in color and in quality than the
English
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
product. The General wrote to the Secretary above
named reliable Companies with a combined
of tae Senate for
authority to make a present i capital and surplus of more than
Of one of these
flags to be rai,ed over that
837,000,000.
ulB'^r having consulted Mr. Fosr*!)
ter, 1 rcsulenl pro tempore, the General’s pro- are prepared to carry the largest amounts desired In
was
Inland,
File, Life and Accidental Insurance.
position
cheerfully accepted, and to-day Marine,
Marine and Inland, as well as * ire risks bound at
the flag was placed in ^
hands of the Ser- once. Losses equitably adjusted and
promptly paid.
geant-at-Auns. 1 o-morrow morning it will
FOYE, GO«■ FIN & SWAN.
be hoisted to the Senatorial flagstaff and unRisks placed in any Boston or New
w
°8taU’
York
Office desired.
to the breeze.”

JUtled

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

*

Alexander, President,
o&tlis,
J. H endee, Secretary, and made solemn

Bunting.

BRADLEY’S PATENT

HUMPHREYS’

For special cases, such as journeys and
Beal Estate, unencumbered,
$81,707 35
matches, where it is impossible to be burdened Cash
on band, on deposit, and in
agent’s
with flic necessary machines for roasting and
hands,
248,168 48
grinding, coffee may be carried ia a powdered United State Securities,
681.11)3
907,442
iorm, anil its aromatic properties preserved by State and City Stocks and Town Bonds,
Bank
and
Trust
Company Stocks,
1,067,900
the fallowing process: One pound of the roastltailroad Company Stocks,
260,096
arc
reduced
to
ed berries
powder and immedi- Mortgage Bonds,
639,060
ately wetted with a syrup of sugar, obtained Mutual Insurance Company Scrip of 1864, 6.760
three
ounces
of sugar two
on
by pouring
Total Assets,
$3,785,600 S3
ounces ot water, and letting them stand a few
minutes. When the powder is thoroughly
Amount of Liabilities for losses not due
wetted with the syrup, two ounces of powderor adjusted,
$103,063 04
ed sugar are to be added, mixed well with it,
Amount at risk, estimated
and the whole i3 then to be spread out in the
$173,867,320
Hartford, Nov. 6, 1805.
air to dry. The sugar locks up the volatile
THOS. A. ALEXANDEB, Prest.
parts of the coffee, so that when it is dry they
LUCIUS
J. HENDEE, Secretary.
cannot escape. If coffl-e is now to be made,
cold water is to be poured over a certain quanState of Connecticut*
tity of the powder, and made to boil. Ground
coffee prepared in this way, and which lay exHartford County, ss«
)
to
the
air
Hartford, Nov. 6,1865. ]
lor one month, yielded, on beposed
before
ing boiled, as goad a beverage as one made of
Personally appeared
me, Henry Fowler, a
Justice of the Peace, duly qualified to* administer
freshly-roasted berries.”
Thomas A.
and Lucius
American

COE’S

et!
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I do
“To judge as
myself, its taste is not to be compared with
that of the ordinary beverage, but rather the
good effects might be taken into consideration
which my coffee has on the organism. Many
persons, too, who connect the idea of strength
or concentration with a dark or black color,
fancy my coffee to be thin and weak, but these
were at once inclined more favorably, directly I gave it a dark color by means of burnt

sugar,

to scare the “old one,”
giving
in a publie-house, when

enough

was

“The usual quantities both of coffee and
water are to be retained; a tin measure containing half an ounce of green berries, when
filled with roasted ones, is generally sufficient
for two small cups of moderate strength, or

favorably of my coffee

homely

was
was

“Didn’t you fall into the brook when you

preserved:

Liebig proceeds

A fellow, whose countenance,

him:

Iiiebic’s Method of Making Coffee.
Baron Liebig, in the last number of the
London Popular Science iicview, gives the following account of his method ofmaking coffee,
by which, bo say3, the full flavor of the berry

i og and coffee in

Young Amebica Wondebs.—I Wonder
why mamma keeps Bridget at home all day,
to work, and then says it is wicked for me to
build my rabbit house on Sunday?
Wonder why our minister bought that pretty cane with the yellow lion’s head on the top,
and then asked me for my cent to put in the
missionary box? Don’t I want a jewsbarp
just aa much as he wanted a cane. ?
Wonder what makes papa tell such nice
stories to visitors, about his hiding the master’s ratan when he went to school, and
about his running away from the school-mistress when she was going to whip him, and
then shut me up all day in a dark room because I tried just once to be as smart as he
was ?
Wonder what made papa say that wicked
word when Betsy upset the ink all over his
papers, and then slapped my ears because I
3aul the same thing when my kite-string
broke?
Wonder why mamma told Bridget the other day to say she was not at home when Tommy Day’s mother called, and then puts me to
bed without my supper every time I tell a lie?
Oh, dear I there are lots of things I want to
know. How I wish I was a man i

some extra flourishes
he was observed

And, side by sido in labor** tree
And unresentful rivalry,
Harvest the fields wherein they fought.

Is

made fast one to each end of the
pole, and the unhappy couple, standing on
footstools, had passed the nooses round their
The
necks and jumped off simultaneously.
the
pole had bent so that their feet touched
knees
floor, but they seem to have bent theirleft letand thus strangled themselves. They
and sheets
ters directing what was to be done,
if not absoto wrap their bodies in. Poverty,
been
the cause
seems to have
lute
were

starvation,
of their crime.—[London correspondence Toronto Globe.

»

A careless

Medical.

Miscellaneous.

to
in the suburb of

brought

was

knowledge yesterday morning
Paddington- lu a lodging house there, a
French gentleman (said to be a nobleman)
and his mother had been lodging ior nine
weeks. They could pay no rent, and therefore
received notice to quit. They were to have
left on Thursday night, but got permission to
remain until the next morning. Next morning came, bnt they made no sign, and the
landlady entered one of their rooms, and found
them hanging to the cornice-polo of the window, and dead. They had gone most deter
minedly about the horrible business. The
ropes

Fresh-hued and fair, whore scarce appeared
The uncertain prophecy of beard.

dismal tragedy

very

TAB BANT

978 Greenwioh St., New York,.
Bold by Druggists all over tho World.
may 8 66

dig,

rc,„mCUcMta'UUmab‘National Bank.
Newton.Maas: C. B. Coffin.Rag, N.Y.Clty. faMtdlv

Vegetable
For

Coughs,

Pulmonary

Balsam!

Consumption J
PISTABLISHED in 18J2, am! atilt the belt knots*
ro? r?m*uVJ'or all affectiont (if the Lung?, JAeoat ami
(sheet. Be carctul to get the genuine.
Cold*

and

REED. CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors
Small, 60 cents.
Large Bottles, $1.00.
l*ui*o Cod Liver Oil

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by REED,
CUTLER & CO., who have facilities far obtaining oil
ol the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1,90.
Nov 10—rijt worn

Not

a

Hotel.

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with
good
board at No, 27 Willow Street,
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at luaob leas prices, at a retired and
jeoteol place. Also penuaaeutboard lor families and

gentlemen,
ty^Kemeniber the place, opposite Wood'* Hotel
corner ol

Middle and Willow Ste.

felOdtf

Read Dk. Hughes’ advertisement, in another
column. In hia
apcdalty Dr. Hughes is unequalled
®tbu cQxmtry'

v-Mr

■■AflEEiZiSSZfiiaS&sZ&CHKaigSs]
to the palate,
pain, set
AhJ,'itU1.lltiy;
ne,!Sr
^‘‘tuis-e hiwea.se of dosp/do not
exnaust, and lor
elderly parsons, females and child
pLEASANT

muse

no

ren,

are Just th«
thpig, Two taken at night movbowels ..ICC the next morning. Warranted
in pJ eases ot piles and Balling of the Rectum- \Ve

tlie

promises cure lor all symptoms of the Dysitpsi
such as Opurassjcui .Iter eatUig, Sour Stomach' Solti

Headache,
2”g,°‘“'“OP»m pi the Back and Loins, 1 eBowness olDlzzlnres,
the Skin

SEW&SJSSi

sgtsscAasi-dzsisi
4tx
^‘harriso^"*11^'1^30 <*«*!*£.jL'SrJ*

Tempie, Boston, wiu ’be mailed to
ondosirlg 60 cents.
__

N J1

Tremont

.ny address on
inljidly

White Op^
Ship Timber.
200 ™''s *>«* N. H. White Oak .uitablo

for
f atoms, Transoms, Risers, Hooks, ami LutAlso 100 tons Plank stocks, best, qnalitv. and
■
L. TAYLOK,
long hv
I Ttoy
Jan-4-dtf
«i Commercial St,
tock
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